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Part I

General aspects of Hydrology

1

Chapter 1

Introduction to Hydrology course
aspects
1.1

Course details

This course provides an introduction to the science of hydrology and climate. It is
a compulsory course in the Earth Sciences and Earth and Economics Bachelor programmes at the Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences. The course deals with a broad
range of hydrological subjects and includes atmospheric, surface and groundwater
aspects. The course consists of classroom lectures.
All course material (lecture sheets, documents, old exams and assignments,
etc.) is available on Blackboard (http://bb.vu.nl) at the start of the lectures. The
examination consists of a multiple choice test at the end of the course. More course
details are given in the study guide.

1.2

Objectives

We aim to make you aware of the importance of water in our daily lives and how it
flows through and interacts with different Earth system components and our environment. At the end of the course you should be able to:
• Discuss the hydrological cycle and the processes that govern the flow of fresh
water through our environment;
• Describe the physical processes of rainfall generation and aspects of rainfall
measurement;
• Describe the physical processes and methods to measure evapotranspiration;
• Describe various processes and measurement techniques related to surface
runoff;
• Perform basic calculations related to surface water hydrology;
3

• Explain basic physical and chemical properties of soil and rock related to
hydrology (porosity, permeability, etc.);
• Explain the concept of hydraulic head and how to measure this;
• Discuss basic water quality issues (hydrochemistry); and
• Show that you can perform basic calculations related to soil physics and
groundwater hydrology.
This reader is organized in chapters that parallel and supplement the lecture
materials. The beginning of this reader is intended to introduce basic hydrological
terminology while subsequent chapters explain hydrological processes such as the
generation of rainfall in the atmosphere, the flow of water in rivers, and the return of water to the atmosphere through evaporation. Groundwater topics such as
infiltration and recharge of soil water through the unsaturated zone and saturated
aquifers are also discussed. Finally, we discuss water quality aspects and how these
are impacted by geology and human activities, and we give some information about
the exploration of water resources.

1.3

Units

Throughout this reader SI units will be used. A short list of symbols and units is
presented in Table A.1 in Appendix A.

4

Chapter 2

The science of hydrology and the
importance of water
2.1

Water functions and applications

All life on Earth depends on water: water is the habitat for aquatic species, and we
humans need some 3–8 l of water per day for our survival. Water plays an important role in the transport of nutrients between the atmosphere, the terrestrial environment, and the oceans. Water vapour is a strong greenhouse gas, and the global
temperature depends largely on the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere. A
decrease in atmospheric water vapour content would lead to significantly lower
temperatures and less rainfall around the world.
Our use of fresh water resources is dominated by:
• Agriculture: the largest consumer of fresh water resources, with 82% of
all fresh water extracted being used for irrigation for the production of food
crops.
• Energy production: although hydro power production itself does not consume water, the evaporative losses in the reservoirs required to sustain power
generation at all times during the year account for 12% of our water use.
• Industry: about 4% of our water is used in industrial production processes
for cooling and waste disposal.
• Domestic uses: drinking water and other domestic uses only accounts for
about 2% of the extracted water.
• Transport: the transportation of goods and people occurs on the oceans and
the larger rivers. The water consumed is negligible, although the impacts of
these activities on water quality are not.
Historically the main source of fresh water supply for human use was surface
water bodies such as lakes and rivers, and surface water still provides a large part
5

of the modern water supply. In regions where water resources are limited or nonexistent, such as on small islands, collection of rainwater from rooftop drains has
been used to provide clean drinking water. Groundwater extraction (removing water stored in soil and rock pores) has increased over the last few centuries as the
technology has evolved from wells hand-dug in shallow aquifers to wells drilled
deep below the Earth’s surface. Most recently, in coastal areas where surface water
and groundwater resources are limited due to water availability or quality issues,
desalination of marine water may be employed to produce fresh water at great expense.
The fact that agriculture is the largest consumer of fresh water resources highlights the importance of water for our food production. Our farmers depend for
a major part on irrigation to maximize their crop yields. The 25 million km2 of
irrigated land that we have now worldwide is already about five times the irrigated
area in 1900. With the increase of the world’s population from over 7 billion now
to about 8 billion in 2025, and 10 billion in 2050, demand for food will increase.
This means an ever increasing need for more water and land to grow crops. Water
consumption is increasing around the world. Today, reliable access to fresh water is problem for more than one billion people. In its Strategic Framework for
FAO 2000-2015, the Food and Agricultural Organisation has defined three global
goals defined during the World Food Summit and UNCED conference to face the
challenges to our society in the near future. These are:
1. Access of all people at all times to sufficient nutritionally adequate and safe food, ensuring that the number of undernourished
people is reduced by half by no later than 2015.
2. The continued contribution of sustainable agriculture and rural
development, including fisheries and forestry, to economic and
social progress and the well-being of all.
3. The conservation, improvement and sustainable utilization of natural resources, including land, water, forest, fisheries and genetic
resources for food and agriculture.
To achieve these goals, knowledge about our water resources and their sustainable
management is a key factor.
At present, more than fifty countries cannot provide safe and adequate freshwater for domestic use and by 2025 it is predicted that twelve more African countries
will join the thirteen that already suffer from water stress or water scarcity. A good
overview of the pending worldwide water crisis is given in Rosegrant et al. [2002].
Per capita water use differs significantly between countries, with lowest use
in arid African countries and the highest use in the Unites States of America. An
overview of the typical amounts of water used per capita in the Netherlands is
shown in Table 2.1.

6

Figure 2.1: Irrigation of Couve crops in Portugal using a sprinkler-type irrigation
system.

2.2

Distribution of water on Earth

There is a lot of water on Earth, but most of this water is not available for direct
use because of its location or quality. The source of water is the gradual degassing
of the Earth’s mantle. This process presumably formed the hydrosphere at an estimated rate of 1 km3 y−1 , and the mantle still contains fifteen times as much water
as the hydrosphere.
Figure 2.2 shows in which water reservoirs the water on Earth resides. Most
water is in the oceans and its high salinity renders it not suitable for use without
major capital and energy expenses. A large proportion of the 3% of the remaining
fresh water is in the form of ice in Polar regions and cannot be used easily either.
This leaves a mere 1% of water in ground and surface water reservoirs, of which
only 0.007% is potentially available for use.
Water is not distributed evenly over all countries. Whether there is enough
water to sustain a certain population size in an area depends on climate (rainfall,
evaporation), the availability of reservoirs of water (i.e. groundwater aquifers or
surface water reservoirs) and the water quality.

2.2.1

Water security

Water is a requirement for life and good health. Access to sufficient water of good
quality has therefore been included in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The existing and predictions of more shortages of water in the future has lead to
7

Table 2.1: Typical per capita water use in the Netherlands in 2004 based on data
from VEWIN (Vereniging voor Exploitanten van Waterleidingbedrijven In Nederland). The hidden water costs, i.e. the amount of water used to produce certain
commodities that we use in our daily life, are also shown. Source de Bono et al.
[2004].
water use [L day−1 ]
2.8
43.7
5.1
35.8
1.5
18.0
3.9
3.0
1.8
1.0
0.6
6.4
123.8

Activity
Bath
Shower
Washing (sink)
Toilet
Washing of clothes (by hand)
Washing of clothes (machine)
Dish washing (by hand)
Dish washing (machine)
Food preparation
Coffee and tea
Drinking
Other
TOTAL
Drinking, washing and production of food (if
you are a good farmer and you do not waste
water)
Hidden water uses
Commodity
1 litre of beer
1 litre of gasoline
1 softdrink
A single bath
1 kg paper
1kg bread
1 kg potatoes
Television set
1 kg meat
One pair of jeans

2000

Amount of water required [l]
7
10
70
200
320
1000
1000
1000
4000–10000
8000

actions of the United Nations, and its Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO).
Water security is related to the long-term sustainable use of water. A region or
country has water security when there is enough water to provide the society with
clean drinking water, water for sanitation services, food, industrial and energy production and transportation, while the region’s ecosystem health and productivity is

8

Figure 2.2: Global distribution of water over the different components of the
Earth’s water cycle. Of all this water, only 0.007% serves as our water resources.

Figure 2.3: River flowing through the desert in Morocco near Tenerhir. Notice that
all houses are constructed along the river valley, thus leaving all land that can be
irrigated for agriculture.
maintained.
When a country or region cannot maintain water security, it is said to experience water shortage or water stress. This means that the supply of water cannot
meet the demand. A country is said to experience water stress when the water
resources can supply less than 1500 m3 year−1 per capita.
9

According to the United Nations, water scarcity in general is defined as
... the point at which the aggregate impact of all users impinges on the
supply or quality of water under prevailing institutional arrangements
to the extent that the demand by all sectors, including the environment,
cannot be satisfied fully [UN-Water and FAO, 2007].
Water scarcity is a relative term but has been defined by the FAO as to occur
when the water resources of a country can supply less than 1000 m3 year−1 per
capita. In Europe, the country of Malta is an extreme case, where only about 80
m3 year−1 per capita is available. Such a scarcity severely limits agricultural and
industrial activities in a region.
Summarising, the quantity and quality of fresh water determine the fresh water
availability and several terms are commonly used to describe this availability of
water for a region, including:
• Water security: Used when a region has predictable and secure access to to
good quality water over time, including that for use by ecosystems.
• Water stress: Describes a region with less than 1 500 m3 of water available
per person, per year (UK, Belgium <1 300 m3 per capita per year).
• Water scarcity: Used to describe a region with <1 000 m3 of available water per person, per year (Malta 82 m3 per capita per year).
• Water shortage: Said when a region suffers an absolute shortage or very
low levels of water relative to minimum levels necessary for basic needs.
A 2013 inventory suggested that from 181 countries studied, 37 countries were
extremely vulnerable to water stress. The list includes many arid African and Middle Eastern countries. However, it also includes Singapore, which is known for its
good water management but lacks fresh water aquifers or surface water resources
even though it is in the humid tropics [Gassert et al., 2013]. The map produced
indicates that there are a number of western countries that also have high risk,
including Belgium.

2.3

Conflicts over water

Water has always been the subject of conflicts, be it between tribes or countries,
especially in areas where water is scarce. At present, serious conflicts over water
resources exist in the following regions:
• Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan: These countries all share share the Nile River
water for irrigation of their crops. The quantity and quality of Nile water in
Egypt is dependent on the use of the river in Ethiopia and Sudan.
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Figure 2.4: World water stress vulnerability map. Source Gassert et al. [2013].
A treaty made under British rule established the rights of Egypt with regards
to the Nile’s water. For years, Ethiopia has been planning to increase agricultural activities in the headwater catchment of the Nile that would lead to
diminished water inflow in Egypt. The seriousness of the conflict can be
illustrated from the remark of President Sadat when Egypt signed a peace
treaty with Israel in 1979. He commented that “the only matter that could
take Egypt to war again is water.” This statement has since been repeated by
all presidents of Egypt.
• Singapore and Malaysia: Singapore is a small city-state that has very few
water resources of its own. It therefore depends on water shipments made
from Malaysia. Malaysia has planned a reduction in these water shipments.
• India and Bangladesh: Bangladesh is the delta of the Ganges River. India
has made several dams for power production and irrigation in the Ganges,
which has caused changes in the water amounts received by Bangladesh.
• USA and Mexico: The Colorado river is an important supplier of water in
the dry states in the Southwestern US. Over the past years water extraction
from the river has increased such that very little water has been flowing into
Mexico through the Colorado River, and that which does is of very poor
quality.
• South Africa, Namibia, and Botswana (Okavanga Delta): Under the influence of large subtropical storms, the Cubango River rises in central Angola, flows through Namibia and enters Botswana as the Okavango River in
the North. Some eleven billion cubic metres of water drains away through
a maze of lagoons, channels and islands in the Okavanga Delta before dis11

appearing into the Kalahari wastes of the south. Depending upon the inflow
from Angola, a vast wetland of up to twelve thousand square kilometres is
formed annually.
The Namibian government is considering extracting water from the Okavango River upstream of the Delta to supply the growing population in Windhoek and the farming needs in northern Namibia. Additionally, Namibia is
considering construction of a hydro power dam at Popa Falls, less than fifty
kilometres upstream from Botswana. Water resource management is further
complicated by resettlement of refugees in the the headwaters of the basin in
Angola.
• Turkey, Iran and Iraq: Turkey has planned the Southeastern Anatolia Development Project, proposing the construction of 22 dams and 19 Hydroelectric Power Plants in the Euphrates River, and diversion of water for irrigation
into the Harran field.
Continued population growth combined with the predicted changes in precipitation patterns associated with climate change mean that water issues will become
even more important in the coming decades [UNESCO, 2006].

2.4

What is Hydrology?

Hydrology is a science that has many aspects and is built on knowledge of our
environment. A very broad definition of the science of hydrology is given by Ward
and Robinson [2000], who defined hydrology as:
the science dealing with waters of the earth, their occurrence, distribution and circulation, their chemical and physical properties and
their interaction with the environment.
This broad definition can be narrowed down by recognising two major types of
water, being:
• Marine water: Oceanic water or terrestrial water that is, or has been in the
past, influenced by the sea (i.e. under marine tidal influence). This water is
salty and therefore not suitable for human consumption or most agricultural
applications. It may be desalinised and subsequently used for human consumption under certain conditions (i.e. when fresh water is not available).
• Fresh water: Naturally occurring water having a low concentration of salts,
which is often suitable for extraction and treatment to produce drinking water
(Directive 91/676/EEC, 12 December 1991). Note that non-marine salty
water can also be present in terrestrial environments, for instance in arid
areas where salts are concentrated due to high evaporative conditions.
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The science of hydrology usually constrains itself to the (fresh) water that is available on the land.
Commonly, several specialised fields of study in the science of hydrology are
distinguished:
• Ground water hydrology (hydrogeology): Specialises in (un)saturated groundwater and surface water flows on a local to regional scale (0–500 km), groundwater exploration and water quality issues. Groundwater and surface water
flow patterns and associated variations in the chemical composition of water
due to interaction with the environment are studied in the field and modelled.
Use is also made of biological techniques to remediate industrial pollution of
groundwater. Exploration and water resources assessments are made through
application of water balance techniques, geophysical techniques and chemical and isotope tracer methods. Environmental aspects included are the contamination of groundwater, chemical and biological remediation of polluted
areas, energy storage in groundwater and, more recently, the possibility of
storing CO2 in groundwater aquifers.
• Surface water hydrology: Specialises in the flow and quality (chemical and
biological) of water on the land surface and in rivers. An important aspect is
the flood and low flow prediction that affect our water resources and infrastructure. This requires studies of the surface runoff generation in response
to rainfall and the subsequent travelling and modification of peak discharges
through the drainage system. Used in Civil Engineering (construction of
roads, bridges and water ways), environmental (surface water contamination, gravel and sand mining, etc.) and socio-economical studies (access
to water and water rights). As drainage systems are often trans-boundary,
surface water resources are also the subject of many laws and international
treaties.
• Ecohydrology: Rather new field of study in hydrology, which focuses more
on processes regulating the hydrological cycle and how these are affected
by changes occurring at the land surface in response to human activities
(e.g. deforestation, climate change, etc.). It combines micro-meteorology,
(forest) hydrology, Quaternary geology, and environmental science. Ecohydrology includes studies on the interacting processes that regulate how
water, nutrients, sediment and gasses are exchanged between the soil, water, vegetation and the atmosphere. These transfers are studied mostly on
plot, hill slope or small catchment scales using a range of field measurement
and sampling techniques (micro-meteorology, hydrology, plant physiology,
soil physics, chemical isotope tracer methods) in combination with detailed,
process-based models.
• Agrohydrology: branch of hydrology that concerns itself with the water
issues related to agriculture for our food production. This includes assessing the optimal water conditions for maximum crop productivity (irrigation
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and drainage techniques), implementation of measures against nutrient (e.g.
NO3 ) and pesticide leaching, and development and promotion of soil conservation techniques to combat erosion and land degradation. This field of
study has strong links to ecohydrology.
• Hydrometeorology: a specialised field that overlaps with meteorology, climatology and cloud physics. It studies the formation of clouds and precipitation in the atmosphere and relates this statistically to spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall, maximum precipitation reaching the ground, etc.
Their work often forms the basis for design of flood-control systems such as
dikes, dams and reservoirs.
Hydrology forms the basis of many environmental studies as water is often
the solvent and medium of transport for nutrients, pollutants, bacteria, viruses and
particulate matter (erosion and sedimentation). The available water and its quality
are also major factors determining vegetation cover and potential use of an area for
a certain purpose. Hydrological science cannot be practised without knowledge of
Geology and Physical Geography, Soil Science, Meteorology, Biological Sciences
(e.g. plant physiology) and Chemistry.
A knowledge of hydrology is a critical element in all decision making processes where water is involved [Viessman Jr. and Lewis, 2003]. Reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of the science, hydrology commonly uses terminology from
natural sciences, social sciences and law. The following sections introduce and
define some common terms encountered in hydrological literature, and Section 2.3
outlines some modern cases where these terms are used.

2.5

The Hydrological Cycle

On Earth, water occurs in all its three phases (gaseous, liquid and solid) and is
distributed over three main compartments:
• The atmosphere in which water is present in the gaseous (as vapour), liquid
(as droplets in clouds and rain) and solid (as snow and hail) phase.
• The land surface in which water is present in both the liquid (rivers, lakes,
reservoirs) and solid (snow fields, glaciers) phase. Water in rivers, lakes and
reservoirs is usually referred to as surface water.
• The subsurface in which water is present in all three phases: 1) as water
vapour in the unsaturated zone, 2) as liquid water and 3) as ice in frozen soils
or permafrost areas. Water that is located below the Earth’s surface resides in
the pores and cracks of soil and rock formations. In the unsaturated zone, the
pores and cracks are filled with both water and air, whereas in the saturated
zone the pores are solely filled with water.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the hydrological cycle.
Global water circulation may be regarded as a closed system, as negligible water escapes through the Earth’s atmosphere and into space. The dominant processes
in this closed system are evapotranspiration (and also sublimation), condensation,
precipitation, infiltration, groundwater flow and river runoff (Figure 2.5). Together,
these processes are referred to as the hydrological cycle. The hydrological cycle
is the largest circulation of matter within the Earth–atmosphere system, driven by
solar energy and, to a lesser extent, gravitational energy (gravitational flows are
more than an order of magnitude lower than evaporational energy exchanges).
It is important to realize however that all the processes of the hydrological cycle
are interlinked and that there are no strict boundaries between either of them. For
example, surface water bodies like lakes, rivers and streams are practically always
fed by groundwater. Conversely, they can lose water to the groundwater and here
can even be alternating patterns of water losses and gains within the same surface
water body. The bottom line is that even though we make a distinction between surface water, groundwater and atmospheric water, it simply is all the same water that
just spends a certain amount of time in these different compartments. Moreover,
a water particle does not necessarily have to complete the whole cycle every time
and again. Many short-cuts are possible and some water on the contents, although
always en route to the oceans, may never actually reach the coastline because it is
continually recycled on land.

2.6

Exercises

1. The need to feed the growing population creates a strong demand for water
for food production. Please research what kind of measures with respect to
water management could be taken to avoid famines in the future. Indicate
15

for each measure what the limitations to implementation of these measures
are.
2. The mean discharge of the river Rhine at the Dutch border is 2 200 m3 s−1 .
If the total amount of water brought into the Netherlands by the Rhine in
one year would be spread out evenly over the surface area of the Netherlands
(37 363 km2 ), what would be the depth of the resulting sheet of water?
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Chapter 3

Catchments and the Water
Balance Equation
3.1

The Catchment

A common spatial unit used by hydrologists for studying the hydrological cycle
is the catchment (also called a drainage basin or watershed). Catchment literally
means a structure in which water is caught. This means that it is defined by:
• an outlet point where the water leaves the catchment area
• distinct catchment boundaries or watersheds, that separate catchments geographically.
A catchment is generally considered to be an individual hydrological unit, defined
as an area of land where all surface water (from rain or snow melt) occurring in the
area ultimately drains into a single water body such as a river, lake, or ocean. The
size of a catchment may vary significantly – from several square meters (headwater
catchments) to more than six million square kilometers (the Amazon River Basin).
A catchment includes all surface water bodies that transport or store water,
as well as the land surface in the area that contributes water to the discharge. The
catchment acts like a funnel, collecting all the water within an area and channelling
it into a surface water body. A catchment can be made up of several sub-catchments
that each drain different parts of the catchment area. A catchment is separated from
other catchments by flow divides (also called watersheds1 ) – natural features that
act as barriers to water flow, such as ridges on hills or mountains. The location and
orientation of the divides define the boundaries of a catchment, preventing water
from entering or exiting adjacent catchments.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the boundaries of a satellite image from a forested catchment in the eastern United States. The discharge point of the catchment is located
1

Confusingly, the term watershed is used to indicate both the divide between two catchments and
(in North America) the catchment itself
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Figure 3.1: Catchment boundaries illustrated on a satellite photo.
in the bottom of the image, and the highlighted ridge line acts as the catchment
boundary.

3.2

The Water Balance Equation

The concept of a catchment is especially useful because the components of the hydrological cycle and their relations can be cast into a single mathematical equation
that is fundamental to hydrology: The water balance equation. Consider a simple
(hypothetical) catchment where hydrological processes are limited to a single water inflow (i.e precipitation P ) and a single water outflow (i.e. river discharge Q).
Any difference between the inflow and the outflow over a certain time period represents the water that has entered or left storage within the catchment. Expressed
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mathematically:
Inf low = Outf low ± ∆Storage

(3.1)

where all terms are expressed in terms of mass (M = ρ · V ). If the density of
water (ρ) can be assumed to be constant, then inflow and outflow terms can be
expressed on a volume (V ) basis. This is commonly done in field studies as water
volumes are much easier to measure than water mass. In hydrology, water volumes
are usually normalized by the surface area of a catchment to produce equivalent
depths of inflow or outflow in mm. Thus 1 mm of inflow or outflow represents a
volume equivalent to 1 l of water per square metre of the catchment.
Of course, in the real world, systems are rarely limited to one inflow and one
outflow. The inflow and outflow terms are usually made up of many processes. Furthermore, water can enter storage at one time of the year (i.e. during precipitation
or snow melt events), while leaving storage at another time (i.e. by evapotranspiration during the summer months).
Precipitation (P ) occurs in the form of rain, snow, hail and fog, which are the
principal water inflow mechanisms in natural systems. The flow divides that bound
a catchment do not necessarily coincide with groundwater flow divides. Hence,
groundwater flow potentially constitutes an important inflow term of a watershed.
Precipitation and snow melt are the principal water inflow mechanisms in natural systems. When precipitation reaches the surface it may infiltrate into the soil.
The part of the infiltrated precipitation that reaches the water table and replenished
the groundwater is called groundwater recharge. Like surface water, all groundwater eventually leaves the catchment (and drains to the oceans), sometimes directly
but more commonly by the discharge of groundwater into surface water. Groundwater is the dominant source of what is called a river’s baseflow (Qb ) or the slow
portion of streamflow that does not derive from fast direct runoff Qd . Direct runoff
is that portion of the flow of water across the land surface that ends up in te river
within a short time during and directly after a precipitation even. This includes
overland flow, which is water flowing over the soil surface. Runoff can be augmented by interflow or sub-surface throughflow, which is the somewhat slower
flow of water parallel to the land surface through the unsaturated zone in the soil.
This flow often occurs through macro-pores in the soil or over a less-permeable
layer.
Upon entering streams and rivers, baseflow, surface runoff and interflow together form river discharge or stream flow (Q), which is one of the main outflow
mechanisms from a catchment, especially during periods of heavy precipitation
or snow melt. Whereas the baseflow component of river discharge is changes
only gradually with time, the direct runoff and interflow components may increase
rapidly during periods of heavy precipitation or snow melt.
During dry periods, evaporation of soil water and transpiration by plants result
in significant losses of water from the catchment. These processes are difficult to
separate, so they are often measured together as evapotranspiration (ET ).
In natural systems, water is stored (S) principally in its liquid or solid (snow or
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ice) phase. Within a catchment, water may be stored in many reservoirs, including
soil pores or fractures in rock, biomass, surface water, snow fields or glaciers.
Water can enter storage at one time of the year (i.e. during precipitation or snow
melt events), while leaving storage at another time (i.e. by evapotranspiration (ET )
during the summer months).
Water vapour and liquid water may be stored within soil pores or fractures
in rock, and ice may also be present in shallow soils during cold weather and in
permafrost soils in the Arctic. If enough liquid water is present to saturate the
soil pores a continuous groundwater surface, called a water table, will be present.
Vapour and liquid water stored in shallow soils may be susceptible to evaporation
under certain conditions, and it may also be extracted by plants and vegetation
during transpiration. Liquid water can also be stored on the land surface in lakes,
ponds, rivers, and other water bodies, while solid water occurs in a catchment as
a snow or ice cover. All water in these conditions is considered to be in storage
within the catchment.
To determine the net water flow into or out of a real-world system, a detailed
water balance equation (Equation 3.2) is required that includes all possible inflow,
outflow and storage terms:
P − Q − ET ± ∆S = 0

(3.2)

Equation 3.2 is identical to Equation 3.1, except that the inflow and outflow terms
were expanded, and the outflow and storage terms were moved to the left hand
side of the equation. Since all possible inflows, outflows, and storage terms are
included in the water balance equation, the result should be balanced (and hence
equal to zero) for a given catchment. For studies in smaller catchments, where the
only component of Q that is measured directly is stream flow, an extra leakage term
L is often introduced to describe undetected flow of water (i.e. regional groundwater flow) into or out of the catchment. Normally, P and Q are measured in a
catchment and ET is determined as the difference of P − Q, assuming that ∆S
is negligible. If ET is much lower or higher than expected for that region under
certain meteorological conditions, this is a sign that leakage may have occurred.

3.3

Residence Time

Once all the terms of the water balance equation are known, the residence time
(tr ) of water in a catchment can be determined. The residence time is the average
time that water spends within a reservoir or catchment. tr (in s), is determined by
dividing the volume of water stored in a system(S, in m3 ) by the net inflow (I, in
m3 s−1 ) or net outflow (O, in m3 s−1 ) into that system:
S
S
=
(3.3)
I
O
The residence times of water within different compartments of the hydrological
cycle vary widely. The residence time of water in the atmosphere is in the order
tr =
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Table 3.1: Mean annual amounts of precipitation, evapotranspiration, subsurface
storage and discharge in the Netherlands

Precipitation
Evapotranspiration
Subsurface storage
Discharge

Winter
350 mm
75 mm
100 mm

Summer
400 mm
425 mm
75 mm

of days. The residence time of water in surface water bodies varies from months
in rivers to years in lakes. For groundwater, the residence time can be centuries or
even longer: The age of groundwater in the Nubian sandstone aquifer below the
Sahara can be over 1 million years [Sturchio et al., 2004]!
Understanding the individual terms of the water balance equation is a fundamental element of hydrology. Each process in the hydrological cycle is discussed
in detail in the following chapters.

3.4

Exercises

1. Table 3.1 lists the mean annual amounts of precipitation, evapotranspiration,
subsurface storage and discharge in the Netherlands. Set up a water balance
to calculate the missing numbers.
2. Consider a lake with a surface area of 1.4 km−2 and an average depth of 3
m. If rainfall is the only input of water into the lake and the annual rainfall
amounts to 750 mm, what is then the residence time of water in this lake.
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Part II

Precipitation, evaporation and
surface water hydrology
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Chapter 4

Precipitation
4.1

Precipitation, temporal and spatial distribution

Precipitation is often considered the start of the water cycle and is the main inflow
of water in many catchments. Precipitation can occur in a number of forms such
as rainfall, snow, hail, and fog (sometimes called horizontal precipitation). Precipitation influences soil moisture, groundwater recharge, surface water flow, and
numerous other aspects of natural systems. The study and understanding of precipitation formation processes and precipitation distribution patterns are critical tasks
for hydrometeorologists. While precipitation is one of the easiest elements of the
hydrological cycle to quantify for one point in space, accurately extrapolating the
data for a catchment requires a great deal of knowledge. In the Netherlands and
most other countries rain is the dominant form of precipitation, while in colder climates precipitation may occur as rain during the summer and as snow or ice (hail,
sleet) during the winter.
Time series of precipitation are collected by the national meteorological organisations from their network of weather stations. A time-series graph of precipitation
amounts is called a hyetograph. Precipitation is usually plotted as hourly or daily
totals.

4.1.1

Global precipitation

Precipitation is extremely variable across the Earth. The highest rainfall occurs
near the equator in the tropics, where the Sun evaporates large quantities of ocean
water and creates significant vertical uplift of air causing heavy showers and thunderstorms. Annual precipitation totals in the tropics can exceed 2 500 mm or more
if there are mountainous regions or monsoons. Mt. Waialeale, in Hawaii, receives
an average of 11 680 mm of precipitation annually, and Cherrapunji, India, holds
the world record for precipitation in a year with 26 461 mm.
Figure 4.1 shows monthly rainfall amounts in Manaus, Central Amazonia.
Here, monthly rainfall is above 250 mm between January and April, and then drops
sharply to reach a minimum of 50–60 mm in July–August. Such seasonal variation
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of rainfall in the tropics is related to the shifting of the Inter Tropical Convergence
Zone (Dutch: Intertropische Convergentie Zone, ITCZ). The ITCZ is one of the
most important weather systems on Earth and has a width of 50–500 km. The zone
is a result of the convergence of north-east and south-east tradewinds that act on
the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively.
Convergence of these winds and heating causes convection with ascending air
causing a belt of low pressure to occur along the equator. Clouds are formed and
high rainfall occurs. The ITCZ can be seen as a band of clouds covering the equatorial regions on satellite images (Figure 4.2). The ITCZ shifts with summer and
winter positions of the Earth relative to the Sun, which causes seasonality in rainfall (dry versus wet seasons). Another example of the influence of the ITCZ on
seasonal precipitation is the monsoon in India and South-east Asia.

Figure 4.1: Monthly rainfall patterns for Manaus, Central Amazonia (3◦ S, 60◦ W)
and for The Netherlands (52◦ N, 5◦ E).
At the other extreme an absence of atmospheric water in desert and polar regions results in these areas typically receiving less than 250 mm of precipitation
annually, and some regions can go for several years without a single precipitation
event. The Atacama desert in Chile is the world’s driest location, and receives
an average of only 0.1 mm of rain annually. The atmospheric conditions in these
regions are characterised by downward movement of air masses in high pressure
zones, such as the Azores High, located over the Atlantic Ocean.
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Figure 4.2: GOES satellite image showing the ITCZ as a band of clouds over the
northern hemisphere just above the Equator on April 14, 1999 (source: NASA
PEM Tropics, 1999).

4.1.2

Precipitation in the Netherlands

The Netherlands receives an average of 797 mm of rain per year, (i.e. enough water to cover the entire country with 0.795 m of water!). However, precipitation can
show considerable variation between years. For instance, average annual rainfall
in the dry year of 2003 was only 631 mm, whereas 1055 mm was recorded in the
wet year of 1998 (Source: KNMI). Figure 4.1 shows that the maximum monthly
rainfall occurs in November, and that rainfall is slightly lower in winter than in the
summer and autumn. In spite of the amount of rain, some regions of the Netherlands (e.g. the Veluwe) have to deal with water shortages in summer and autumn
when evapotranspiration by the pine and deciduous forests is high.
The spatial variation of rainfall is shown in Figure 4.3. The general pattern
shows that rainfall is decreasing towards the East. This may be related to the main
wind direction being west–south-west and the proximity to the North Sea. There
are several areas where higher than average rainfall occurs (e.g. along the line
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Figure 4.3: Map showing the spatial variation in annual precipitation over The
Netherlands for the period 1971–2000 (source: Sluijter and Nellestijn [2002]).
The Hague – Rotterdam – Dordrecht, around Amsterdam, over the Veluwe around
Apeldoorn and west of the line Groningen – Assen – Hoogeveen). This may be
related to relief and perhaps industrial aerosol and dust emissions.

4.2

Water Vapour in the Atmosphere

For a better understanding of how precipitation is formed in the atmosphere, we
need to know something about the physical laws concerning the behaviour and
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concentration of water vapour in the atmosphere. Earth’s atmosphere is composed
of gases including nitrogen (78%), oxygen (21%), argon (0.9%), carbon dioxide
(0.038%) and other trace gases. These gases are present in concentrations that can
be considered fixed in time and space for practical purposes. The atmosphere also
contains water vapour which, in contrast to the concentrations of the other gases,
varies significantly over short periods of time, as well as in space (0.2% in dry
polar regions to 5% in tropical thunderstorm clouds). Water vapour therefore has
to be treated as a separate mixture in the atmosphere.
According to the ideal gas law, gas pressure (p) per unit volume (V ) is a function of the number of moles of a gas (n) and the gas temperature (T ), as well as the
ideal gas constant (R). For mixtures of gases, the pressure of each gas in a certain
volume and at a certain temperature can be determined using Equation 4.1.
pV = nRT

(4.1)

Dalton’s Law (Equation 4.2) states that total air pressure is the sum of the
partial pressures of the individual gases that comprise the air. Rewriting Dalton’s
Law (Equation 4.3) to include all the major constituents of air as well as trace
gases, it is possible to calculate atmospheric air pressure, which has an average
value of 1 013 hPa at sea level.
ptotal = p1 + p2 + p3 · · · + pn

(4.2)

p = pN2 + pO2 + pAr + pCO2 + pH2 O + ptrace

(4.3)

The actual water vapour pressure (pH2 O ; Dutch: dampspanning) is more commonly denoted as e. The pressure exerted by water vapour is then e and that by the
dry air mixture p − e.
The amount of water vapour in a given volume of air is physically limited
as condensation will occur when the maximum is reached. The maximum water
vapour pressure a volume of air can hold depends on the air temperature and is
called the saturation vapour pressure (Dutch: verzadigingsdampspanning, es in
hPa). If the actual vapour pressure becomes higher than the saturation vapour
pressure, we speak of supersaturation (Dutch: oververzadiging). The following
formula [Goff, 1957] can be used to calculate es from temperature (T , in K) for
equilibrium conditions with a planar water surface:


es = 10



 
−8.2969
T
10.79574 1− T0 −5.028 log TT +1.50475 · 10−4 1−10

T −1
T0

!

0



T
4.76955 1− 0
T

0.42873 · 10−3 10

!
−1 +0.78614

∗ 10
where T0 is 273.15 K. A much simpler formula, recommended by the WMO
[WMO, 2008] is the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:
es = exp21.6562−
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5420.32
T

(4.4)

where T is again in K.
The relation between saturation vapour pressure and temperature above an ice
surface is slightly different from that above a water surface. This because the
attraction between water molecules at the surface of crystalline ice is stronger than
that between molecules at a liquid water surface. Marti and Mauersberger [1993]
developed the following equation for calculation of es above ice:
es, ice = 10

−2663.5
+10.537
T

(4.5)

with T in Kand es, ice in hPa.
These formulae have been used to make a graph of the temperature versus
saturation vapour pressure (Figure 4.4), which shows that the saturation vapour
pressure, and therefore also the amount of water vapour that can exist in a given
volume of air, increases as the air temperature rises. The difference in es for liquid
water and ice at sub-zero temperatures is also illustrated in Figure 4.4 and is small
at less than 0.3 hPa above a temperature of -12 ◦ C.

Figure 4.4: Graph of temperature versus saturation vapour pressure for liquid water
and ice.
The actual water vapour pressure e can be measured with a psychrometer. A
psychrometer is a device on which two identical and precise thermometers are
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mounted side by side. The first thermometer measures the temperature of the air
and is called the dry-bulb thermometer. The second thermometer has a moist wick
around the mercury reservoir and is therefore called the wet-bulb thermometer.
When the air is saturated, the temperatures displayed on both thermometers are
equal and the vapour pressure e equals es . However, as soon as the air becomes
unsaturated (e < es ) evaporation will occur from the moist wick, which extracts
energy from this thermometer’s mercury reservoir. This causes a cooling of the
reservoir and the wet-bulb thermometer will now give a lower temperature than that
measured with the dry-bulb thermometer. The temperature difference between the
two thermometers increases as the difference between e and es becomes larger. The
actual vapour pressure e can now be calculated from the psychrometric equation:
e = es (Tw ) − γ · (Td − Tw )

(4.6)

where Td is the dry-bulb temperature [◦ C], Tw is the wet-bulb temperature [◦ C]
and γ the psychrometric constant and has a value of 0.67 hPa ◦ C−1 .
Relative humidity (RH) is one common measure of the concentration of water
vapour in air. It is the percentage of the actual water vapour pressure (indicated
by e, in hPa) relative to the saturation vapour pressure (es ) at that temperature, as
shown in Equation 4.7.
e
RH =
∗ 100%
(4.7)
es
Under dry daytime conditions near Earth’s surface, RH is usually less than 100%.
RH can increase above 100% when supersaturation occurs, for instance in foggy
conditions or in clouds.
Another way to express the humidity of the air is by considering the ratio
of the mass of water vapour (MH2 O ) and that of the air including the mass of
water vapour (Mair ). This is known as the specific humidity (Dutch: specifieke
vochtigheid) and is expressed as q in kg water per kg moist air. q can be calculated from air and vapour pressures as:
q=

MH 2 O
Mair

= 0.622 ∗

e
p−e

(4.8)

where p is the air pressure (about 1 013 hPa at sea level) and 0.622 is the ratio of
the molecular masses of water and air. The specific humidity at saturation, qs , can
be calculated by inserting es instead of e into equation 4.8.
For example, if the air temperature near the ground is 25 ◦ C and the actual
water vapour pressure e=20 hPa, the relative humidity will be 62% because the
saturation vapour pressure at 25 ◦ C is es =32.4 hPa. The specific humidity is then
0.0125. If the same volume of air is cooled, say by lifting it to regions of lower
pressure, the relative humidity will increase as e remains the same but es decreases
with temperature. The specific humidity q also remains the same. For the case
above, if the air is cooled to 17.3 ◦ C, the relative humidity will reach 100%, i.e.
the air becomes saturated. If further cooling takes place, the water vapour in excess
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of that required to maintain saturation will condense into cloud droplets and qs will
decrease as a result. During condensation, the relative humidity will stay at 100%
or slightly above (supersaturation).
This condensation process can be observed at the ground surface where the
formation of dew on vegetation and other surfaces occurs when the air temperature
at the Earth’s surface cools enough to result in condensation of atmospheric moisture. The dewpoint temperature (Dutch: dauwpuntstemperatuur) is the temperature
at which air reaches saturation, i.e. where e = es .
Globally, the lowest atmospheric water vapour concentrations are observed in
desert and polar environments due to the lack of available water. This occurs in
the desert because all available moisture is rapidly evaporated by the constant heat,
while at the poles it occurs because all water is frozen and not prone to evaporation
under typical boreal conditions.
The highest atmospheric water vapour concentrations are present in the humid
tropics and in foggy mountain zones. In moist, tropical areas, there is an abundance
of water (in seas and oceans) to evaporate, resulting in near-saturated atmospheric
conditions, while in mountainous areas, condensation as a result of cooling processes results in high relative humidities.
The process of evaporation consumes energy (Chapter 5) and the same energy
is released during condensation. The latent heat of vapourisation (λ) (Dutch: latente verdpampingswarmte) )is the amount of energy required for evaporation, i.e.
to transform a given quantity of a liquid substance into a gas. The latent heat of
vapourisation of water can be calculated using Equation 4.9, where temperature is
expressed in Kelvin (K) and λ in J kg−1 water.
λ = 4185.5 ∗ (751.78 − 0.5655T )

(4.9)

Equation 4.9 shows that the higher the temperature of water, the less the additional
energy that is required to vapourise the water. At room temperature λ is about
2, 500, 000 J kg−1 .

4.3
4.3.1

Cloud Formation Processes
Condensation and droplet Formation

Cloud and rainfall formation processes are the field of study of the hydro-meteorologist.
Vast quantities of water in the form of water vapour, cloud droplets, and ice particles are constantly on the move in the Earth’s atmosphere. The atmospheric reservoir of water vapour is much larger than the amount of liquid water visible as
clouds. Furthermore, special conditions must be met before any of the cloud water
can reach the surface of the Earth as precipitation. Important factors controlling
the initiation and amount of precipitation from a cloud are:
• the cloud size, in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions,
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• the cloud lifetime, and
• the sizes and concentrations of the droplets and ice particles that make up
the cloud.
Intuitively, we know that cloud formation and precipitation are not likely when
the atmospheric relative humidity is significantly less than 100%. In nature the
most common ways for atmospheric moisture RH to reach values near 100% are
either by increasing the water vapour pressure (via evaporation of water at the land
surface) or by decreasing the saturation water vapour pressure (via cooling of the
air mass). Due to air circulation (turbulence), evaporation alone is not commonly
enough to produce an atmospheric RH near 100% and some degree of cooling is
always required.
Even when the air reaches 100% RH, condensation would not happen spontaneously in clean air. This is because the saturation water vapour pressure for
equilibrium with the surface of a small spherical droplet of water is much higher
than that for a flat water surface. Due to the strongly curved surface of microscopic
droplets, the water molecules have less neighbouring molecules and are attracted
less strongly by van der Waals forces between the molecules than for a flat surface. In addition, the curvature of the surface also increases the pressure within
the droplet to above atmospheric pressure. Water molecules can therefore escape
more easily from a spherical droplet surface than from a flat water surface. This
means that a much higher vapour pressure would therefore be required in the air
surrounding the droplet to maintain equilibrium (i.e. no changes in droplet radius
due to condensation or evaporation).
Kelvin’s law expresses the difference in saturation vapour pressure for a curved
surface (ec [Pa]) with respect to that of a planar surface (ep [Pa]) as follows:
ln

ec
2γMH2 0
=
ep
ρRT r

(4.10)

where γ is the coefficient of surface tension [N m−1 ], ρ the density of water (about
1,000 kg m−3 ), R the universal gas constant [J K−1 kg−1 ], T the absolute temperature [K] and r the radius of the droplet [m]. Note that according to Kelvin’s law
the difference between ec and ep decreases with increasing droplet radius r. Hence
the saturation vapour pressure for a curved surface can be seen to approach that of
a planar surface when r is large. As such, the percentage supersaturation required
for equilibrium conditions is inversely proportional to the droplet radius as seen in
Equation 4.10. In fact, for pure water to condensate spontaneously (very small r)
we would need supersaturation in the order of RH= 700%. You may therefore ask
yourself how the first, smallest droplets, form as these would consist of relatively
few water molecules and would need very high ambient supersaturation conditions
that are never encountered in nature.
Apparently, a different process must be acting in the atmosphere, allowing
these small droplets to form at lower supersaturation conditions. Note that in clear
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air with high relative humidity dew can be formed on the surface of plant leaves. In
the atmosphere, microscopic aerosol particles that are always present can provide
similar surfaces for water molecules to condensate on, thereby forming small cloud
droplets. Such particles are called cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Some aerosol
particles in the atmosphere can also cause cloud droplets to freeze or ice crystals to
form directly from water vapour at sub-zero temperatures. These particles, called
ice nuclei (IN), are scarce at about 1000 per cubic meter air. Kaolinite clay particles
are the main ice nuclei in our atmosphere and these are effective at temperatures
below −9 ◦ C. As a result, many cloud droplets formed on CCN remain in the
liquid state at temperatures below 0 ◦ C and only few ice particles, formed on ice
nuclei, develop. Liquid water droplets with temperatures below 0 ◦ C are said to
be supercooled. If part or all of a cloud is colder than 0 ◦ C, frozen particles (ice)
may be present, but generally in much lower concentrations than the supercooled
water droplets, which have been observed at temperatures as low as −40 ◦ C. At
some temperature above −40 ◦ C all super-cooled liquid cloud droplets will freeze
forming ice-crystals due to self-nucleation.
The atmosphere usually has an abundance of cloud condensation nuclei (on
average about 108 per cubic meter air) and most clouds consist of small water
droplets in high concentrations. The droplets in a typical cloud are so small that it
takes about a million of them to make a single raindrop.
CCN that are relatively large and hygroscopic are most apt to serve as cloud
condensation nuclei. Sea salt (NaCl) particles, blown into the atmosphere as sea
spray during the breaking of waves, are the most common aerosol and these salt
particles can easily dissolve in water and are hygroscopic. Other particles or gasses
can also dissolve in water or react with water (e.g. SO2 ). These soluble salt particles, when dissolved in atmospheric moisture, can change the physical properties
of the droplet according to Raoult’s law. Raoult’s law affects the surface tension
forces (these are reduced) and implies that addition of a non-volatile solute to a
liquid (the solvent) lessens the tendency for the liquid to become a solid or a gas
and this effect increases with increasing concentration of the solute in the solvent.
Raoult’s law is in practice often applied in winter to melt snow or ice by spraying
salt particles on slippery roads. The salt lowers the freezing point of the water,
i.e. reduces the tendency of water to become solid. Raoult’s law also implies that
when water condenses on, for instance, a hygroscopic NaCl particle that then dissolves, the dissolved NaCl will lessen the tendency of the droplet to evaporate. The
reduction achieved according to Raoult’s law depends on the solute nature and its
concentration. For a wholly soluble nucleus with mass m and molecular weight
Ms the difference in saturation vapour pressure for a curved surface (ec [Pa]) with
respect to that of a planar surface (ep [Pa]) is defined as:


2σMH O
2
e0c
8.6m
= exp ρRT r · 1 −
(4.11)
ep
Ms r 3
This process therefore makes it possible to form cloud droplets under much lower
saturation conditions (relative humidity close to 100%) then for insoluble particles
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with the same size. Simplification of Raoult’s law using Taylor series expansion
then gives:
e0c
2σMH2 O
A B
8.6m
=1+
=1+ + 3
(4.12)
−
3
ep
ρRT r
Ms r
r
r
where the first term represents the surface tension effect ( Ar ) and the second term
the solute effect ( rB3 ). A salty droplet can therefore grow in size via condensation
at lower super-saturation and even in sub-saturated conditions (see Köhler Curve
in Figure 4.5) more easily than a pure water droplet. This is because the es for
the salty droplet is lower than that of a pure water droplet, and is referred to as the
solute effect.

Figure 4.5: Köhler curve. This graph shows the relation between cloud droplet radius and the relative humidity. The pure water line shows that a droplet of a certain
radius can only exist at relatively high supersaturation and will evaporate when the
supersaturation decreases. When salt is added, the droplet will already form at 85%
relative humidity and the drop will grow with increasing relative humidity until the
critical radius is reached. The droplet then continues to grow even if the relative
humidity remains constant or decreases.

The relation between droplet radius and relative humidity / supersaturation, due
to the interplay between Kelvin’s and Raoult’s laws, is described by the Köhler
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curve. The Köhler curve shows the relation for pure water, as well as for water
condensed on a small NaCl particle. For pure water, a supersaturation of 0.3%
(RH=100.3%) is needed for equilibrium of a droplet with radius of 1 µm. If the
supersaturation decreases below 0.3%, the droplet will rapidly evaporate. The situation becomes different if we introduce a particle of NaCl with a mass of 10−15
g into the air. In this case, a droplet of 0.1 µm is already stable at 85% relative
humidity. If the humidity increases this droplet will grow due to solute and surface
tension effects until it reaches a critical radius with a droplet radius of about 0.6
µm and a supersaturation of 100.14% relative humidity. At this stage, no further
increase in humidity is needed for the droplet to continue growing. As seen in the
Köhler Curve, if the radius of a droplet exceeds a critical radius, the surface tension effect can cause a water droplet to grow to radii exceeding 10 µm even if the
super-saturation condition decreases in the cloud.
The critical radius is the point where a micro-droplet will continue to grow
even though the supersaturation conditions do not increase. If the droplet radius is
smaller than the critical radius, a lowering of the saturation conditions will cause a
decrease in droplet radius. When the droplet radius exceeds the critical radius the
droplet will continue to grow even though the saturation conditions are stable or
even decrease.
The Köhler curve also suggests that only very small droplets, with a maximum
radius of less than 20–100 µm can be formed by the process of direct condensation during the lifetime of a cloud (several hours). This is because the surface area
(increasing proportional to r2 ) upon which the molecules condense is not increasing at the same rate as its volume (increase proportional to r3 ), causing the rate of
condensation on a droplet to decrease in time. Droplets with radii exceeding 20
µm can only be formed by condensation alone in the humid tropics, where enough
moisture is available to form droplets of this radius. Such small droplets do not
have sufficient mass to overcome the resistance of air (friction, upward wind flow)
and fall down to reach Earth’s surface as precipitation. The typical duration of a
convective cloud formation is only 30–120 minutes and it would take 50–100 hours
for the process of condensation to produce raindrops with radii of 0.1–2.5 mm. We
therefore need additional mechanisms to create these larger raindrops.

4.3.2

Coalescence and Ice Crystal Processes

In addition to the condensation mechanism described above, there are two other
mechanisms that act to increase the cloud droplet radius to raindrop radius. These
are sometimes called the warm-cloud and cold-cloud processes. The term warmcloud was introduced after scientists noticed that rain often falls in the tropics from
clouds existing entirely at temperatures above 0 ◦ C. Hence, these clouds do not
contain any ice crystals.
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Raindrop formation in warm clouds
The air in clouds is turbulent, especially in large cumulonimbus clouds. This means
that small droplets are constantly being moved around by eddies in the cloud. The
condensation process described above leads to the formation of droplets with different radii (2-100 µm). According to Stokes’ law, the fall speed of a droplet is
related to the square of its radius. A droplet with a radius of 1 µm has a fall velocity of only 10−4 m s−1 , whereas drops with radii of 100 µm and 1 mm fall
with speeds of 0.7 m s−1 and 7 m s−1 , respectively. In this turbulent environment, relatively large droplets with high fall velocities can overtake and collide
with smaller droplets, which have lower fall speeds. If two such droplets collide,
they coalesce (melt together) to form a larger drop, which in turn will fall more
rapidly. The collision–coalescence process continues and is acting to create the
larger drops that eventually are large enough to fall through the cloud to form
precipitation. In warm clouds in the humid tropics, where the droplet growth by
condensation is fast enough, this collision–coalescence process is the mechanism
creating raindrops. This is called the warm-cloud process for raindrop formation.
The warm-cloud process of collision–coalescence also acts at temperatures below
0 ◦ C, i.e. in cold clouds, where it causes growth of super-cooled liquid droplets.
The term warm-cloud process for this mechanism is therefore a little misleading,
but it is widely used for convenience. In colder climates, there is usually not enough
moisture available to ensure growth of droplets to 20 µmin short time that are required for the collision-coalescence process and rainfall is not generated through
this mechanism.
Raindrop formation in cold clouds: the Wegener – Bergeron – Findeisen process
In cold-clouds, with temperatures below 0 ◦ C, ice particles are present next to
droplets of super-cooled water. We therefore have a three-phase system (vapour
– liquid – solid water). A second mechanism acts under these conditions to form
raindrop size drops. This is called the cold-cloud process. Temperature generally
decreases with height in the atmosphere, so even in the tropics the tops of clouds
more than 5 000 m above sea level are colder than 0 ◦ C. Cold clouds, in the tropics
or elsewhere, are often a mixture of large numbers of super-cooled droplets, condensed on CCN, and smaller numbers of ice particles, formed on ice nuclei, which
may be single ice crystals or clumps of ice crystals.
Remember that we saw earlier that there is a difference in the saturation vapour
pressures (es ) between ice and water at the same temperature, with that of water
being slightly higher than that of ice (see Figure 4.4). This means that the supersaturation conditions for ice particles are more favourable then for liquid water
droplets in a mixed cloud. Ice crystals can therefore grow rapidly by condensation
of water vapour, while the super-cooled droplets evaporate to maintain the relative
humidity close to 100%, thereby feeding the ice crystal growth. Typically, in 5 to
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10 minutes the growing ice particles become big enough (i.e. ≥ 20 µm) to reach
appreciable fall speeds. The falling ice particles then continue to grow by colliding with smaller ice particles (accretion) and liquid cloud droplets (coalescence)
that cross their path. If ice particles encounter temperatures above 0 ◦ C closer to
the Earth’s surface, they may melt completely and reach the ground as raindrops.
Otherwise, they fall as snowflakes or hailstones. This process of drop formation in
cold clouds by condensation, growth of ice crystals and accretion and coalescence
is called the Wegener – Bergeron – Findeisen process.
The sizes, types, and concentrations of CCN in the atmosphere are important
in determining the efficiency by which a cloud system produces precipitation. For
instance, large salt particles found over the oceans act as giant CCN. They form
large cloud droplets leading to a broad spectrum of droplet sizes, which in turn
speeds the onset of coalescence and initiates rainfall well within the lifetimes of
many maritime clouds. On the other hand, the atmosphere over the continents usually contains more numerous but smaller condensation nuclei. Continental clouds
tend to have higher concentrations of small, more uniformly-sized droplets. Therefore the warm-cloud (coalescence) process for initiating rainfall is inefficient in
many continental clouds. To develop precipitation in such clouds requires activation of the cold-cloud process, which means that the clouds must extend above
the 0 ◦ C level, and then last long enough for the cold-cloud process to function.
Furthermore, a scarcity of ice particles sometimes limits the efficiency of the coldcloud process in continental clouds. If this is the case, rainfall can artificially be
enhanced by artificially seeding the cloud with ice nuclei (usually frozen CO2 or
AgI crystals). More on this subject is given in Section 4.7.

4.4

Precipitation generating mechanisms

As air parcels cool when moving upwards and warm when moving downwards
due to changes in atmospheric pressure (expansion and compression, respectively),
cooling is most often achieved by processes that cause an uplift of air from the
ground surface. If no external energy is provided to the parcel when it is moved by
some process to an area of higher or lower pressure, the expansion causes for socalled adiabatic cooling of the air parcel. An adiabatic process is a process where
no energy is exchanged with the environment. The uplift of air can be achieved by
several mechanisms:
• Cyclonic process: Warm (low pressure) and a cold air masses (high pressure) collide in the atmosphere, resulting in the warm, moist air being forced
to rise above the denser body of cold air. In the center of low pressure areas
the air is forced upwards through horizontal convergence (see Figure 4.6).
This causes cloud formation and non-frontal precipitation.
The boundary between warm and cold air masses is quite sharp and is called
a front. The resulting cooling of the warm air mass, as it is forced upwards
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Figure 4.6: Diagramme showing the movement of air in high and low pressure
areas on the Northern Hemisphere. The upper image (a) shows a top view where
the air is converging towards the center of the low pressure area and diverging from
the center in case of a high pressure field. The bottom image (b) shows a profile
through A–B, with rising air, and therefore cloud formation, in the low pressure
cell and sinking air with associated clear skies in the high pressure cell. Source:
Mackenzie [2003].

along the frontal plane, causes an increase in RH that can be calculated using Equation 4.7. If the warm air mass moves over a cold air mass that stays
in place, we speak of a warm front. This often leads to layered, stratiform
clouds (e.g. Nimbostratus) with low intensity rainfall occurring over relatively long periods of time. If the cold air moves and forces the warm air
mass upwards, we speak about a cold front. A cold front is more associated with vertical cumuliform clouds and short intense rainfall events. If the
warm air mass lies completely above the cold air, we speak of an occluded
front with low intensity rainfall and stratiform clouds. Frontal systems are
the main rainfall producing systems in temperate climates and the associated
precipitation is called frontal precipitation. These are large scale systems
with sizes over 500 km and can cause precipitation with durations of several days as the system passes.
• Convection: Solar radiation heats the ground, resulting in an increase in air
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Figure 4.7: Convective Cumulonimbus clouds above the Amazon rain forest near
Manaus, Brazil (Photo: A.D. Nobre).

temperature near the surface. This heating of the surface is often not uniform, causing differences in air temperature and humidity content near the
surface. The warmer, moist air becomes less dense than the overlying and
surrounding air and an upward circulation pattern forms, which is fed by
air flowing from surrounding cooler areas. This results in uplift and subsequent cooling of the air, and an increase in RH. The resulting Cumulonimbus
clouds (Figure 4.7) that develop make for very intense rain storms with high
spatial variation in precipitation. This mechanism is the main rainfall producing mechanism in the humid tropics, but only acts a few times per year
in temperate climates, usually on hot summer days. The associated precipitation is called convective precipitation.
• Orographic Effects: As wind blows moist air over islands or mountains, the
air is physically lifted over the obstacle. This results in an uplift of air on the
windward side of the slope, resulting in an increase in RH of the air. This
often results in fog (stratus cloud) and drizzle on the windward mountain
slopes. The intensity of rainfall generally increases with the thickness of the
clouds formed on the hillslopes. Cumulus lenticularis (lens-shaped clouds
as shown in Figure 4.8) are sometimes formed on the leeward side of the
mountain. A slight difference in topography is, under the right conditions,
enough to cause higher rainfall in an area. Precipitation generated by this
mechanism is called orographic precipitation. On the leeward side of the
mountain, the flow of air is downward causing the air to become drier and
warmer.
In all three processes, the air temperature drops from T1 to T2 , with a corresponding decrease in es and increase in RH. A new equilibrium will develop
according to Equation 4.13.




V 1 MH 2 0
V 2 MH 2 0
eT1
= eT2
+ m1
(4.13)
RT1
RT2
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Figure 4.8: Cumulus lenticularis cloud developing above a mountain in Fiji due to
lifting of the air flowing up along the mountain slope.

where m1 is the mass of condensed water resulting from the uplift of the air. The
change in temperature over a certain vertical distance in the atmosphere, expressed
in ◦ C km−1 , is called the environmental lapse rate (ELR). The air will continue
to expand and cool without exchange of energy with the environment (adiabatically) until equilibrium is reached and there is no energy further exchange with the
environment.
A dry (unsaturated) parcel of air rises and cools dry adiabatically due to air expansion at a lapse rate of about 10 ◦ C km−1 . This is called the dry adiabatic lapse
rate (DALR). When the air becomes saturated, condensation occurs and the energy
released in the process (Section 4.2) generates heat. A saturated parcel of air therefore rises and cools saturated adiabatically due to expansion at a lower saturated
adiabatic lapse rate (SALR) of about 5 ◦ C km−1 . The saturated adiabatic lapse
rate is always less than the dry adiabatic lapse rate because the condensation of
water vapour and associated release of energy (heat) within the parcel slows down
the rate of cooling for the moist air when travelling upwards.
The elevation where upward moving air reaches the elevation where the temperature has lowered to the point that RH becomes 100%, i.e. where the air is
cooled to the temperature where condensation starts to occur, is called the lifting
condensation level (LCL). Above the LCL, the air becomes saturated with moisture and the transition from DALR to SALR occurs. As air is saturated, clouds
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begin to form and the cloud base can be considered the LCL. In some cases the
LCL can be close to the surface (fog) but it is generally several hundred meters to
several kilometres above the land surface (as the more common cloud base).

4.5

Clouds

Clouds are important as they influence the passage of radiation through Earths
atmosphere:
• Clouds have a high albedo and reflect short-wave solar radiation (cooling
effect on climate)
• Clouds absorption outgoing long-wave terrestrial radiation and radiate it
back to the surface (warming effect on climate)
• High clouds have lower albedo and reflect less sunlight back to space than
low clouds. Low clouds therefore tend to cool, high clouds tend to warm.
• Evaporation is lower under cloudy conditions because during daytime the
energy available below clouds is less than under clear sky.
A cloud classification and naming system has been developed. There are two
main cloud genera:
1. Stratiform or layered clouds
2. Cumiliform or vertical clouds.
Within these genera four cloud families are distinguished based on the elevation
that these clouds are observed at:
I. Low stratiform clouds (stratus, at 0-2 km, Figure 4.9)
II. Middle stratiform clouds (altostratus, altocumulus clouds at 2-7 km, Figure 4.10)
III. High stratiform clouds (cirrus – cirrostratus and cirrocumulus clouds at 7-13
km, Figure 4.11)
IV. Cumiliform clouds (Cumulus clouds at 0-18 km, Figure 4.12)
Within these four families many cloud species have been named, such as the
Cumulus congestus or Cumulonimbus clouds shown in Figure 4.7, or the Cumulus
lenticularis clouds in Figure 4.8.
The types of clouds present in the atmosphere are indicative of the conditions
that have generated these clouds. The vertical towering Cumuliform clouds are
associated with rapidly rising air masses due to local convection, or when an approaching cold front forces the rapid movement of warm humid air upwards into
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Figure 4.9: Very low nimbostratus cloud manifesting itself under drizzle and foggy
conditions in Amsterdam. These clouds are typical for the passage of a warm front
or stable atmospheric conditions.

Figure 4.10: Altostratus clouds above the IJ, Amsterdam. The layering can be
clearly seen and altocumulus clouds are often beautifully lighted orange at sunset
because of their higher altitude.
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Figure 4.11: Example of typical cirrus clouds above Amsterdam. These clouds are
at an altitude of about 10,000 m and are almost entirely composed of ice particles
at temperatures of below -40 ◦ C

the atmosphere. Stratiform clouds that occur in layers are caused by local variations
temperature and humidity conditions along the boundaries of horizontal layers of
air or by slow lifting of air masses over large areas, for instance during the passage of a warm front. Both low stratiform (nimbostratus) clouds and cumuliform
(cumulonimbus) clouds can produce significant amounts of precipitation, albeit at
very different intensities. The highest intensities are produced by convective cumulonimbus clouds. Clouds and changes in cloud cover over time are indicative of
the weather and precipitation generating mechanisms and are influenced by stable
or convective atmospheric conditions, or the passage of frontal systems.

4.6

Continental precipitation and soil moisture

Most atmospheric moisture is supplied by the oceans, where water is readily available at the water surface for evaporation and transport into the atmosphere for
cloud formation. While most of this moisture is returned back to the oceans as
precipitation, part of the moisture is transported to the continents by winds in the
large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns and is deposited on the land surface to
become stored in the soil as soil moisture. This lateral transport of water vapour in
the atmosphere over large distances, from one region to another, is called advection
of moisture.
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Figure 4.12: Tropical cumulus clouds developing through convection in the early
afternoon at Natadola in Viti Levu, Fiji. Note the evidence of icy conditions at
the top of the center cloud as evidenced by the different, less pronounced cloud
structure.

Soil moisture can, in turn, be evaporated into the atmosphere from the soil surface, or taken up by the roots of vegetation to be released again into the atmosphere
by the process of transpiration. This causes the moisture content of the air to increase and may result in cloud formation and precipitation. If this precipitation
occurs in the same region as where evapotranpiration supplied the water vapour
to the atmosphere, we call this Precipitation recycling [Eltahir and Bras, 1994].
Precipitation recycling is common in oceanic regions, but is also an important contributor to annual precipitation in coastal regions and continental areas. Eltahir
and Bras [1994] estimated that about 25% of the rainfall was in the Amazon Basin
was derived from the recycling of moisture in the region [Eltahir and Bras, 1994].
Using an analysis of global data, [van der Ent et al., 2010] estimated that about
40% of the global precipitation is derived from moisture evaporated from the land
surface, whereas 57% of the continental rainfall is derived from recycling.
There is therefore a strong link between rainfall in an area supplying soil moisture, and a return of soil moisture into the atmosphere to generate local rainfall.
This has implications related to climate and global change. A decrease in advective precipitation over a certain are, would result in a decrease in soil moisture
content, which then leads to a decrease in the precipitation recycling intensity and
therefore to a much lower annual precipitation. This could in turn lead to changes
in the vegetation cover and enhanced fire risks.
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4.7

Artificial rainfall generation: cloud seeding

In the previous sections we have seen that cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei play a large role in the formation of raindrops that may lead to precipitation.
Sometimes it is possible to assist nature in the formation of precipitation by seeding
clouds with appropriate types and numbers of CCN at the proper times and places.
Seeding with very large condensation nuclei, such as hygroscopic particles of common salt, can accelerate the warm-cloud process while seeding with ice nuclei such
as silver iodide particles (or with very cold materials such as dry ice pellets, liquid
propane or liquid CO2 ) can supply some clouds with additional ice particles and
thus increase the efficiency of the cold-cloud process. Silver iodide (AgI) is usually
released from specialised generators (called liquid fuel generators) or pyrotechnic
flares which can produce as many as 1015 particles from 1 g of silver iodide. The
nucleating ability of silver iodide increases as the temperature falls and varies with
the type of device used. For many devices, the threshold temperature below which
silver iodide is an effective ice nucleate is around −5 ◦ C.
You should realise that this method only works when there is a shortage of
CCN or IN in the atmosphere and that the right conditions fro cloud formation
should already exist (air humidity, uplift). Cloud seeding may then cause a slightly
higher precipitation from clouds, but at considerable costs. The method does not
work in deserts where cloud formation is inhibited by high atmospheric pressure
forcing downward flow of dry air.

4.7.1

Seeding Winter Storm Clouds over Mountains in Utah, USA

During the winter in Utah, orographic clouds form as assemblages of super-cooled
liquid droplets when moist air is lifted and cooled during its passage across mountain ranges. Left to nature’s devices many of these clouds are inefficient precipitators, keeping more than 90% of their liquid moisture burden aloft until the droplets
evaporate as the air descends and warms to the leeward side of the mountains. This
is believed to occur because some of these clouds do not contain enough IN particles to efficiently convert their supercooled water into precipitation. Some commercial operators suggest that by seeding such clouds with artificial ice-forming
substances, their precipitation efficiency can be increased.
The technology of seeding winter orographic clouds, i.e. cloud seeding, is
fairly well developed and understood. A variety of seeding agents have been applied to winter orographic clouds – silver iodide, which can be released from either ground-based devices or from airplanes, is by far the most widely used. Some
projects designed to seed winter storm clouds over mountains in the western United
States have operated continuously since 1950. Statistical studies of precipitation
and stream flow data indicate that some winter orographic projects have increased
seasonal target-area precipitation from 5–15%, with higher localized increases in
some storms.
Some winter orographic clouds already contain abundant ice and adding artifi46

cial ice nuclei will not increase their precipitation efficiency. Rather, it is suggested
that seeding these clouds might actually reduce the amount of precipitation to less
than they would produce otherwise. Although there is little evidence to support this
idea, weather modification operators should be knowledgeable about the different
types of clouds that occur over mountain ranges during the winter, as they must
consider the complexities of air flows over mountains in order to properly seed a
designated target area.

4.8

Measurement of precipitation

An accurate assessment of the quantity and quality of water entering an catchment
is essential in understanding the hydrology of an area. Precipitation can be a major
source of water, nutrients, minerals, isotopes and, sometimes, contaminants to a
study area. Even the absence of precipitation can provide great insight into the
hydrology of an area. Most study areas, however, are far too large to allow for
detailed measurement of precipitation across the entire region. A well-designed
precipitation monitoring network enables measurements of precipitation volume,
precipitation timing, and chemical concentrations for a small area (i.e. the area
measured by a few rain gauges) to be reliably up-scaled to the size of the catchment
using various techniques. Often, use is made of Geographic Information System
(GIS) technology for areal extrapolation.

4.8.1

Rain Gauge types

A precipitation gauge can be any open container that catches incoming precipitation over a fixed area. Precision rain gauges used in hydrological studies generally
fall into two categories:
• Storage Rain Gauge, standard rain gauge or pluviometer (Dutch: standaard regenmeter): A device which collects rainwater falling on a collecting
surface of fixed area (such as a funnel) and stores the water in a container.
Rain volumes measured by this type of device can be expressed volumetrically (i.e in ml) or, more commonly, as an equivalent depth of water over
the surface of the collecting surface (in mm, 1 mm equals 1 Lm−2 ). Since
a storage rain gauge must be read and emptied manually, it measures the
quantity of rain water that has fallen in the area since the last measurement
was taken. The water collected in the storage container may be sampled for
laboratory analysis if sufficient water has accumulated. An example of a
standard rain gauge is shown in Figure 4.13.
• Recording rain gauge or Pluviograph (Dutch: automatische regenmeter):
Similar to a storage rain gauge, the recording rain gauge collects precipitation on a collecting surface (funnel). Once collected, water is directed
to a measuring device which measures either the change in water volume
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Figure 4.13: One of several standard rain gauges that are used to estimate precipitation in the Amsterdamse Waterleidingduinen, a public water supply area in the
coastal dunes near Zandvoort (The Netherlands). Note that the rain gauge has been
shielded by placing it in a large pit with its funnel level with the surrounding soil
surface. This minimises under-catch errors due to turbulence in this rather windy
coastal environment.

stored in the rain gauge (a continuous recorder), or the frequency that a fixed
amount of precipitation (typically equal to 0.1 mmor 0.5 mm) is collected
by the gauge (a tipping bucket). Regardless of the type of measurement technique used, a record of rainfall intensity, duration, and timing is created by
the gauge (most commonly as a data file in a digital data logger).
Several problems prohibit highly accurate measurements of precipitation, especially when dealing with snowfall. The major factors influencing precipitation
gauge accuracy are related to air turbulence around the rain gauge (either due to local wind patterns, or caused by the rain gauge itself) or to the presence of obstacles
(such as trees, bushes, or buildings) around the gauge. Both turbulence effects and
interference from near-by structures will result in the rain gauge collecting less
rain than actually falls in the area (a phenomenon known as under-catch). Conversely, gauges installed below tree canopies may collect extra water running of
the leaves of the trees (called drip points), and gauges too low to the ground may
collect splash water as drops collide with the ground next to the gauge. This results
in over-catch by the gauge.
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The under-catch effect is much more pronounced with snow than rain, and with
small rain drops than large ones. The under-catch also increases with increasing
wind speeds, and errors on the order of 50% under-catch may occur at high wind
speeds. Global under-catch is estimated to range from 5% at the tropics (with large
rain drops falling in large quantities) to 40% at the poles (where precipitation is
almost entirely snowfall) [Ward and Robinson, 2000].
Several organizations have created guidelines for rain gauge siting with the
intention of minimizing the potential for under-catch and over-catch. Typically
they suggest that a rain gauge should not be placed in an area of high winds, nor
should it be overly-sheltered by surrounding obstacles. A good rule of thumb for
the installation of rain gauges is to ensure that there are no surrounding trees or
obstacles around the rain gauge which stand above an imaginary line extending
outwards from the rim of the gauge at a 15◦ angle.
In general, estimates of areal precipitation will be more accurate as the number
of rain gauges used in a study increases, but each additional rain gauge requires
regular monitoring and maintenance to ensure that rainfall amounts do not exceed
the storage capacity of the device, and that the measuring mechanism continues
to function. Again, guidelines for gauge density have been devised to standardize
measurements. Often, however, precipitation information is required for non-ideal
areas like forests or steep slopes (or even forests on steep slopes!), where guidelines
and rules of thumb are not as readily applicable. In these cases, a rain gauge
network must be devised in order to ensure the best possible data record across
the study area.

4.8.2

Rain Gauge Networks

Precipitation events vary spatially and temporally, introducing uncertainty into any
precipitation measurements. Spatially, these variations are particularly pronounced
in areas of steep topography, but occur even over rather flat, homogeneous prairie
regions. Temporally, the greatest variability exists in short-term measurements.
The more gauges installed in a study area and the longer a study continues, the
more likely it is that these differences will be measured or will balance out.
A rain gauge network may be installed based on prior knowledge of the area,
with the goal of measuring precipitation in every major ‘zone’ within the study
area (determined based on elevation, distance from the ocean, slope, exposure,
etc.). Alternatively, a dense network may be installed at the start of the project and
then subsequently thinned out once major areas have been determined. Ultimately,
the purpose of the research and the resources available will be the main factors in
determining what kind of network is installed. The rain gauge network measurements represent the ground truth against which other measurements (e.g. radar and
satellite rainfall measurement methods) may be calibrated.
There are guidelines for the density of the rain gauge network, these range
from a density of one rain gauge per 25 km2 for small mountain islands with large
spatial variation in rainfall to one gauge per 10000 km2 for polar areas with little
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spatial variation in snowfall. The Netherlands has a rain gauge density of one per
130 km2 , whereas the Amazon is very poorly covered with less than one rain gauge
per 50000 km2 .
The maintenance of rainfall networks is quite costly and time consuming (cleaning) and the rain gauge network density has decreased over the past years due to
cost-cutting in many countries. The limitation of physical monitoring networks
has lead to the development of several new methods for determining the quantity
and distribution of precipitation. Application of remote sensing to precipitation
measurement has resulted in several methods for determining precipitation without the need of physical collection networks. While these new methods do not
provide a direct means to measure water quality, they are increasingly relied upon
in hydrological studies for assessment of quantity and spatial variation.

4.8.3

Remote Sensing and Precipitation Measurement

4.8.4

Precipitation radar

One of the most established methods use radar to sample and average the rainfall
over millions of cubic meters in the atmosphere. Radar is an abbreviation of RAdio
Detection And Ranging and the technique has been developed during the second
world war. A radar consists of a powerful microwave transmitter and a large antenna coupled to a receiver. The transmitter sends out a beam of pulsed microwave
energy with a certain wavelength. If an object, such as an aircraft, a bird or a rain
drop, crosses the beam of energy, it can absorb part of the energy and scatter, or
reflect the remainder. The latter means that a large antenna looking at that object can receive some of the scattered energy back from it. As particles generally
scatter in all directions (so-called Mie scatter) only a very small fraction (in the
order of 10−6 W) of the energy transmitted by the radar is scattered back to its
antenna. Cloud droplets do not absorb much microwave radiation and most energy
is therefore scattered. The time between the radar transmission and the return of
the backscatter signal to the receiver allows for the calculation of the distance of
the object, whereas the strength of the backscatter is a measure of the size and reflective properties of the object. The proportion of scattered energy that is returned
to the radar antenna (i.e. the backscatter) is called the cloud’s radar reflectivity, Z
(in mm6 m−3 ). The reflectivity of a cloud increases with increasing numbers and
sizes of drops and can therefore be used to estimate rainfall rate P (in mm h−1 )
according to:
P = aZ b
(4.14)
where a and b are empirical constants. The empirical constants are required because radar is affected by the density of the clouds (number of rain drops), the
form of the precipitation (ice versus snow versus water), the size of the rain drops,
and circulation patterns, as well as local interference from other radar sources, so
a direct interpretation of radar data is not possible. These empirical constants are
derived by comparing the radar measurements with rainfall measurements from
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existing rain gauge networks. The value of a depends on the scattering characteristics of the rain and varies between 200 for drizzle from stratiform clouds to 2000
for snow and hail. b depends on the intensity of rainfall and varies between 1.0
and 2.0. An example of a rainfall radar is shown in Figure 4.14, whereas a typical
image provided by radar is shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.14: A C-band Doppler Rainfall radar from NASA used for research purposes at the Fazenda Nossa Senhora in Rondônia, Brazil. This radar provided
rainfall values on an instantaneous to hourly basis for 2x2 km grid cells covering a
range of 150 km from the radar.

Radar is frequently used because it provides a ‘real-time’ data set (providing
new readings every 1 to 5 minutes for a typical system) that can be calibrated by
comparison with rain gauges on the ground, providing a more accurate means to
up-scale point measurements.

4.8.5

Satellite rainfall estimation

Rain gauge networks are often of low density (e.g. Amazon, Africa) and the data
quality is not always up to standard, especially in developing countries where the
funds to maintain such a network are lacking. Radar coverage is minimal on a
global scale. As such efforts have been made to use satellites to perform rainfall
monitoring in areas where data is otherwise limited. The major advantage of satellite data is that it is continuous and can provide global coverage, including coverage
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Figure 4.15: Composit radar image showing the rainfall pattern over western Europe. Note heavy rainfall over Ireland and parts of France

for areas that are difficult and expensive to monitor by rainfall stations or radar.
Rain gauge networks and precipitation radars measure rain drops or ice particles in a physical way, either by collecting them when they reach the Earth’s
surface (e.g. rain gauge) or by determining their sizes, density, fall speeds, etc. to
calculate quantities reaching Earth’s surface. Satellite measurements, however, do
not physically measure rainfall but derive rainfall from visible and infrared spectral
measurements made by the satellite. Rainfall is then estimated from observations
of cloud top temperatures, cloud texture, albedo, size, travel speed and lifetime using empirical relations. This is a weak point of this method as these relations have
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to be obtained through calibration using data from rain gauge networks or radar,
which are not available for large parts of the world.

4.8.6

Rainfall estimates from commercial microwave radio networks

The most recent developments in remote sensing involve the use of wireless communication towers as informal monitoring networks. In contrast to the direct measurement with radar methods, cellular networks provide built-in monitoring and
correction facilities for maintaining signal strength, and can be considered as a
widely distributed, high-resolution atmospheric observation network [Messer et al.,
2006, Zinevich et al., 2008]. These new techniques attempt to correlate the attenuation of radio and microwave signals from the towers to the intensity of rainfall in the
area. Preliminary results suggest that cellular rainfall measurements have features
in between those of rain gauges and of radar. Cellular measurement may replace
existing techniques or they could be used in conjunction with existing networks to
refine measurements. Another benefit of this new area of study is in the measurement of fog, snow, sleet, and hail by microwaves. In particular, the capabilities
of cellular networks for measuring of the refraction index of the atmosphere may
provide valuable insight into atmospheric water vapor distribution, which plays a
key role in global climate systems. However, widespread use of this technique will
require negotiations with commercial telecommunication companies, who may not
be willing to share this kind of technical information of their network operations
with third parties.

4.9

Areal Extrapolation Techniques

Precipitation varies both in time and in space. Therefore, contour line plots are
often used to indicate regions with a certain quantity of rainfall. The contour lines
connecting points with equal rainfall quantities are called isohyets. For most hydrological studies it is necessary to know the spatial distribution of precipitation in the
catchment. There are numerous methods that can be used to determine the rainfall
in a catchment based on point measurements. For example, if the catchment is flat
and the rain gauges are distributed evenly throughout, the arithmetic-mean method
can be used. In this case, the arithmetic average of the measured rainfall is calculated and taken as a reasonable approximation. However as rain gauges are rarely
distributed uniformly in field studies, numerous other methods have been developed to aid with extrapolating point precipitation measurements to the catchment
scale.
Two of the most common methods, the Thiessen Polygons and isohyetal methods, are outlined below. While both methods were originally conducted in a graphical manner (as described below), many computer programs (such as the Geographical Information System ARCGIS) are now able to draw isohyets and Thiessen
polygons in addition to performing other geostatistical interpolation techniques
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(i.e. kriging, inverse distance, etc.). As with all computer applications, it is important to understand the principals behind the methods before having the computer
do the work for you.

4.9.1

Thiessen Polygons

The Thiessen Polygon or Voronoi Tesselation method was developed for use with
non-uniform rain gauge distributions. The basic assumption is that for any point in
the area precipitation is equal to that measured in the nearest rain gauge. Hence, the
Thiessen Polygon method assigns weights to the measurements at each rain gauge
based on the proportion of the catchment area that is nearest to a particular gauge.
As such it provides an area-weighed rainfall estimation based on the assumption
that in each polygon precipitation is uniform and equals that measured by the rain
gauge in its center.
The first step is to plot all the rain gauge locations on a map of the catchment.
Then draw connecting lines between adjacent rain gauges, producing a series of
triangles in the catchment (see Figure 4.16). Now, bisect the lines running between
the rain gauges, and connect the bisectors to locate the centroid of the triangle. Finally, connect the centroids of the adjacent triangles to produce polygons outlining
the rain gauges, and extend the polygons to the catchment boundaries. The polygons created by this method encompass the area of the catchment represented by
the individual rain gauges. Once the area of each polygon has been determined, the
areal rainfall Pa for the catchment can then be determined by taking the weighted
average of all the polygons:
Pa =

P1 A1 + P2 A2 + P3 A3 · · · Pn An
A

(4.15)

where Pn represents the precipitation total measured by gauge n, An is the polygon
area for the nth rain gauge and A is the total catchment area, i.e. the sum of areas
A1 · · · An . Thiessen weight factors are often used multiplication with precipitation
amounts of individual gauges and these are calculated as A1 /A, A2 /A, · · · , An /A
for rain gauges P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn , respectively.
The Thiessen polygon method is simple and does not need any recalculation
of the polygon areas as long as the rain gauge network is not changed. However,
recalculation of the Thiessen weight factors is required in case of missing data
or addition or removal of rainfall stations in the area. The Thiessen method does
not account for gradients in precipitation, such as occur in mountain areas due to
orographic effects. In this case the isohyetal method discussed below may be more
appropriate.

4.9.2

Isohyetal Method

The isohyetal method is a detailed, weighted average technique used to interpolate
rainfall data for areas between rain gauges, and is illustrated in Figure 4.17. This
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Figure 4.16: Construction of Thiessen Polygons for a Catchment.
method assumes that the change in precipitation between two rain gauges changes
linearly with distance between the gauges. The method is often applied to mountain
areas where there is a strong gradient of rainfall with topography. The first step
in the isohyetal method is to plot all the rain gauge locations on a map of the
catchment, labelling each gauge with the precipitation measured over the study
period. Interpolation of rainfall between the rain gauges is then performed by
assuming that the precipitation changes linearly between individual rain gauges.
Major precipitation intervals (i.e. 5 mm or 1 cm) between all the rain gauges can
subsequently be marked on the map. Finally, isohyets are then drawn, connecting
the points on the map of equal value while taking into account topographic or other
features that can affect precipitation distribution.
Once isohyets are drawn for the catchment, average precipitation for a section
of the catchment can be determined by taking the mean value of the isohyets that
border the area. The precipitation for the whole catchment can then be calculated
by taking a weighted average of all the areas of the catchment.
A drawback of this method is that new isohyets have to be calculated for each
storm. As this is very labour intensive, the isohyetal method is often used to show
precipitation patterns over longer periods of time (e.g. to create monthly or annual
precipitation maps).

4.10

Precipitation statistics

Long-term precipitation data are important for agriculture and for the design of infrastructure. In many countries, seasonal variations in rainfall determine the planting, growing and harvesting cycle of many crops. Accurate estimates of the start
of the rainy period are required to avoid failure of the crops and large economic
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Figure 4.17: Construction of Isohyets for a Catchment.
losses. Meteorological services worldwide provide such forecasts to farmers.
For the design of infrastructure, such as roads, sewer systems, dams, dikes, etc.
the probable maximum precipitation totals over a period of one or more days are
of great importance, as well as the maximum expected rainfall intensities during
major precipitation events. Structures are often designed such that the probability
of failure (Dutch: faalkans) may be once in 50 years, once in 100 years, etc. The
precipitation event that will cause the structure to fail is called the design storm.
The probability of occurrence of the extreme event in a certain period is related to
the return period, which says that the event is likely to occur once every 10 years,
or 50 years, etc. The return period that will eventually be adopted for designing a
structure is a compromise between the economical damage and number of victims
to be expected when the structure fails and the building cost of the structure. If
a longer return period is chosen, the structure will have to be strengthened and
will therefore be much more costly then when a short return period is selected. For
instance, the dikes that had to prevent the flooding of New Orleans during hurricane
Katrina were specified to fail once every 250 years. The costs of rebuilding New
Orleans, estimated at 50–200 billion US$ far exceeds those that would have been
required for strengthening the dikes to withstand a category 5 hurricane (about
2 billion US$). In the Netherlands, such a relatively high risk of failure is not
accepted and the Dutch sea dikes are therefore designed by law to fail only once
every 10,000 years. Dutch river dikes, of which failure would cause less damage
and loss of lives, are allowed a higher probability of failure of once in 1250 years.
To calculate these return periods for extreme rainfall events, long data record
are needed, which are often not available. To estimate the design storm characteristics, engineers create precipitation depth–duration–frequency (DDF) or intensity–
duration–frequency (IDF) curves from rainfall data with a high temporal resolution
(e.g. 5-minute rainfall data). DDF or DDI curves provide information on the highest amount (depth) or intensity of rainfall that may fall in a certain time period
(hours to days) with different return periods (probablilities to occur once in 10
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Figure 4.18: Intensity–duration–frequency curve for the Babinda catchment in
Northeast Australia (source: Bonell [1998]).
years, 50 years, etc.). An example of an IDF curve is shown in Figure 4.18. Note
that the intensity goes down with the duration of the storm and that the once in the
14-year intensity values are much higher than the corresponding 1-year values.
Because few stations have data records exceeding 5- or 100 years, statistical
extrapolation methods are often used to extrapolate the data to obtain values for
return periods of 100 years or longer.

4.11

Exercises

1. Explain the meaning of the following definitions. Provide short answers
(max. 3 sentences, you can use drawings or formulae for clarification):
a. Relative humidity
b. Dry adiabatic lapse rate
c. Environmental lapse rate
d. Cloud condensation nuclei
e. Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process
f. Psychrometer
g. Köhler diagram
h. Lifting condensation level
2. At a meteorological station (elevation 156 m a.s.l.) at the windward side a
mountain a temperature of 21 ◦ C and relative humidity of 56 % are measured and summarized in Table 4.1. The local air pressure is 994 hPa. The
mountain top is at 1500 m a.s.l.
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a. Estimate the actual and saturated vapour pressures (e and es )
b. Calculate how much water the air contains (specific humidity q) at 156 m a.s.l.
c. The air is moved upwards along the mountain slope. Calculate the height
above sea level of the cloud base (lifting condensation level) assuming
dry adiabatic lifting of the air.
d. Assuming that there would not be any condensation, what would the temperature be at the mountain top? What is the actual temperature of the air
(with condensation) at 1500 m a.s.l?
e. What will the temperature be at 156 m a.s.l. on the leeward side of the
mountain.
Specific humidity [kg/kg]: q = 0.62 pe , dry adiabatic lapse rate = 10 ◦ C km−1 ,
saturated adiabatic lapse rate: 5 ◦ C km−1 .
Table 4.1: Saturation vapour pressure dependency on temperature.
T (◦ C)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

es (hPa)
6.1
6.6
7.1
7.6
8.1
8.7
9.3
10.0
10.7
11.5
12.3
13.1
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.2
19.4
20.6
22.0
23.4
24.9
26.4
28.1
29.8
31.7

3. Calculate the energy released in the atmosphere by condensation when a
Cumulonimbus cloud drops 10 mm of rainfall over an area of 9 km2 in one
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hour. We assume that 10% of the water that has condensed in the cloud
reaches the ground surface as rainfall and that the average temperature in the
cloud is 10 ◦ C. Use Equation 4.9 for your calculations.
4. Describe the process of rainfall formation in clouds (from the development
of the first microscopic droplets to the formation of raindrops). Make use of
the Köhler diagram in your explanation.
5. What is the difference between raindrop formation in warm and cold clouds?
6. Explain why upward movement of air is required for the formation of rainfall. List three mechanisms that may cause such a lifting/rising of the air and
lead to the formation of clouds and eventually to rainfall.
7. Explain the observed variation in average annual rainfall over a relatively flat
country as the Netherlands, as shown in Figure 4.3.
8. With a dense network of rainfall gauges it is possible to measure the spatial
variation in rainfall over a large area. The rainfall variation can be estimated
using different calculation methods.
a. Describe both the Thiessen Polygon method and the isohyetal method for
determining the spatial variation of rainfall in an area.
b. Give three alternative methods for measuring the spatial variation of rainfall in an area. Give a short explanation of the principles behind these
methods.
9. Comment on the errors that may affect precipitation measurements using a
standard rain gauge.
10. The map in Figure 4.19 shows the Cuieiras catchment in the Amazon close
to the city of Manaus. In a hydrological study rainfall is being measured
using 4 rainfall stations. The annual totals for each station in 2001 are given
in Table 4.2. Determine the areal precipitation over the catchment area by:
Table 4.2: Station Rainfall Data
Reading Rainfall (mm)
1
2374
2
2450
3
2509
4
2403
a. Constructing the Thiessen polygons,
b. Calculating the surface area in the catchment for which each station is
representative (count the squares, each square represents 7.5 ha)
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Figure 4.19: Topographic map of the Asu Catchment in the Amazon showing rainfall stations and catchment boundary.

c. Calculating the areal precipitation.
11. Give an overview of the conditions that are needed for successful generation
of artificial rainfall (cloud seeding) and discuss how an increase in rainfall is
achieved in practice through cloud seeding.
12. Explain what a depth–duration–frequency (DDF) curve is and how it is used
in practice.
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Chapter 5

Evapotranspiration and rainfall
interception
5.1

Introduction

The transformation of liquid water to atmospheric water vapour is called evaporation. In natural systems, this is usually a result of liquid water being exposed to
solar energy, wind and dry air. In water balance calculations, evaporation is considered a negative term (a loss) because the resulting water vapour is transported
away from the catchment, and is no longer available for use within the catchment.
The transformation of solid water (e.g. ice or snow) to atmospheric water vapour
is called sublimation, rather than evaporation.
In hydrology we can distinguish two conditions under which evaporation occurs, i.e. under dry land surface conditions and under wet land surface conditions.
The latter evaporation occurs only during and shortly after a precipitation event
when the land surface is wet. Under dry land surface conditions and in the presence of a vegetation cover, the dry evaporation depends on atmospheric and radiative conditions but is also regulated to some extent by plant physiological processes
acting in the vegetation cover.
The release of water vapour by vegetation is called transpiration, which is
actively regulated by plant physiological processes in the leaves. The combination
of unregulated evaporation – such as evaporation of water from bare soil or from
wet leaves – and transpiration regulated by plants is called evapotranspiration (ET ,
expressed in W m−2 or in mm d−1 ).
The potential for evaporation is based on the available (solar) energy (determined by latitude, time of day, season, and other factors), wind speed and turbulence, air temperature and humidity, and available water on intercepting surfaces.
Liquid water stored on intercepting surfaces such as leaves and stems is susceptible to evaporation when exposed to solar radiation and wind. The evaporation of
standing water is referred to as wet surface evaporation, and includes evaporation
from wet surfaces such as:
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• Open water bodies: rivers, lakes, oceans
• Frozen surfaces: ice sheets, snow cover
• Bare soil: soil moisture, puddles
• Urban environment: concrete, buildings
• Vegetation ecosystems: forests, grassland, crops
For water pooled on bare soils, the rate of evaporation depends on the topsoil
moisture content. Evaporation is greatest in areas with frequent rainfall, and soil
evaporation rates decline rapidly following rainfall as the topsoil dries out. Shallow
soil moisture can be recharged from below, either by the upwards diffusion of water
vapor through the soil pores or by capillary rise of shallow groundwater in fine
soils. However, these processes are somewhat slower than evaporation so shallow
soil moisture tends to dry during warm months, and recharge during precipitation
events.
In regions with significant snow or ice cover winter evaporation is significantly
less than summer evaporation. This is a result of the low temperatures and low
radiation inputs at higher latitudes combined with the very high albedo (up to 0.9)
of snow causing most radiation to be be reflected so that little energy remains for
evaporation of the snow and ice (called sublimation). Additionally, snow and ice
have smooth surfaces so the turbulent transport from water vapor into the atmosphere is less efficient than for other surfaces.
As precipitation falls to the Earth’s surface, it encounters various natural and
artificial features in the landscape which can intercept the precipitation before it
reaches the soil surface. This includes large features such as trees and buildings,
but also smaller features such as bushes and grass leaves. Under rainfall conditions,
the vegetation is wet and the plant therefore has no physiological control on the
evaporation of intercepted water on its leaf surfaces. As such wet evaporation
Ei depends only on the atmospheric and radiative conditions. The evaporation of
water intercepted on the land surface, for instance by the vegetation, is called the
interception loss and may constitute a significant loss of otherwise usable water
from a catchment. The general water balance equation with the different dry and
wet evaporation terms is:
P = Q + ET + Ei + ∆S

(5.1)

where P is precipitation, Q is surface and groundwater runoff, ET is the dry evaporation, Ei is the wet evaporation or interception loss and ∆S represents the change
in soil and groundwater storages.
As there is a fundamental difference between actively regulated evapotranspiration from a vegetation cover under dry conditions and the passive evaporation under
wet land surface conditions, we will discuss evapotranspiration mechanisms under
both conditions separately in the following sections. In practice, passive evaporation (e.g. evaporation from the soil) is difficult to separate from transpiration by
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Figure 5.1: Partially wet leaves drying after a rainfall event.
vegetation since both result in the production of atmospheric water vapour. Passive
and regulated evapotranspiration may even act together when plant leaves dry up
after a rainfall event, leaving their leaf surface only partially wet (Figure 5.1).
In addition to effecting plant leaf mass during the growing season, climate effects the potential evaporation from the surface cover. Warm, dry, windy weather
will significantly increase potential evaporation in an area, quickly ’renewing’ the
interception capacity of the landscape features. Several approaches the measure
and calculate potential and actual evaporation have been developed, and are discussed later in this chapter.

5.2

Evaporation under wet surface conditions: precipitation Interception

Almost all catchments, from remote rain forests in the Amazon to urban centers
like Amsterdam, have some degree of surface cover. As precipitation falls, some
may avoid the surface cover and fall directly to the ground as direct throughfall.
However, a proportion of precipitation that falls in these areas falls on the surface
cover elements (trees, buildings), wetting and adhering to these elements until the
moisture is returned to the atmosphere via evaporation. This process is referred to
as precipitation interception, and it can significantly affect the water balance for a
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region when land use changes are made.
The interception capacity of a landscape feature is finite. If sufficient precipitation occurs the storage on an intercepting surface may become saturated, resulting
in water flow along the interceptor that eventually reaches the soil surface. On vegetation, for example, water may be intercepted by the leaves and stems of plants.
If the storage on these leaves and stems becomes filled, water flows off the tips of
leaves becoming throughfall or flows along the stem of the plant to the soil in a
process known as stemflow.
The amount of water intercepted depends on the characteristics of the precipitation, the ground cover, and the evaporation rates during rainfall. Three principal
factors effecting interception are:
• Storm Characteristics: the duration, intensity and frequency of precipitation
events effects the quantity of water falling on to the surface cover as well as
the current moisture content already present. The form of precipitation (rain,
snow, fog, etc.) determines how readily the precipitation will wet surfaces.
• Cover Characteristics: large, tightly packed landscape features such as buildings and trees have the capacity to intercept much more precipitation than
sparse, widely spaced features. Interception by dense forest canopies can be
as much as 35% of annual precipitation, while bare agricultural soils intercept very little.
• Season: while man-made structures have a fixed interception capacity yearround, the capacity of natural features depends also on the season. Plant
leaf biomass is greatest during the growing season, resulting in the highest
interception at the same time. Furthermore, in temperate climates deciduous
forest will shed its leaves during winter (see Figure 5.2), posing a different surface for precipitation interception than in summer when leaves are
present. As a consequence, pine trees cause higher interception losses than
deciduous trees.
Differences in storm characteristics can be seen between tropical rain forests
and temperate forests. Tropical storms, characterized by large quantities of intense
precipitation over short durations, result in high quantities of throughfall and stemflow because the interception capacity of the canopy (Dutch: kronendak) is quickly
reached and there is less time for evaporation from storage in the canopy during
the event. This is in contrast to the longer duration, low-intensity storms associated
with temperate climates, where rainfall is more easily intercepted and evaporated.
Furthermore, the large drops typical of tropical storms are not as effective at wetting surfaces as the smaller drops found in temperate storms, and may even splash
off of the intercepting surface on impact.
Tropical plants live under high temperatures, which allows funghi and lichens
to grow on the leaves when these remain wet for longer periods of time. Most
tropical plants have therefore developed drip tips at the end of their leaves as a
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Figure 5.2: Deciduous (left) and pine (right) trees in the water supply area of Waternet near Vogelenzang, The Netherlands (March, 2009). The picture clearly shows
the difference in foliage on the deciduous and pine trees, which causes much higher
rainfall storage and interception capacities for pine trees in winter.
defense mechanism that promotes rapid drainage of water from the leaf during and
after the rainfall event. An example of leaves with drip tips on a tree in central
Amazonian rain forest is shown in Figure 5.3
The Leaf Area Index (LAI) is one of the most significant factors in determining
the interception capacity. The LAI represents the surface area of leaves per unit
ground surface and is a measure of the storage area in a canopy available to intercept precipitation. Ranges of values of the LAI for different vegetation surfaces are
provided in Table 5.1. It is important to note that similar LAI values may produce
different interception values, as differences in the shape and texture of leaves and
needles between different stands of trees can result in differences in interception.
Furthermore, the presence and density of ground cover under the forest canopy
will influence potential interception. General rates of interception for some natural
vegetation are:
• Grassland: 1%–5% of gross rainfall
• Agricultural Crops: 3%–40% of gross rainfall
• Deciduous Forest: 10%–25% of gross rainfall
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Figure 5.3: Drip tips at the ends of leaves in an Amazonian rainforest tree.
Table 5.1: Typical values of the leaf area index (LAI) for common land cover types.
Land cover

LAI

Bare soil
Sparse grass cover
Natural grass
Agricultural crops
Sparse forest
Rain forest
Dense plantation forest

0.0 – 0.1
0.1 – 1.0
0.5 – 3.0
1.0 – 4.0
2.0 – 4.0
4.0 – 7.0
6.0 – 12.0

• Coniferous Forest: 15%–40% of gross rainfall
As seen above, some agricultural crops have an interception capacity similar to
dense forest canopies, but after they are harvested in the autumn the crop cover
can change significantly, reducing the interception loss. As a result, the crop cover
for agricultural areas is often lowest during the dry season, a factor which must
be accounted for when examining the annual water balance for an area. The same
considerations must also be made for annual vegetation and deciduous trees, which
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have seasonal trends in leaf area.

5.2.1

Estimating interception loss

Micrometeorological evaporation estimates
The flux of water vapour into the atmosphere can be measured with a micrometeorological set-up above the canopy. This procedure is similar to that described
for the estimation of actual evapotranspiration under dry conditions and will be described in more detail in Section 5.5.1. It should be noted that the measurements of
relative humidity above 95% often suffer from large errors due to problems with the
instruments becoming wet. In addition, advective energy from surrounding dry or
warmer areas may influence the energy available for evaporation much more than
under dry conditions. Advective energy inputs are very difficult to assess without
costly multi-tower set-ups. As both available energy and relative humidity are key
variables determining evaporation from intercepted water under wet and cloudy
conditions, micrometeorological methods often underestimate actual evaporation,
when compared to canopy water balance measurements described below.
Canopy water balance method
A good, and often much cheaper alternative to micrometeorological measurements
is to compare above canopy rainfall with the amount of water reaching the soil.
A canopy water balance would contain the above-canopy precipitation input (Pg ),
the throughfall (T F ) and stemflow (SF ) fluxes to the soil surface and evaporation
of intercepted water (Ei ):
Pg = T F + SF + Ei

(5.2)

Above canopy precipitation, also called gross precipitation, is usually measured with a standard or recording rain gauge (Section 4.8.1) installed in an adjacent clearing or mounted on a tower in the forest. If the clearing is small undercatch may occur due to shadowing of the rain gauge by adjacent trees. Spatial
variations in rainfall may also introduce errors when the clearing is at a distance of
the forest study site. A rain gauge mounted on a tower in the study area may be
better, but under-catch may also occur due to wind effects, as discussed earlier in
Section 4.8.1.
When a raindrop reaches the canopy, the following pathways are possible:
• If the canopy is not completely closed, i.e. has places where the sky can be
seen through the branches and leaves between trees, falling rain drops can
fall through the canopy hitting the soil surface directly without hitting any
vegetation component first. This is called direct throughfall (Dutch: doorval)
and depends on the canopy openness represented by the direct throughfall
coefficient ranging from 0 (closed) to 1 (open) [Gash, 1979].
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• Rain drops can hit a the canopy and remain attached to the leaf surfaces,
never reaching the soil surface. This is called canopy storage. Alternatively,
the water can also be stored on twigs, branches or stems, which is then called
trunk storage.
• If rain drops hit the leaves and are not retained in storage, they fall down and
eventually reach the ground surface. This is called throughfall. The amount
of throughfall depends on the density of the canopy, the shape, roughness
and angles of the leaves and the rainfall intensity.
• Other rain drops may fall on leaves or branches and when not retained in storage, continue their way down to the ground surface flowing along the twigs,
branches and the stem. This is called stemflow (Dutch: stamafvoer). Stemflow amounts are affected by the angle of the branches and by the roughness
of the bark. A smooth bark promotes stemflow. Stemflow usually only occurs during larger storms when the canopy is thoroughly wetted.
In practice it is difficult to separate drops that hit the canopy before reaching the
ground from those that fell through directly, so throughfall incorporates both processes.
We can measure throughfall by placing standard rain gauges – in this case
called throughfall gauges – below the canopy. However, throughfall shows a very
high spatial variation so a high number of throughfall gauges has to be used to
obtain a representative average. For an error in throughfall measurement of less
than 5%, more than 30 throughfall gauges need to be installed and these have to be
relocated randomly every time after sampling to obtain as many sample points as
possible [Holwerda, 2005].
As an alternative throughfall gutters (Dutch: doorvalgoot) can be used to do
throughfall measurements. These are metal collectors that have a much larger collecting surface area (0.4 – 1.0 m2 ) than a standard rain gauge (typically 0.01 –
0.05 m2 ). The water collected in the throughfall gutter is led to a tipping bucket
rain gauge or a large collector for determination of the throughfall amount (see
Figure 5.4).
Stemflow can be measured by attaching collars to tree stems that collect all
water running down along the stems in a large container. Again, multiple stems
of different size and species have to be sampled to get a good average. Usually,
stemflow is only a small proportion of water reaching the soil, in the order of 1–
10% of gross precipitation.

5.3

Evaporation under dry conditions: Evapotranspiration

While wet evaporation is regulated by atmospheric or soil factors such as energy,
wind, humidity, temperature, and soil wetness, vegetation ecosystems show a different behaviour. In addition to soil evaporation, transpiration can occur without
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Figure 5.4: Throughfall gutter as used for hydrological research in the Dragonja
River catchment in Slovenia.
the presence of free water. The combination is called dry surface evaporation.
Total evaporation in vegetation ecosystems is the sum of rainfall interception (wet
canopy) and transpiration (dry canopy) losses. Because these two processes are
difficult to separate in field studies, the combined effect is often measured as evapotranspiration (ET).

5.3.1

Photosynthesis and transpiration

The strategy of most plants is to gain as much biomass as possible, while minimising water loss through transpiration to avoid excessive drying of the soil that
supports the plant. In order to survive, plants need energy, CO2 and water for the
photosynthesis process. Plants also need nutrients to make their structural tissue,
which are taken up by the roots and transported in dissolved form in the water that
is transported from the roots to the stem and leaves of the plant.
Transpiration by plants results in the absorbance of solar energy and uptake of
atmospheric CO2 by the leaves, as well as uptake of water by the root system from
soil moisture storage. In return, the photosynthesis process produces oxygen gas
and water vapour that are released back to the atmosphere from the plant leaves, as
shown in reaction Equation 5.3.
Energy + 6CO2 + 12H2 O → C6 H12 O6 + 6O2 + 6H2 O
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(5.3)

Figure 5.5: Schematic cross-section through a leaf showing the inner leaf cells, the
cuticle (outer leaf skin), guard cells and the stomatal cavity.
Soil moisture taken up by the roots of the plant is the only source of water for
transpiration. Transpired water therefore froms a loss of water from a catchment.
Gas exchange with the atmosphere (CO2 , O2 , H2 O) occurs through cavities formed
by groups of specialised cells located on the leaves of the plant. These groups
of cells are called the stomata and the inner leaf space that opens towards the
atmosphere is called the stomatal cavity (Figure 5.5). Stomata cover about 1% of
the leaf surface and these groups of cells are predominantly on the underside of the
leaf. Stomata have two guard cells on the surface of the leaf that can open and close
the stomatal cavities, thereby regulating the exchange of gases and water vapour
between the cavity and the atmosphere (Figure 5.5). The photosynthesis process is
always linked to transpiration. In order to take up atmospheric CO2 stomata have
to open, but this also allows water vapour transport from the inner leaf stomatal
cavity to the atmosphere through the opening between the two guard cells. The
fluxes of CO2 and water between the leaf stomatal cavity and the atmosphere are
regulated by differences in CO2 and H2 O concentrations in the stomatal cavity
and the atmosphere (gradient). During the day when there is solar radiation, CO2
is taken up for photosynthesis by the cells surrounding the stomatal cavity in the
stomatal cavity. This causes is a lower concentration of CO2 in the cavity than
in the atmosphere at the leaf surface, which leads to diffusive CO2 transport from
the atmosphere into the leaves. However, as the cells surrounding the stomatal
cavity are moist, the H2 O vapour concentration in the stomatal cavity is higher
than that in the atmosphere at the leaf surface, causing diffusive H2 O transport to
the atmosphere.
Fick quantified the movement of molecules from a region of higher concentration to a region of lower concentration. This is called diffusive transport (or diffusion) and is described by Fick’s law. In this case the flux F over time t depends on
a diffusion constant K and the gas concentration gradient between stomatal cavity
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Figure 5.6: A plant near wilting conditions in Portugal as characterised by the loss
of turgor in the leaves.
and atmosphere at the leaf surface.
∂F
∂C
=D
∂t
∂x

(5.4)

where C is the concentration of the gas under consideration and x is the distance
from within the stomatal cavity to the atmosphere at the leaf surface.
Stomata open and close in response to solar radiation, leaf temperature (transpiration for cooling) and air humidity. Stomata open when the Sun goes up to
allow uptake of CO2 and photosynthesis. help regulate plant temperature. Stomata
are normally closed at night so little transpiration is possible, and transpiration has
a strongly daily cycle. Stomata may also close under conditions of high vapour
pressure deficits (V P D = es − e) or when the plant faces difficulties extracting
soil moisture (dry soil), protecting the plant from desiccation. These plant physiological mechanisms can also affect the stomatal resistance (rl ) or conductance
(gl ) to gas exchange. The dessication of a plant, as shown in Figure 5.6 is called
wilting.
Rooting depth and evapotranspiration
Root depth determines how much soil water is available to the plants. Deep rooting plants such as trees can sustain transpiration much longer than shallow rooting
plants such as agricultural crops and grasses. Trees tend to have roots deep enough
to maintain transpiration during the dry season, while grass will die off in the dry
season (>3 months with rainfall <100 mm month−1 ) due to a shortage of available water. This results in more water potentially available for stream flow in grass71

lands compared to forested areas as both transpiration and interception processes
are more active in the forests.

5.4

Implications for land use management

It is clear from the above that a change in land use can result in a significant reduction (tall to short vegetation) or increase (short vegetation to forest) in the interception and transpiration losses, which will affect the available water resources
in the area. One such example is reforestation of the Veluwe area with pine trees
about 100 years ago that has resulted in a decrease in groundwater level in the area,
both because of the larger interception posed by the pine trees as compared to the
heather that prevailed in the area before reforestation, and the higher transpiration
rates of the pines.
In Fiji, reforestation of non-productive grasslands with tropical pine trees for
wood production has resulted in a significant decrease in the dry season river flows
because of higher interception loss and increased transpiration by the pine trees.
Figure 5.7 shows the two types of land use. The grass vegetation has an LAI of
about 2, whereas that of the pine plantation varies between 4 and 5. The interception loss therefore increases from below 5% of annual rainfall (1800 mm) to
about 18% for the pines. In addition, the rooting depth of the pines is much larger
than that of grass, which allows the pines to transpire continuously during the year,
whereas the grass dies off during the dry season and does not use any water at that
time. Afforestation in this area therefore results in an increased evaporative loss of
about 600 mm year−1 .
On the other hand, deforestation may result in a higher availability of water
and can lead to more frequent flooding and to problems with intensified erosion
on surfaces that are compacted during the construction of access roads and log
landings for timber harvesting (see Figure 6.3.
This shows that care should be taken when land management plans for rural
areas are developed that involve changes in the vegetation cover as these will certainly affect the hydrological cycle and available water resources.

5.5

Estimating evaporation

Numerous techniques exist to estimate the evaporation in a catchment. Since evaporation rates vary significantly over short periods of time, long-term studies provide a more accurate indication of evaporation in a catchment. The energy budget,
water budget, evaporation pan, and direct measurement methods are some of the
more common evaporation quantification techniques used in hydrology, which are
discussed below.
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Figure 5.7: Variation in land use near the village of Korokula in Viti Levu, Fiji.
The foreground shows the original degraded Pennisetum polystachyon grassland
vegetation, whereas Pinus caribaea plantation forests that are planted for timber
and paper production are visible in the background. Note the difference in colour
(albedo) of the two land use types.

5.5.1

Energy balance method

As we have seen before in Section 4.2, evaporation of water consumes energy. The
energy required to evaporate 1 kg of water is called the latent heat of vapourisation, λ, and depends on the temperature of the water (see Equation 4.9. In natural
systems energy is usually available to evaporate water, but it may also be used to
warm soil, air, trees or buildings, etc. The first step in determining the potential energy available for evaporation is to determine the total energy at the land surface,
or the surface energy balance. Energy terms to consider in the balance include:
• Solar radiation flux: Rs , the shortwave radiation input provided by the Sun
• Albedo α, i.e. the reflection coefficient for shortwave radiation. The albedo
depends on the surface conditions. Typical values of α are 0.09–0.14 for
forests, 0.17–0.25 for grass and crop lands, 0.30–0.40 for bare soil and 0.90
for ice surfaces.
• Incoming and outgoing longwave radiation (RLi and RLo ). The magnitude
of longwave radiation is related to the temperature of the radiative surface
(e.g. clouds, land surface).
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• Advective energy flux: A is horizontal transport of energy caused by spatial
differences in temperature. This means that energy can be supplied to or obtained from adjacent environments that have different temperatures. A good
example is advection in a desert between irrigated land (the oasis) and adjacent desert land. As evaporation occurs in the oasis, the temperature there
will be lower than in the surrounding dry areas. This causes heat (=energy)
to be transferred from these warmer dry areas to the cooler oasis.
• Net radiation flux: Rn = (1 − α)Rs + (RLi − RLo ), the net energy available
for distribution over the different terms listed below
• Sensible heat flux: H (the energy transferred between the surface and the air
when there is a temperature difference between them)
• Soil Heat Flux: G (the transfer of heat into and out of the soil via conduction)
• Latent Heat Flux: λE
• Biomass energy storage flux: J (storage of energy in the biomass)
• Biochemical energy flux (photosynthesis): P
As with the water balance equation, an energy balance equation can be formulated that compares the energy inputs, energy outputs and energy storage in a
system (Equation 5.5).
Rn = λE + H + G(+A + J + P )

(5.5)

The input of energy (Rn ) is distributed over the different terms on the right hand
side of the equation. Energy balance measurements are most effective over open
water since there are fewer terms to consider in the balance (A, J and P can then
be neglected). In hydrological studies, the differences between the input and output
terms in the energy balance are considered to be a result of evaporation or condensation of water (λE), but may also represent the warming or cooling of air (H),
soil (G) or biomass (J) in the study area.
The terms in brackets tend to be minor contributors to the overall energy balance in many systems, and are often neglected in energy balance calculations.
Equation 5.6 is an example of an energy balance equation solved for latent heat
flux. diffusive CO2 transport
λE = Rn − H − G(−A − J − P )

(5.6)

Net radiation can be measured with a net radiometer, the soil heat flux by measurement of temperature gradients in the soil and the sensible heat flux with a
sonic anemometer or by measurement of temperature variations in the air.
If the latent heat flux is positive, (solar) energy is being extracted/used from
the atmosphere for evaporation of water, and if the latent heat flux is negative then
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energy is being released to the atmosphere by condensation. A positive sensible
heat flux H means that the air is heating up. The energy at the land surface is the
maximum energy available for evaporation, and the amount of water this energy
could evaporate is called the potential evaporation.
The energy balance technique is an example of a micrometeorological measurement of evaporation. As numerous instruments are required, the cost of the
energy balance measurements can be substantial, especially for long-term studies.

5.5.2

Water Balance method

Water balance calculations are considered to be closed system calculations as they
are performed over fixed areas with well defined boundaries. The water balance is
a very simple procedure, solving the water balance equation (Equation 3.2) for the
evaporation term, as shown in Equation 5.7.
ET = P − Qr − Qg − L ± ∆S

(5.7)

In addition to terms for precipitation (P ) and river discharge (Qr ), groundwater
discharge (Qg ) and leakage (L) terms are considered in the water budget. The
water balance method can be applied at many time and space scales (leaf-scale,
plot size, catchment scale). The water balance method applied to a catchment is
called the catchment water balance method.
Although each of the terms of the water budget can be calculated from routine measurements, there is uncertainty in each calculation. This uncertainty arises
from measurement errors; spatial variation in rainfall; extrapolation of a discharge
rating curve or variability of soil moisture and groundwater storage parameters.
The water budget method combines these uncertainties, potentially creating significant error in your calculated ET value.
To minimize the uncertainty or errors in the water balance calculations it is
ideal to calculate the evaporation term using long-term measurements for the other
parameters, in order to compensate for seasonal trends in data. Additionally, spatial variability can be minimized by limiting this method to use in small, homogeneous catchments or sub-catchments, where possible. Other practical considerations, such as the stability and accessibility of measuring points, are important
when doing long-term studies. The method works best when there is a uniform
geology with impermeable bedrock to minimise errors associated with leakage to
deep groundwater and there is a well-defined river channel (discharge measurement must be possible) with no backwater effects (e.g. increase in river water level
due to tidal variation or flooding downstream). These conditions are easier to meet
in small, homogenous watersheds (several km2 ), where rainfall distribution over
the catchment can also be considered quite homogenous.
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Figure 5.8: Class A evaporation pan at the meterological station of Nadi Airport,
Fiji.

5.5.3

Evaporation Pan method

Evaporation pans are the most common method used to measure evaporation. They
are inexpensive, easy to use and maintain, and have a measurement accuracy of
0.1 mm. The most widely used evaporation pan is the National Weather Bureau
Class A pan, constructed with a galvanized iron wall and base, with a 1.2 m diameter and a depth of 0.25 m. The pan is filled with water, then water levels are
measured at regular intervals to determine the pan evaporation. An example of such
a pan, as installed at the meteorological station in Nadi, Fiji, is shown in Figure 5.8.
Evaporation measured in a pan must be corrected for several factors such as
wind speed, relative humidity, and adjacent vegetation in order to determine actual
evaporation from open water bodies near the pan. Tables of correction factors are
available for different types of pans, with averagefig:classapan correction values
being in the range of 70%–80% of measured pan evaporation.
While easy to operate, evaporation pans require fig:classapanregular maintenance as their construction means that they are susceptible to contamination by
dust or animals, as well as the growth of algae which can change the color of the
pan, thereby affecting evaporation.
Evaporation pans are also affected by meteorological effects. Precipitation will
recharge the water in the pan, and heavy precipitation may result in the pan flooding. Extremely dry conditions may result in exaggerated evaporation while heat
exchange with water or soil (for pans installed in lakes or in the ground) may de-
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crease the measured pan evaporation.
Turbulent air flow at the ground surface (or pan surface) can result in the removal of water vapor, and should be corrected for in evaporation calculations using
Dalton’s Law (Equation 5.8).
λEa = f (u)(es T0 − ez )

(5.8)

In Dalton’s Law, f (u) is a function of the wind speed (u) at some elevation
above ground (z), and is defined as 0.35(0.5 + 0.54uz ). ez is the actual vapour
pressure at elevation = z, and es T0 is the calculated saturation vapour pressure.
Evaporation pans are another example of closed system calculation of evaporation. Evaporation pans are used to estimate open-water evaporation, and do not
include transpiration effects in the measurements. To estimate evapotranspiration
in a catchment other methods can be used.

5.5.4

Lysimeter method

Evapotranspiration can be measured directly under field conditions using a device
known as a lysimeter. A lysimeter is a device composed of an undisturbed column of soil with a cover of a certain vegetation type, which is isolated from the
surrounding environment. The soil column is placed on a weighing scale that is
installed below the ground surface so that variations in column mass can be measured directly. Additionally, tensiometers are installed at various depths to directly
measure soil moisture content throughout the column. Excess water is able to drain
through the bottom of the column, and is collected to measure the drainage from
the column.
When precipitation measurements are taken next to the lysimeter, water balance calculations can be made to determine the evapotranspiration of the vegetation
growing in the lysimeter. Due to the difficulty and cost of installing a lysimeter,
they are generally small. Also, they do not accurately reflect the influence of the
presence of groundwater on evapotranspiration because lysimeters are generally
installed above the water table and the roots in the lysimeter cannot reach groundwater, whereas those from the surrounding vegetation may take up water from the
capillary fringe dry periods.
Lysimeters are often small-sized and used for estimation of evapotranspiration
by agricultural crops. However, very large (25 x 25 m, 2.5 mm deep) and most
researched lysimeters in the world were constructed in the 1930s in the dunes near
Castricum, The Netherlands. These were constructed to assess the influence of
vegetation evapotranspiration on the recharge of groundwater in the water supply
area of the Provincial Water Supply Works of North Holland (PWN), and even
contained a pine forest [Deij, 1954, Warmerdam et al., 2006, Pauw, 2008].
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5.5.5

Empirical potential evaporation formulae

Due to the complexity of measuring evaporation and transpiration in the field, many
attempts have been made to quantify ET from weather data using empirical equations, that sometimes have a physical basis. These equations are based on the
physical processes governing evaporation and transpiration and often offer good
approximations of potential ET values.
Penman open water evaporation
The Penman open water evaporation equation (Equation 5.9) is an example of an
empirical equation used to estimate the potential evaporation of a large water body
(ocean, large lake). The symbol of the Penman open water evaporation is usually
E0 [mm d−1 ]. The equation was derived by Penman [1948] by correcting the
energy balance approach to evaporation (Section 5.5.1) with Dalton’s Law to determine the aerodynamic impact on evaporation. This results in two terms, with
the Rn term representing the energy component of evaporation and the Ea term
the aerodynamic component, both expressed in mm d−1 .
E0 =

∆Rn + γEa
γ+∆

(5.9)

In this equation, γ is called the psychometric constant, and ∆ is the slope of the
saturated vapour pressure curve (des /dT ). All that is required to calculate the
potential evaporation is net radiation (Rn ), temperature, wind speed, and actual
water vapour pressure. The Penman equation provides a reference evaporation for
a study area, much like an evaporation pan does.
Net radiation depends on the albedo (α) of the land surface and is therefore
calculated as follows:
(1 − α)Rs − RL
Rn =
(5.10)
λ
The albedo for open water is α = 0.06 and Rs is the solar radiation and RL the net
longwave radiation. If measurements of solar radiation are not available, Rs can
be estimated empirically from measured hours of bright sunshine on a day (n, [h]),
the daylength (N , [h]) and the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere [Rext in
W m−2 ; Rietveld, 1978]:
Rs = (a + b · n/N ) · Rext

(5.11)

The coefficients a and b depend on the location and have ranges of 0.2–0.3 and
0.47–0.54, respectively. Ther net longwave radiation is calculated as:
√
(5.12)
RL = 86400 · σT 4 · (0.56 − 0.248 e) · (0.1 + 0.9n/N )
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.670400 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4 ), T the
temperature [K] and e the actual vapour pressure [kPa].
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The aerodynamic term is calculated from windspeed (u in m s−1 ) and actual
and saturated vapour pressures (e, es in kPa) measured at 2 m above the surface:
Ea = 2.6 · (1 + 0.537u) · (es e)

(5.13)

Priestley-Taylor evaporation formula
Priestley and Taylor [1972] simplified the Penman open water equation by assuming that for very large areas the aerodynamic evaporation term in Penman’s equation (Ea term in Equation 5.9) may be assumed to have a constant proportion relative to the evaporation calculated from the energy term (Rn term in Equation 5.9)
in the equation. Introducing a constant factor α instead of the aerodynamic term
greatly simplifies the Priestley-Taylor equation in comparison to Penman’s equation as it eliminates the need for windspeed and relative humidity data:
λEP T = αRn

∆
(Rn − G)
∆+γ

(5.14)

The Priestley-Taylor equation is best used for large, homogeneous areas such as
agricultural fields. The only data requirements are net radiation and temperature.
The α term is called the Priestly-Taylor constant and has an average value of 1.26,
but has been obserbved to range from 1.1–1.4 due to local variability in the aerodynamic term.
Makkink method
An example of a localised simplification of the Penman equation is the Makkink
reference evaporation equation [Equation 5.15; Makkink, 1961]. The Makkink
reference evaporation formula was developed in order to calculate potential evaporation of a reference grassland, based on typical weather conditions in the Netherlands.
0.65Rs ↓ ∆
λEM =
(5.15)
∆+γ
The Makkink evaporation formula is used by several Dutch consultancies, and
daily Makkink values are published for locations across the Netherlands by the
Royal Dutch Meterological Institute (KNMI). Actual evapotranspiration can then
be determined using crop factors taken from the Makkink crop factor table.
Jensen-Haise evaporation method
The Jensen-Haise formula [Equation 5.16; Jensen and Haise, 1963] is an empirical method, only requiring incoming solar radiation, temperature and historical
monthly minimum/maximum temperature data for a region. The equation was developed to help estimate irrigation requirements for agricultural crops for periods
of five days or longer. The method was developed in the USA and is based on 3000
observations of actual evapotranspiration as determined by soil sampling, which
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were statistically related to solar shortwave radiation Rs [MJ m−2 d−1 ] as shown
in Equation 5.16:
λEJH = CT · (T − Tx ) · Rs
(5.16)
where T is the mean temperature over a 5-day period [◦ C]. CT and Tx are local constants derived from the site elevation and average minimum and maximum
monthly temperatures:
1
CT =
(5.17)
C1 + 7.3CH
2H
(5.18)
305
where H represents the height above sea level [m]. CH is calculated as follows:
C1 = 38 −

CH =

5
e2 − e1

(5.19)

where e1 and e2 are the saturation vapour pressures [kPa] at the mean maximum
and minimum temperatures, respectively, for the warmest month of the year. Finally, Tx is calculated as:
CH = −2.5 − 1.4 · (e2 − e1 ) −

H
550

(5.20)

Thornthwaite evaporation formula
An empirical formula to determine potential ET has been derived based on lysimeter and catchment studies in the United States. The Thornthwaite Method [Equation 5.21; Thornthwaite, 1944, 1948, Mather, 1978] estimates ET based on temperature measurements only and is therefore the most simple equation to estimate
potential evapotranspiration. When the monthly average of temperature T is below
zero evaporation is assumed to be zero. When T is higher than zero, ET [mm d−1 ]
can be calculated according to:


10 10T a
ET = 1.6 ·
(5.21)
d
I
In this equation, T is the mean monthly temperature in ◦ C, I is the sum of the heat
index for the 12 previous months (I = (T /5)1.514 ), d is the number of days in a
month and a is a polynomial function of I:
a = 0.49 + 1.79 · 10−2 I − 7.71 · 10−5 I 2 + 6.75 ∗ 10−7 ∗ I 3

(5.22)

The Thornthwaite method is attractive because it only requires temperature
data to provide an estimate of potential ET in an area. However, the method is not
very reliable as it makes several assumptions that do not always hold true, such as a
fixed relation between temperature and the energy partitioning between latent and
sensible heat fluxes, as well as the constant availability of water.
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5.5.6

Crop factor

For purposes of irrigation of agricultural fields under scarce water conditions, we
are not so much interested in the potential evaporation, but more in the actual evaporation of the crop. If we know the actual evaporation, we can supply just enough
water to optimise plant production and therefore prevent wasting valuable water.
To estimate actual evaporation by agricultural crops many studies have been
done comparing the actual crop evapotranspiration with potential evaporation. This
has resulted in the formulation of a crop factor. The crop factor corrects for the dependence of evapotranspiration on the availability of soil moisture and plant physiological processes. Hence, the actual evapotranspiration can be estimated by multiplying the potential evaporation (for instance Penman E0 , or Makkink Em ) by a
crop factor (f ) that is defined for a certain crop species (potato, tomato, corn, etc.)
during a particular stage of plant development (young, mature, old). The crop factor varies with vegetation type and cover, maturing stage, soil moisture availability,
etc.
The crop factor for bare soil ranges from 0.2–0.4, while for 50% crop cover
it is 0.5–0.7 and for 100% cover it is 0.7–1.1. Equation 5.23 is used to estimate
actual evaporation once the crop factor is determined.
Ea = f E0

(5.23)

Crop factor tables are available for most common crops and growing regions and
these are widely used for estimating the amount of water required for irrigation
from potential evaporation estimates. National weather services provide daily information on potential evaporation to farmers based on empirical equations such
that for the Penman reference evaporation, or that of Makkink in the Netherlands.
An example of a leaflet explaining the crop factor and irrigation schedule to farmers
is given in Figure 5.9

5.5.7

Penman-Monteith evaporation model

Monteith [1965] modified the Penman open water evaporation equation (Equation 5.9) to include parameters that describe the regulation of evapotranspiration for
a vegetated surface. This was done by including two resistance terms that describe
the resistances encountered during the diffusive transport of water vapour from
within the leaf stomatal cavities to the leaf surface, and that encountered during
turbulent transport from the leaf surface into the atmosphere (see Section 5.3.1).
The Penman-Monteith evaporation model equation (Equation 5.26) is therefore an
physically-based empirical equation used to calculate actual evapotranspiration,
rather than potential evapotranspiration.
Aerodynamic resistance
The removal of water vapour from the leaf surface to the atmosphere is by turbulence. Turbulence is a chaotic three-dimensional process where eddies of different
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Figure 5.9: Information leaflet for Australian sugar cane farmers explaining how
to estimate actual evaporation of their crop in a very simple way using evaporation
pans and common crop factors (source: The Rural Water Use Efficiency Initiative,
Queensland).
sizes mix the air rapidly over large distances, which creates a very fast transport
mechanism for gas transport. Turbulent transport is about 100,000 times faster than
the diffusive transport discussed in Section 5.3.1, where the transport of gas within
the stomatal cavity to the leaf surface is described. Turbulence can be created
mechanically, for instance due to friction when wind blows over a rough surface.
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Turbulence is highest during strong winds passing over rough surfaces (for instance
a rainforest canopy or an urban area), whereas turbulence is minimal under calm
wind conditions and for smooth surfaces (lakes, ice surface).
The resistance to turbulent vapour transport from the leaf or ground surface to
the atmosphere is called the aerodynamic resistance (ra in s m−1 ). It depends on
the aerodynamic roughness of the surface (characterised by roughness length z0
and displacement height d, both in m) and is determined from Equation 5.24:

ra =

ln z−d
z0

2

k 2 uz

(5.24)

The aerodynamic roughness and displacement lenghts can be determined from
wind profile measurements. If these are not avaialble empirical equations relate
the aerodynamic roughness (z0 = 0.1h) and displacement length (d = 0.8h) to
the height of the roughness elements (h). These are used in combination with the
wind speed uz , measured at height z above the surface, to provide a measure of the
intensity of turbulence (Equation 5.24). k is the von Karman constant (k = 0.4).
Surface or canopy resistance
Plant physiologists measure the exchange of gases on leaf-scale and have defined
a stomatal resistance that describes the diffusion of gases from the stomata to the
leaf surface under varying conditions ranging from fully opened stomata to closed
stomata. Porometer measurements have shown that leaf-scale stomatal resistances
show a very large variation in the canopy, with lowest resistances observed for
young leaves in the top of the canopy that receive a lot of light, and higher resistances for older leaves and leaves lower in the canopy that are shaded.
Monteith [1965] considered the vegetation canopy as a single big leaf and characterised the resistance to vapour diffusive transport in all stomata combined as a
surface resistance or canopy resistance (rc in s m−1 ). The Penman–Monteith
model therefore effectively scales up leaf level stomatal resistance to a canopy resistance (rc ) that represents an integrated resistance from the vegetation surface
to quantify evapotranspiration. In this case, the surface or canopy resistance (rc )
depends on the stomatal resistance (rs ) of the individual leaves and the LAI of the
vegetation [Monteith, 1965]:
rs
rc =
(5.25)
LAI
Penman-Monteith evaporation equation
The Penman-Monteith evaporation model equation then becomes:
λE =

ρcp (es −e)
ra
+ rrac )

∆(Rn − G) +
∆ + γ(1
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(5.26)

Actual ET is determined by combining meteorological measurements with corrections for density(ρ), the specific heat of air (cp ), the aerodynamic roughness
(ra ) and surface roughness (rc ), which is also called the canopy roughness. Aerodynamic roughness is low (rc = 0) when a leaf is wet, and increases as the leaf
dries.
For large-scale studies, the sum of the transpiration at leaf scale is often determined by treating the entire system as one big leaf. The surface resistance for
this big, uniform leaf depends on the average stomatal resistance (rl ) and the LAI
(rc = rl /LAI). As surface resistances are difficult to measure, it is often easiest to
rearrange the Penman-Monteith equation to solve for (rc ).
The FAO has adopted the Penman-Montheith equation for calculation of the
reference evapotranpiration ET0 [mm d−1 ] [Allen et al., 2000]. The reference
surface is defined by Allen et al. [2000] as:
A hypothetical reference crop with an assumed crop height of 0.12 m,
a fixed surface resistance of 70 s m-1 and an albedo of 0.23.
This represents an extensive, well-watered area that is fully covered by an actively
growing green grass vegetation of uniform height and the method provides consistent reference evapotranspiration values under all climate conditions. Crop factors
are again used to determine actual evaporation of crops from the reference evaporation.

5.6

Global evaporation

Actual evaporation rates vary between values close to 0 mm d−1 in desert and polar
regions to about 5 mm day−1 in the tropics. An overview of the global evaporation
(latent heat flux) is shown in Figure 5.10. Evaporation is highest over the oceans
where there is an unliomited supply of water and in the equatorial regions where
solar radiation inputs are highest.
Evaporation rates are normally limited by the available solar energy. Under special conditions, evaporation rates can be higher than the values mentioned
above. This is, for instance, due to the oasis effect where evaporation from irrigated
lands in arid or desert areas (Figure 2.3) can be higher than 10 mm d−1 . In this
case, solar radiation and advection of energy from surrounding non-irrigated lands
can provide the high energy inputs that sustain high evapotranspiration rates.

5.7

Evaporation in the Netherlands

Evaporation in the Netherlands is expressed as the Makkink evaporation (Section 5.5.5), of which values are published daily by the Royal Dutch Meteorological
Institute (KNMI) in De Bilt. These estimates are used by the agricultural sector
for regulating their irrigation systems. The annual Makkink potential evaporation
amounts to 543 mm.
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Figure 5.10: Average global distribution of the latent heat flux for the month of
November (1959–1997, Univ. of Oregon, Dept. of Geography). Note that a latent
heat flux of 200 W m−2 equals an evaporation rate of 7 mm d−1 .
In temperate climates, such as those experienced by Western European countries, there is a much stronger seasonal variation in potential evaporation than in
tropical climates. This is due to larger seasonal changes in solar radiation inputs
and the corresponding changes in temperature. In the Netherlands evaporation is
highest in the summer months, reaching a maximum of 91 mm month−1 on average in de Bilt in July, whereas the corresponding value for December amounts
to only 6 mm month−1 [Sluijter and Nellestijn, 2002]. Even in a relatively small
country like the Netherlands the annual evaporation, shown in Figure 5.11, shows
considerable spatial variation. This is mainly due to the spatial variation in the annual incoming radiation totals and to a much lesser extend due to spatial variation
in wind speed. Figure 5.12 shows that the highest wind speed and radiation totals
are observed along the coast, the latter because clouds are usually formed more
inland over the Netherlands. Both incoming radiation and wind speed are highest
in the coastal area and decrease going eastwards to reach minimum values near the
border with Germany. Evaporation generally ranges between 500 and 600 mm,
which is about 300 mm lower than the annual rainfall (675–950 mm, Figure 4.3).
As such a surplus of water exists, causing surface runoff and groundwater recharge.

5.8

Exercises

1. Please explain the meaning of the following terms. Provide short answers
(max. 2 sentences or use a formula/diagram where appropriate):
a. Albedo
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Figure 5.11: Spatial variation of the annual evaporation in The Netherlands [Sluijter and Nellestijn, 2002].
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Makkink evaporation
Bowen ratio
Leaf area index
Stomatal resistance
Surface resistance
Aerodynamic resistance

2. Discuss how we can quantify the loss of water through interception of rainfall by vegetation.
3. List four methods that can be used to calculate potential evaporation. Explain
for each method which data needs to be available.
4. The Penman and Penman-Monteith equations are both used to calculate
evaporation.
a. What is the difference between evaporation rates calculated with the Penman formula and the Penman-Monteith formula.
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Figure 5.12: Spatial distribution of incoming shortwave solar radiation (left image,
scale from 340,000 J cm−1 (yellow) to 385,000 J cm−1 (red)) and windspeed
(right image, scale from 3.5 m s−1 (yellow) to 7.5 m s−1 (red)) in The Netherlands
[Sluijter and Nellestijn, 2002].
b. Which parameters in the Penman-Monteith formula are responsible for
the difference discussed above? Give a short explanation of these parameters.
c. Explain what happens with the surface resistance when the leaves are wet.
5. Explain what a crop factor is and for what purpose it is used?
6. For agricultural crops an estimate of the actual evaporation is often obtained
using crop factors in combination with potential evaporation estimates. Explain why the use of crop factors is less appropriate to provide an estimate
of the annual evaporation for forests?
7. Suppose that the average net radiation (Rn ) measured above an irrigated corn
field amounted to 350 W m−2 over a certain day. Of this energy, 4% was
used to heat both soil (G) and corn crop (J), whereas 2% was used for photosynthesis (P ). We know from observations that there was advective energy
available from adjacent, non-irrigated fields (A, 50 W m−2 ). Furthermore,
with a method based on measurements of turbulence, we have determined
that the sensible heat flux (H) averages 150 W m−2 on this day. The average temperature was 20 ◦ C.
a. Write down the energy balance for this field and calculate the latent heat
flux λE (in W m−2 ).
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b. Calculate the Bowen ratio and comment on how the Bowen ratio can be
an indication of the soil moisture conditions of the site.
c. How much was the evapotranspiration on this day, expressed in mm?
N.B. the latent heat of vapourisation λ = 4185.5 ∗ (751.78 − 0.5655 ∗ T )
J kg−1 , where temperature T is in K. The density of water ρw = 1,000
kg m−3 .
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Chapter 6

Surface Water Hydrology
Most communities rely on surface water in one way or another. Water supply,
transportation, industrial and recreational use of surface water resources are commonplace, and many cities are located on or near to streams, rivers and lakes.
Because of this close relationship with surface water and the potential impacts that
variation in water quantity and quality can have on health and the environment,
surface water resources are constantly monitored. Regular monitoring of a catchment’s response to precipitation events assists in developing a set of flow statistics
which are important for water resources management (such as irrigation, urban water supply, etc.) and public safety. Problems arise when there is too much surface
runoff (flooding) or too little (water shortage).
In hydrology, the flow of water out of a catchment is called runoff , whereas
the discharge is the amount of water leaving an area in a certain period of time.
The latter is usually expressed in l s−1 or m3 s−1 , but can also be expressed in
mm d−1 , when given per unit catchment area.
Geology, geomorphology, soils, vegetation, land use and climatic conditions
all effect the formation, flow, and quality of surface water in a catchment. Through
processes such as interception, storage, and evapotranspiration, these systems regulate the availability of water for overland flow, throughflow, and, ultimately, stream
discharge. Complicating matters further these factors are variable in time and
space, meaning that runoff and discharge formation are dynamic processes requiring detailed and continuous time series data to analyse.
This chapter we explore the major processes involved in the formation of surface water runoff and surface water discharge, as well as methods to measure and
analyse flow data, while Chapter 9 deals with issues of water quality.

6.1

Catchment Scale

Variations in surface water flow are often studied on hourly, daily, weekly, monthly
or annual basis, rather than on the time scale of individual storm events. This
is because the more numerous and complex the interactions between the various
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systems in a catchment, the longer the response to a precipitation event (or series
of events) will be. However, in case flooding is a risk, measurements have to be
made over short time intervals to capture the variation during extreme peak flows.
Catchment size is one of the principal factors determining the relevant time
scale of response. In small catchments (<100 km2 ), the timing and volume of
runoff measured at the outlet is largely determined by antecedent moisture conditions, rainfall characteristics such as storm duration and intensity, and surface
processes such as rainfall interception and infiltration. Response to precipitation
events in small catchments is therefore typically on the order of hours or days.
In large catchments (>1 000 km2 ) amounts and areal distribution of precipitation and antecedent moisture conditions are important, but runoff at the outlet
is also governed by channel morphology and stream processes, such as bed roughness, channel gradient, channel width, and tortuosity. A large catchment’s response
to a precipitation event may therefore last from several weeks to a month.
In addition to land area, several other characteristics are used to describe the
scale of rivers and catchments. These include:
• Stream Order: The smallest identifiable stream in a catchment is assigned
an order of one (i.e. it is a first-order stream). When two first-order streams
combine, the resulting stream is assigned an order of two (i.e. they form a
second-order stream). The processes of assigning channel order continues
from upstream to downstream and whenever two streams of equal order join
(order = i), the resulting stream is assigned the next highest order (order =
i + 1). Where two streams of different order join, the resulting stream is
assigned the highest order of the two streams.
• Catchment Order: Also called the Basin Order, this is the order of the
channel as measured at the discharge point of the catchment.
• Bifurcation Ratio: A measure of how channelised a catchment is. The
bifurcation ratio is the number of channels with order (i) divided by the
number of channels with order (i + 1). This value commonly ranges from 2
(the minimum) to 5, although higher values are possible.
• Drainage Density: The length of all channels in a catchment divided by the
surface area of the catchment.
The application of these terms is often subject to seasonal limitations, as many
channels are only filled with water at certain times of year. Perennial streams are
streams that contain water even after extended dry periods, water that is sustained
by groundwater in the absence of precipitation. Ephemeral streams run dry during
extended periods without rain and only have flow during periods following precipitation events. Flow in ephemeral streams is mostly surface water runoff that has
reached channels following rainfall, with contributions from fast draining groundwater reservoirs.
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Figure 6.1: Horton type of overland flow on a compacted soil surfaces in Ebom
village in South Cameroon.

6.2

Runoff

Precipitation, throughfall, and stemflow that reach the ground may infiltrate into
the subsurface if the ground cover is permeable. When water reaches the surface
faster than it can infiltrate, or if the soil is already saturated, water will pool on
the land surface. When surface water pools to a critical depth the water will flow
in the direction of the local slope. This type of surface water flow is known as as
overland flow or surface runoff .
Two major runoff generation processes can occur. Horton Overland Flow
[Horton, 1933, HOF] occurs when the rate of rainfall intensity greater than the
rate that the water infiltrates into the soil (both expressed in mm h−1 ). Under
natural conditions, HOF is rare, except in areas where bedrock is at the surface
prohibiting infiltration. HOF does usually occur in areas where human development has impacted the local soil conditions (think of a parking or road surfaces,
or compacted soil after tree harvesting). HOF may happen naturally in areas with
low-permeability soils (such as silts and clays) as well as areas with intense precipitation events, but it is most commonly observed in areas where development
has compacted the local soils or covered them completely (with asphalt, concrete,
etc.).
A second mechanism that could cause overland flow to occur was proposed
by Hewlett and Hibbert [1967]. He observed that even under high rainfall intensities, most water would infiltrate in the soil. However, on certain locations where a
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Figure 6.2: Saturation overland flow over sandy soils in a valley in rain forest near
Manaus, Brazil.
convergence of groundwater flow lines occurred, Saturation Overland Flow (SOF)
was observed when precipitation fell on soils that were near-saturated. This precipitation on near-saturated soils results in complete saturation of the soil and a rise
of the local water table to ground level. Further precipitation reaching the ground
surface therefore cannot infiltrate and flows over the soil surface. SOF occurs in
regions with shallow groundwater tables (such as those found the Netherlands and
coastal Suriname), or in areas where large precipitation events occur over a short
period of time. SOF is also common at smaller scales in the vegetated area adjacent to streams, the so-called riparian zone), which tends to be near-saturated
year-round due to its proximity to the channel (Figure 6.2).
Horton Overland Flow was the first mechanism proposed for runoff formation,
and for many years was believed to be the main runoff generating mechanism. In
theory, HOF can occur anywhere in the catchment as long as soil permeability
is sufficiently low. This theory suggests that catchments are static, and that they
produce runoff regardless of antecedent conditions. Field observations, however,
did not support the idea of a static catchment, and the Hewlett Hypothesis was
formulated to address the discrepancy between field observations and theory.
The Hewlett Hypothesis proposes that, under natural conditions, most precipitation infiltrates into the soil, even during large storms. This infiltration and as-
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sociated throughflow causes a rise in the local groundwater table, starting with
soils adjacent to rivers and spreading throughout the catchment. As precipitation
events continue the saturated area in a catchment that can generate SOF increases,
resulting in an increase in runoff within the catchment.
The role of SOF in the Hewlett Hypothesis illustrates the concept of the dynamic catchment area, where the source area for runoff in a catchment is variable
(versus constant in the HOF model) and depends on the current and antecedent
conditions in the catchment in addition to storm factors. The dynamic catchment
concept fits with field observations better than the earlier theories, and accounts for
increased runoff generation seen with prolonged storms.

6.3

Erosion

As a result of HOF and SOF processes, precipitation will pool on the land surface
until a critical water depth is reached and runoff begins. The exact depth required
for runoff to form depends on the slope and ‘roughness’ of the local ground surface.
Precipitation and overland flow may become trapped in small surface depressions
that can detain the water until it evaporates or infiltrates. The number and size of
these depressions, as well as the degree of ground cover by grass, plants and leaf
litter, controls the intensity of runoff resulting from a precipitation event. The more
extensive the depressions and ground cover, the ’rougher’ the ground surface and
the less likely it is that overland flow will occur.
In the absence of a rough surface, intense runoff across the ground surface
can occur, resulting in the erosion of soil. Erosion occurs when the energy in
water flowing across the surface is great enough to move soil particles and transport
them. Since the presence of vegetation greatly reduces the potential for erosion by
creating an irregular and porous surface which can trap water and prevent it from
flowing freely, in the absence of surface cover soils in an area may be completely
eroded over time. This has been seen in tropical (Figure 6.3) and temperate areas
that have undergone recent deforestation, with the result being massive landslides
and loss of arable land in formerly stable areas.
In water balance equations interception of precipitation is seen as a negative
term because evaporative losses decrease the water available for soil moisture
recharge. In erosion studies it is viewed positively because interception helps to
regulate the rate that precipitation reaches the soil and allows more time for water
to infiltrate into the soil before runoff forms, thereby decreasing the potential for
erosion.

6.4

Extreme Flow Events

On occasion flow conditions occur that are beyond the capacity of natural systems
to regulate, conditions that include not only periods of high water and flooding but
also periods of low water and drought. These events are often difficult to measure
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Figure 6.3: Erosion as a result of Horton overland flow on a road constructed for
extracting timber from a pine forest in Fiji.
accurately as measuring stations may be washed out by overbank flow during floods
or water levels may be lower than installed equipment can measure. Also, the
resulting conditions may present serious hazards such as mudslides and dust storms
which preclude manual measurement.
Climatic processes such as precipitation amount and duration, snowmelt timing, and antecedent moisture conditions contribute to high water levels and flooding. Land surface characteristics also play a major role, with catchment factors
(shape, area, slope, geology, soils, vegetation, human disturbance, urbanization,
etc.) and drainage network factors (dense, coarse, presence of lakes or other storage opportunities) directly effecting the formation and transport of surface water.
Channel factors, such as the shape, in-channel storage, impeding structures (dams),
and canalisation, may also accelerate and concentrate discharge. These processes
may combine with outlet factors (backwater effects, coastal effects, etc.) to produce high flow events.
Low flows conditions, defined as flow below the flow rate that is exceeded for
95% of the time (Q95 ), are equally complex. Natural climate variability (El Niño)
and seasonality combine with anthropogenic causes such as land use changes (affecting evapotranspiration), soil disturbance and compaction (less infiltration and
groundwater recharge), extraction of water for agriculture or industry, and construction of dams, to create the potential for low flow events. These have the potential to cause downstream water shortages in times that rainfall is already scarce
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(i.e. during the dry season), to increase in concentrations of nutrients and (toxic)
waste which can cause the death of aquatic life, and to restrict river transport.
Fortunately, extreme flow events are rare and only tend to occur once every
few years or even decades. Accordingly, long time series are needed for accurate
prediction of return rates - time series which are not always available. Several
flow analysis tools have been developed to help characterize available data and to
extrapolate missing data. Characterization is often accomplished through the use
of hydrographs and their derivatives, while extrapolation is done via hydrological
models that are normally calibrated to provide good estimates for ‘average’ conditions, but are not always accurate for simulating extreme flow events.

6.5

Hydrographs

The flow in a river in response to rainfall can be viewed as a wave traveling through
the channel from the headwaters to the catchment outlet. Analysis of flow data is
often done using a hydrograph, which is a plot of river stage or discharge at the
catchment outlet over time, and it can be conceptualized as a plot of the progress
of the flow wave as it passes a fixed point in a channel.

6.5.1

Discharge Components

In the water balance equation described in Equation 3.2, the discharge term (Q) is
a lumped term describing the total river discharge at a single measuring point. This
term includes all the precipitation falling directly on streams and rivers (channel
precipitation, Qp ), overland runoff (Qo ), throughflow (Qt ), and groundwater outflow (Qg ) contributions to river discharge. Total discharge can be represented by
Equation 6.1.
Q = Qo + Qt + Qg + Qp
(6.1)
Direct precipitation’s contribution to discharge is generally considered negligible in large-scale studies as channel area is a small portion of the total catchment.
Surface runoff, throughflow, and groundwater are the major contributors to discharge, though each term is temporally and spatially variable and the contribution
of each process to the total discharge depends on catchment and storm conditions.
Temporal variation of the different discharge components arises from fluctuations in the location, timing, and extent of precipitation, interception and throughfall. Spatial variation is related to heterogeneities in precipitation patterns, surface
and subsurface geology, geomorphology, soil properties, and vegetation type and
coverage.
Due to this variability, discharge generation is a dynamic process requiring
a detailed and continuous time series to accurately characterize fluctuations over
time. Using time series data a hydrograph can be prepared showing the stream
water level (stage heights) or stream discharge rate over time.
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6.5.2

Hydrograph Elements

The exact shape of a hydrograph depends on a number of factors. Catchment size
and shape, geology, and vegetation cover, as well as rainfall properties, work together to influence the timing of water reaching the catchment outlet and, ultimately, the shape of a hydrograph. Although the relative contributions of the different discharge components vary over time, it is possible to identify both baseflow
and quickflow components in most detailed hydrographs.
Delayed flow or base flow (Qb ) is the portion of rainfall that takes a long time
to reach channels and the discharge outlet, and is generated via throughflow and
groundwater discharge processes. Since flowing through soil and rock retards
the transport of water to channels, baseflow is slow to respond to precipitation
events. This means that baseflow processes will not immediately effect discharge,
but rather they will slowly increase following a storm and continue to contribute
to discharge long after precipitation has ended. In the absence of rain, baseflow
dominates catchment discharge.
Quickflow, direct runoff or stormflow (Qq ) is the portion of the rainfall that
rapidly reaches streams and is characterised by a rapid increase in the slope of a
hydrograph following a precipitation event. While direct precipitation and throughflow contribute to quickflow, it is often dominated by runoff form the land surface (overland flow), especially in small catchments. Quickflow processes respond
more rapidly to precipitation events than baseflow, are they are not sustained long
after precipitation ends.
A sample hydrograph is shown in Figure 6.4, with an illustration of the different measurements that are used to characterize hydrographs. Many of the measurements deal with the timing of peaks and inflections (changes of slope) in discharge
that are not obvious in the field but can be clearly seen on a hydrograph.
The time base (tb ) of a hydrograph is the time from the beginning to the end of
direct runoff, shown as surface runoff in Figure 6.4. The time to peak (tp ) is time
interval from the start of rainfall excess to the peak of the resulting hydrograph,
while the lag time (L) is the time interval from the center of mass of the rainfall
excess to the peak of the resulting hydrograph. Time of concentration (tc ) is the
time interval from the end of rainfall excess to the inflection point on the recession
curve, and the recession time (tr ) is the time from the peak of the hydrograph to
the end of direct runoff.
The term direct runoff , similar to quickflow, is used to refer to all contributions
to discharge with the exception of groundwater flow. Direct runoff measurements
are used to calculate catchment travel time, which is the time required for direct
runoff originating in the catchment (often in the headwaters) to reach the outlet.
Travel time depends on distance from the catchment outlet and the velocity water
travels at through the ecosystem, and tends to increase with catchment size. The
most common way to estimate direct runoff is via hydrograph separation.
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Figure 6.4: A typical hydrograph and its components

6.5.3

Hydrograph Separation Methods

Once a hydrograph has been plotted, one or more methods can be employed to
separate the baseflow component of flow from the quickflow component. Hydrograph separation methods can be empirical, analytical, or both, but the empirical
modeling approaches are the most widely used due to their ease and affordability
versus analytical methods.
Analytical separation methods involve the analysis of major ions and isotopes
in precipitation, runoff and groundwater samples, as well from water samples taken
at the catchment discharge. Conservative or non-conservative hydrochemical mixing models are then used which rely on linear equations to determine the contribution of each water type to the final discharge. While this method has the potential to
provide accurate estimates of the flow components, it can be extremely expensive
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to implement.
Empirical approaches separate baseflow from quickflow by using various methods to generate a diving line starting at the rising arm of the hydrograph and extending to the receding limb. The portion of the hydrograph above this line is said to
represent quickflow, while the portion of the hydrograph below this line represents
baseflow.
The separation lines are drawn from the point where a catchment begins to
respond to a given storm to the point where baseflow dominated flow resumes. A
catchment’s response to a storm event is generally accepted to be signaled by a rise
in the hydrograph - that is, the first sign of an increase in discharge at the catchment
outlet. Quickflow dominates a catchment’s initial response to precipitation, and in
most catchments is responsible for much of the increase in discharge compared to
background levels.
The time after a storm when baseflow resumes controlling catchment discharge
is visible in a hydrograph as an inflection in the receding limb. The inflection point
is best seen by plotting the hydrograph on semi-logarithmic axes. The point on the
receding limb becomes linear is the point where quickflow ends.
Once these two points of a hydrograph have been identified, the empirical approaches rely on different assumptions about the catchment behaviour to generate
the separation line. Various methods use linear, exponential or other approaches
to represent the behaviour of a catchment, resulting in a separation of baseflow
and direct runoff components. An example of an empirical approach to hydrograph separation is that of Hewlett and Hibbert [1967], who used a line of constant
slope (0.0472 mm d−1 ) to separate durect runoff from baseflow. This value was
determined based on their extensive study of the catchment’s response to several
precipitation events.
Once quickflow has been separated from baseflow, quickflow discharge volume can be calculated by integrating the area under the hydrograph and above the
baseflow line, or by separating the baseflow from the total discharge and then estimating the sum of discharges over time. Quickflow volume can then divided by
the catchment area to produce an average depth of excess precipitation represented
by the direct runoff.
The effective precipitation is often included on a secondary axis of a hydrograph. Effective precipitation is rainfall corrected for evaporative losses, and represents the total precipitation that can contribute to discharge. One approach for
estimating the effective precipitation input to quickflow is to model the catchment
using initial condition and and infiltration loss parameters. The initial condition
(Ia ) parameter is a correction factor for the initial loss of water by rainfall interception (vegetation) and depression storage in a catchment. The Ia term represents
the maximum precipitation that can fall on a catchment without producing runoff.
The constant-rate loss parameter is a constant used to represent water lost through
infiltration and contributing to baseflow. This parameter is used to represent the
ultimate infiltration capacity of the soil across the catchment.
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6.5.4

The Unit Hydrograph

A useful tool for analysing the catchment response is the unit hydrograph. A unit
hydrograph is a hydrograph created when one unit (centimetre or inch) of direct
runoff is produced from a precipitation event that is uniformly distributed over the
catchment and that has a constant intensity throughout a specified period of time.
The preparation and use of unit hydrographs are based on two major assumptions about the response of a particular catchment (i.e. surface runoff hydrograph)
to storm events of the same duration and intensity. The first assumption is that factors which control the shape of the unit hydrograph–landscape, soil and catchment
properties, etc–are assumed to be constant for similar rainfall events that have the
same duration. This means that in a given catchment surface runoff hydrographs
for storm events of the same duration will have the same shape, and the ordinates
of any hydrograph will be proportional to the ordinates of the unit hydrograph (i.e
the discharge from half a centimetre of runoff will be half of that from the unit
hydrograph).
The second assumption is that the base of any hydrograph is a function of
the rainfall duration. If rainfall duration changes then the base and the shape of
the hydrograph changes but the area under the curve still represents one unit of
volume.
Unit hydrographs can be constructed in three ways: from actual streamflow
data, synthetically, or by fitted distributions. To derive a unit hydrograph from
stream data, it is ideal to select a data set for discharge resulting from an isolated
storm that produces at least one centimetre of direct runoff. This is determined by
separating quickflow from baseflow as discussed in Section 6.5.3. Following separation, create a new time series for the direct runoff component alone (i.e. subtract
the baseflow component from total discharge), then divide the direct runoff by the
average depth of excess precipitation. When plotted, this new dataset presents a
hydrograph where discharge is expressed per unit excess precipitation.
Once a unit hydrograph has been created for a catchment a hydrograph can
be constructed for any rainfall excess and duration. This is an extremely valuable
method for modeling streamflow, especially for predicting the results of extreme
flow events.

6.5.5

Flow Duration Curves

A flow duration curve that shows the percentage of time that a specified flow is
equaled or exceeded (exceedence probability), can be created based on data from
hydrographs and is a tool used to classify responses of catchments to rainfall, particularly for estimating the return periods of extreme flow events.
The Weibull method is the most common method used to produce a flow duration curve. The first step is to rank the discharge data in descending order, giving
the highest value (greatest discharge) rank = 1, the second highest rank = 2, and
continuing until all the data points have been ranked.
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Once this is complete, the probability of exceedence (p, in percent) is calculated using Equation 6.2, where m is the rank number of a particular discharge,
and n is the number of values plotted. The return period T for a certain discharge
(the frequency with which a particular discharge should occur based on available
data) is calculated using Equation 6.3.
p=

m
× 100%
n+1

(6.2)

n+1
(6.3)
m
Once probabilities have been determined for each discharge in the data set, a
flow duration duration curve can be plotted by setting p against Q (discharge) on
a linear or logarithmic scale. Discharge can be normalised by dividing Qi by the
mean, or maximum, of the whole data set (Qn ) to allow comparison of curves.
T =

6.6

Flow Measurement Theory

The flow of water in a channel can be mathematically described using Newton’s
Second Law and the continuity equation. According to Newton’s Second Law, an
object in motion tends to stay in motion unless it’s momentum is opposed by some
force. In the case of flowing water, the forces acting against flow are both internal
and external.
The continuity equation states that for a given volume (say a section of the
river), the mass of water entering is equal to the mass of water leaving, plus or
minus changes in storage. Equation 6.4 shows the continuity equation rewritten
to show the change in storage over some time interval (dS/dt) as the difference
between the input and output terms over the same interval.
dS
= It − Qt
dt

(6.4)

Depending on the ratio of inertial forces and viscous forces in the water, flow
will either be laminar or turbulent. If viscous forces dominate, flow will be laminar,
but if inertial forces dominate flow will be turbulent. Laminar flow is characterized
by smooth, layered, sheet-like flow of water. Turbulent flow is characterized by
eddies and swirls in the water, and flow is much more difficult to predict.
One way to determine when laminar or turbulent conditions will arise in a channel by examining the Reynold’s Number for the channel. The Reynold’s Number
can be calculated using some basic properties of the channel and fluid, as shown in
Equation 6.5.
ρV
Re = 4R
(6.5)
v
In the Reynolds equation, R represents the hydraulic radius, which is the crosssectional area of the river channel divided by the length of the wet perimeter of the
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channel (i.e. the length of the river bed from bank to bank). The density (ρ) and
the velocity of flow (V ) represent the inertia of the fluid, while the viscosity term
(v) completes the ratio. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs at a
Reynold’s Number of 2 300 or higher.
The discharge is given as the product of the average flow velocity v and the wet
cross-sectional area of the river at the measurement point:
Q = v·A

(6.6)

where v is expressed in m s−1 and a in m2 to provide Q in m3 s−1 .

6.7

Flow Measurement Methods

It is possible to accurately measure the discharge of rivers and stream using a variety of methods. Some methods may involve the installation of a long-term monitoring station, while other methods may be used to take one-time measurements of
a channel. These methods are generally divided of two types: stage measurements
and flow velocity measurements.
Stage measurements are measurement of the elevation of the surface of a channel, and they rely on preexisting knowledge of channel behavior to determine discharge rates. Stage measurement methods include staff gauges for manual or floatrecorder measurement of river levels, pressure transducers for long-term logging
of river level fluctuations, and radar measurement for remote assessment of water
levels.
Once collected, channel stage information can then be compared to existing
information to determine flow velocity and discharge. This is typically in the form
of a discharge rating curve which is a plot of river discharge versus river stage for
a specific channel. Ideally, a rating curve has been prepared by direct measurement
of channel discharges at many different stages. The curve is created by plotting
the discharge data and then fitting a curve using statistical methods such as linear
regression. The curve can then be used to estimate future discharge values based
on channel stage only, assuming the channel stage is not outside of the range of the
rating curve.

6.7.1

Manning’s equation

The velocity of water flowing in channels is not uniform. Due to friction and
turbulence along the bank and bed, flow in rivers tends to be turbulent and water
flows fastest just below the surface in the centre of the channel. Recognising this,
the Manning Equation was derived to determine the average velocity for turbulent
flow in a channel.
1
2
R 3 Sf2
V =
(6.7)
n
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The flow is fully turbulent when the following condition is met:
p
n6 RSf > 1.1 ∗ 10−13

(6.8)

where R is the hydraulic radius of the channel, Sf is the slope of the channel and
n is the Manning roughness coefficient, which ranges from 0.01–0.10 s m−1/3 .
Values for different surfaces can be looked up in tables (see Table 6.1.
The hydraulic radius R is defined as:
R=

A
L

(6.9)

where A is the cross-sectional area [m2 ] and L the wetted perimeter [m] – the
length from where the water meets one riverbank to the opposite river bank following the riverbed topography below the water level. For example if we have a
rectangular river section with a width of 10 m in which the water stands 1 m high,
the wetted perimeter would be L = 1 + 10 + 1 = 12 m, the cross-sectional area
A = 1 · 10 = 10 m2 and the hydraulic radius would be R = 10/12 = 0.83 m.
Once an average discharge velocity is calculated, the discharge rate (Q) can
be calculated by multiplying the flow velocity by the cross-sectional area A of the
channel.
If we assume that the slope of the water level is similar to that of the river
bed, we can also use the Manning equation to roughly estimate the discharge for
extreme floods as long as we know what the water level at that time was (giving R
and A.

6.7.2

Float method

Direct measurement methods for channel flow velocity range from practical but
crude methods that rely on ‘rules of thumb’ to calibrated flow gauges that can
accurately measure subtle differences in flow velocities. The most rudimentary
method is the float method, which should only be used if no other options are
available. Central to the float method is the assumption that the velocity of water
at the surface and in the centre of a channel is approximately 85% of the average
stream velocity. To determine this surface velocity a float is placed in the centre
of the channel and the time required for the float to travel a known distance is
measured several times. Calculating the average velocity using the 85% rule of
thumb, discharge can then be calculated by estimating the cross-sectional area of
the channel and multiplying by the average velocity.

6.7.3

Artificial structures for discharge measurement

More accurate measurements methods were created before precision flow velocity
measuring devices were developed. These include physical measurements using
weirs and flumes, and chemical tracer measurement techniques using soluble tracers. Traditional physical measuring devices are designed to force a transition from
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Table 6.1: Values of the Manning roughness parameter n for different materials
and channel shapes.
n
[s m−1/3 ]

Material
Metal sheet
Concrete
Smoothed wood
Non-smoothed wood
Cast iron
Brick
Sand
Sand with gravel
Gravel

0.012
0.014
0.012
0.013
0.015
0.016
0.025
0.035
0.029

Sand with particle size
0.2 mm
0.3 mm
0.4 mm
0.5 mm
0.6 mm
0.8 mm
1.0 mm

0.012
0.017
0.020
0.022
0.023
0.025
0.026

Natural stream channels
Clean and straight
Clean and winding
Winding with weeds and pools

0.016–0.030
0.030-0.040
0.040–0.060

Large river channels

0.030-0.040

Flood plains with vegetation
Pasture
Light brush
heavy brush
Dense forest

0.035
0.050
0.075
0.10–0.16

sub-critical to super-critical flow. The critical velocity is the channel flow velocity where flow transitions from laminar flow to turbulent flow. Super-critical flow
(flow faster than the critical velocity) is easily seen as a transition from laminar to
turbulent flow at some point in the channel and is important in physical measurement techniques because a unique relationship between water depth and velocity
can be determined for systems where super-critical flow is occurring.
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Figure 6.5: Weir to measure discharge in a canal of the Amsterdam water supply
dune area managed by Waternet. Note that there is also a mechanism to block the
flow completely by lowering a metal plate.
Weirs and flumes are designed to create critical flow velocities in a channel
in different ways. Weirs create super-critical flow by creating differences in the
height of the bed of the channel. As water drops off the downstream side of the
weir, supercritical flow is created. Weirs can provide accurate measurements at a
whole range of flow rates, as the drop off the weir is sufficient to create critical
velocity in most flow conditions. Small changes in discharge provides measurable
change in water level. An example of a weir is given in Figure 6.5.
Flumes create critical flow velocities not by creating a difference in bed height
but by narrowing the channel (similar to putting your thumb over the end of a
garden hose). Where weirs are not suitable for rivers where sediment transport is
high because of sediment may fill the weir, flumes are self-cleaning and can be
used in sediment laden rivers. They are often used in irrigation channels, which
can become entrained with sediments.
Different weir and flume designs are possible, and each design can be calibrated with formulae relating discharge to channel stage upstream from the structure. Since they have such a wide range of applications, weirs and flumes range
from from several centimetres in size to as much as fifteen metres.
Weirs and flumes have the advantage of being low maintenance, stable structures, with no changes in the discharge rating curve over time. However, leakage
may occur underneath the structure, allowing some portion of flow to bypass. Solid
rock bedding is preferable for the installation of physical measuring structures.
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Furthermore, Construction can be costly and some maintenance of the structure is
required, especially after high flow events (i.e repair of sections damaged by rocks,
cleaning from vegetation and debris, etc.).

6.7.4

Chemical tracer methods

Chemical discharge measurement techniques are based on the differences in concentrations of specific chemical tracer in the native river water and in an injected
solution, and are good for small, shallow rivers with turbulent flow where current
meters cannot be used. The injected tracer solution must be readily soluble, conservative (i.e. non-reactive), non-toxic and affordable. For accurate measurement,
the background concentration of the tracer in the river water must be low, the tracer
must be easily detectable with portable meters such as an Electrical Conductivity
(EC) meter. A common tracer used in river studies is N aCl (table salt).
The tracer solution can be injected in two ways: a constant-rate injection
method or or a gulp injection method.
In the constant-rate injection method, a solution with with known tracer concentration (Ci ) is injected into a channel with a known background concentration
(C0 ) at a constant flow rate (Qi ). The river discharge can then be determined based
on mass conservation principles, as shown in Equation 6.10.
Qi Ci + Q0 C0 = Q1 C1

(6.10)

The equation can then be solved for Q0 by measuring the tracer concentration at
some point downstream from the injection site until it becomes constant (Q1 ), and
by recognizing that the discharge at the downstream measuring point (Q1 is equal
to Q0 + Qi ).
In the gulp injection method, a volume of tracer solution (Vi ) is instantaneously
injected into the channel. The change in tracer concentration is then measured
at some point downstream using portable meters. Measurements begin when the
tracer is injected into the channel and continue until it is certain that the entire volume of tracer has passed the measuring point (characterized by a return to background tracer concentrations). The resulting concentration versus time data can
be plotted, and the area under the curve integrated to find the discharge. This is
illustrated in Equation 6.11.
Q= R

6.7.5

Ci Vi
(Ci − C0 )dt

(6.11)

Velocity – area discharge measurement method

Modern flow measurement devices are often of the propeller type. Propeller devices measure flow velocity by correlating the speed with which they rotate they
rotated to velocity of the water causing the rotation. Each propeller measurement
represents the flow velocity at one point in a channel, and multiple measurements
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must be taken across a channel to create a velocity profile for the channel. This is
accomplished by measuring the velocities at different horizontal and vertical positions along a cross-section of the channel using the propeller current meter. A
common method is to measure at depths of 20% and 80% of the channel depth at
each location, or at 60% of the channel depth (measured from the water surface) if
the former approach is too time consuming.
Once the velocity measurements are collected the area of the various sections
can be calculated. The mean flow velocity for each section is then multiplied by
this area, and the discharge per section is determined. The sum of the discharges
of all sections will then provide a total channel discharge.

6.7.6

Doppler effect discharge measurement method

Similar to the propeller device is a Doppler sensors, such as a Nautilus flow meter.
These devices measure integrated velocity profiles by using the Doppler effect.
They can be used to produce a channel velocity profile in the same way as propeller
devices, and have the added advantage of having no moving parts.

6.8

Measurement Station Requirements

A discharge measurement station requires several standard items to be of value.
First, a permanent staff gauge (Dutch: meetschaal or peilschaal) should be installed
and the the elevation should surveyed relative to a local benchmark to provide reference measurements for the river stage. This allowed for the manual measurement
of river stage or the use of a recording device such as a pressure transducer, which
will require periodic maintenance and data downloading. Secondly, following the
installation of the permanent staff gauge, a discharge rating curve should be developed to translate future water levels to discharge values. Thirdly, and perhaps
most importantly, a measuring site should be safe and accessible during all flow
conditions, while being secure from possible vandalism when not in use.
Ideally, the measuring station should be located on a section of the channel that
is straight for at least 100 m upstream and downstream and the total flow around the
measuring station should be confined to a single channel at all stages. Furthermore,
the gaging site should be far enough removed from the confluence with another
stream or from tidal effects to avoid any possible impacts on the measurement of
stream stage and free of aquatic plants and shrubs.
All effort should be made to ensure that no subsurface or groundwater flow
bypasses the site. The best measuring sites are characterized by areas where the
stream bed is not subject to changes from scouring and filling and has unchanging
natural controls. These controls are often bedrock outcrops or stable riffles for
low flow conditions. At extremely low stages, a pool should be present upstream
from the site, ensuring the recording of extremely low flows and avoiding the high
velocities (super-critical flow) associated with high stream flows which can disrupt
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the rating curve.

6.9

Exercises

1. Please explain the meaning of the following terms. Provide short answers
(max. 2 sentences or use a formula/diagram where appropriate):
a. Horton overland flow
b. Catchment water balance equation
c. Baseflow
d. Quickflow
e. Channel precipitation
f. Hydraulic radius
g. Saturation overland flow
2. List four methods to measure the discharge of a river and describe the application of each method in short.
3. Indicate which three factors are of primary importance for the urban water
supply when using surface water.
4. Which data do you need to calculate the discharge according to Manning’s
equation? Give a short explanation of the meaning of each parameter in the
Manning’s equation.
5. List four factors that are of importance for the development of floods. Discuss four each factor how it contributes to flooding.
6. List five requirements that should be met at a good discharge measurement
site.
7. What do you measure with a weir and flume and what is the difference between them. Indicate under which conditions you would prefer to use a flume
instead of a weir.
8. Surface runoff in response to rainfall can be generated in different ways in a
catchment. This leads to peaks in discharge from the catchment. Horton was
the first to describe a mechanism for the generation of surface runoff, later
followed by Hewlett with a second, fundamentally different mechanism.
a. Describe how surface runoff is generated according to the Horton overland flow mechanism.
b. Describe Hewlett’s hypothesis for the generation of surface runoff in an
area.
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c. List three factors that influence the way a river reacts on rainfall in an
area. Indicate for each factor how it influences the stormflow hydrograph
(shape of hydrograph, amount of discharge, etc).
9. The graph below shows half-hourly rainfall and river discharge for the Asu
catchment in Amazonia. Please answer the following questions:

Figure 6.6: Rainfall hyetograph and discharge hydrograph for the Asu Catchment,
Brazil.
a. Estimate the lag time and the time to peak for this stormflow event
b. Estimate the total rainfall amount
c. Estimate the total runoff of this storm assuming that it starts at 23:00
(0.08 mm h−1 ) and ends at 0:00 on the second day (0.1 mm h−1 )
d. Estimate the quickflow and baseflow components (totals in mm) assuming that the stormflow event starts at 23:00 (discharge = 0.08 mm h−1 )
and the baseflow separation line has a slope of 0.05 mm h−1 .
e. Calculate the percentage of rainfall that that discharges as quickflow (direct runoff) and as total flow, respectively. What has happened with the
remainder?
10. Table 6.2 shows rainfall, evaporation and flow data
(a) Prepare a flow duration curve based on the annual discharge values
shown below for the Oleolega catchment, Fiji.
(b) The catchment was afforested in 1975 with Caribbean pines. Can you
observe an effect on the annual discharge of the reforestation? How
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does this become apparent in the flow duration curve? Estimate the
10 % probability for annual discharge after reforestation.
Table 6.2: Flow Data for the Oleolega Catchment

11. Manning’s equation can be used to calculate the flow velocity and discharge
in an open channel if the flow is fully turbulent. The Manning’s equation is
given below:
2

V =

1

R 3 Sf2

n
where V is the streamflow velocity, R the hydraulic radius (cross-sectional
area divided by wetted perimeter in m), Sf is the slope of the channel (dimensionless) and n the Manning roughness coefficient. The flow is fully
turbulent when the following condition is met:
p
n6 RSf > 1.1 ∗ 10−13
There is uniform flow in a 200 m wide rectangular channel with a bed slope
of 0.03 %. The water depth in the channel is 5 m.
a. Verify whether the flow is turbulent enough so that the Manning equation
can be applied at clean and straight channels and for channels with weeds
and deep pools.
b. Calculate flow velocities and flow rates (i.e. discharge) for clean and
straight channels and for channels with weeds and deep pools.
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Part III

Groundwater hydrology
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Chapter 7

Groundwater flow
Several natural processes lead to the storage of water below the ground surface.
Gravity and other forces draw water downwards through openings in the land surface (e.g. cracks, soil pores). There are different names for water that is present
in the subsurface, depending on its location. Groundwater is the subsurface water that occurs beneath the water table in soils and geologic formations that are
fully saturated [Freeze and Cherry, 1979]. This area is called the saturated zone.
Soil moisture is a general term for liquid water and water vapour contained in the
pores and cracks in the upper, unsaturated part of the soil. This part is called the
unsaturated zone, the vadose zone or the soil zone). Separating the unsaturated
and saturated zones is the water table, which is defined as a continuous surface at
which the water pressure equals the atmospheric pressure. The precise nature of
this definition will be explored further in Chapter 8, along with the discussion of
the unsaturated zone and the capillary fringe.

7.1

Groundwater Origin

There are three main natural processes that result in new groundwater, either by
creation of new water or storage of water from external sources:
• Juvenile groundwater is water released during the crystallization (cooling)
of magma within the Earth’s crust.
• Connate groundwater is water that is trapped in the pores of sediment during
deposition (as occurs in estuaries and deltas) and becomes buried by subsequent sedimentation.
• Meteoric groundwater is water that originates from precipitation and enters
the subsurface by infiltration through the overlying soil and rock.
The formation of juvenile and connate groundwater occurs over extended periods of time and in limited locations globally. Neither of these processes occur on
a sufficient rate or scale to compensate for the natural discharge of groundwater,
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Table 7.1: Porosity ranges for common sediments, based on Fetter [2001].
Soil Type

Porosity Range (%)

Well-Sorted Gravel
Sand and Gravel
Glacial Till
Silt
Clay
Peat

25–50
20–35
10–20
35–50
33-60
up to 90

let alone human extraction. Meteoric groundwater formation, on the other hand,
is a dynamic groundwater generating mechanism that constantly occurs around the
world. This means that, globally, precipitation is the dominant source of groundwater recharge.
Over the past decades, humans have been actively trying to enhance groundwater storage through artificial recharge. The purpose hereof is to use aquifers as
a store of water for periods of water scarcity. Although its contribution in terms of
volume on a global scale is limited, artificial recharge can have a profound impact
on the local hydrogeology. Moreover, in agricultural areas, groundwater recharge
may be enhanced by irrigation.

7.2
7.2.1

Hydraulic Properties of Geologic Materials
Porosity

The amount of water that can be stored per unit volume of geologic media is determined by the porosity of the soil or rock. The porosity (n, dimensionless) is the
ratio of the volume of voids (Vv [m3 ], also called the pore space) in a section of
geologic material to the total volume (VT [m3 ]) of the material including its pores:
n=

Vv
VT

(7.1)

Table 7.1 illustrates the variability found in total porosity for a range of common
sediments.
Porosity can change over time due to physical and chemical processes. The
primary porosity is the original porosity of a geologic media that it obtained when
it was formed. When the porosity of a unit is enhanced after its formation this
is called secondary porosity. Dissolution of soil particles can lead to an increase
in porosity, as can fracturing and disturbance of the soil by roots and animals.
Conversely, precipitation of minerals and compaction resulting from burial or dewatering can decrease porosity.
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Table 7.2: Intrinsic permeability and hydraulic conductivity ranges for common
sediments, based on Domenico and Schwartz [1990].

7.2.2

Geologic Material

Intrinsic Permeability
[darcy]

Hydraulic Conductivity
[m d−1 ]

Gravel
Coarse Sand
Fine Sand
Silt
Clay

101 –103
100 –102
10−2 – 100
10−3 –10−1
10−6 –10−3

25–2500
0.1–500
0.02–20
8 × 10−5 –2
8 × 10−7 –4 × 10−4

Permeability and Hydraulic Conductivity

Permeability is a measure of the ease with which a medium can transmit a fluid. A
quantitative expression of permeability is the so-called hydraulic conductivity (K
[m d−1 ]):
κρg
K=
(7.2)
µ
where κ is the intrinsic permeability expressed in m2 or in darcys (1 Darcy =
9.87 · 10−13 m2 . ρ is the fluid density [kg m−3 ], g the gravitational acceleration
[m s−2 ] and µ the viscosity of the fluid [g s−1 m−1 ]. Table 7.2 shows common
values for the hydraulic conductivities of different materials. Equation 7.2 shows
that the properties of both the geologic material and the fluid determine the permeability.
The intrinsic permeability κ is a measure for the permeability due to the pore
structure of the media, and there depends only on the properties of the media and
not of those of the fluid (e.g. viscosity, density). While the volume of pores is
important to the transmission of fluids, the connectivity and the size of the pores
are even more important. Friction between the fluid and the soil particles restricts
flow. Large pores have a lower surface area per unit pore volume than small pores,
so fluids face decreasing resistance to flow as the volume of the individual pores
increase. It is for this reason that a coarse gravel (with fewer, larger pores) will
more readily transmit water than a silt or clay (with more numerous, smaller pores),
even though the finer-grained sediments have a far greater porosity (cf. Table 7.1).
The fluid’s density and viscosity also determine the hydraulic conductivity.
Since these are both are highly temperature dependent, temperature differences
in groundwater systems have an important bearing on the flow field. The density
of groundwater also depends on the amount of dissolved solutes so that, for example in coastal areas, groundwater flow becomes influenced by spatial variations in
salinity.
The greater the thickness of a geologic unit, the more water that unit can transmit. The Transmissivity (T , or KD-value [m2 d]) is the product of the hydraulic
conductivity (K, Equation 7.2) and thickness of a layer D [m]. It is a commonly
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used term to compare the hydraulic characteristics of different water-bearing layers.

7.3

Specific yield

The porosity determines the maximum amount of water that can be stored in the
pore spaces in aquifer. Not all of that water is available for drainage or extraction,
however. When a section of the aquifer is drained, adsorption forces between the
water and the solid aquifer material retain part of the water in the pores. In fact,
a significant portion of the water may be retained in the pores of the material,
especially in geologic materials with a large surface area and small pores (e.g. silt
or chalk). The amount of water that can be released from a water-bearing unit can
be expressed as the specific yield, which is defined as the volume of water that
can freely drain from a unit volume of a saturated geologic formation under the
influence of gravity. Similar to porosity, it is expressed as a fraction of the total
volume of the layer that is drained:
Sy =

Vd
VT

(7.3)

where Vd is the volume of water that is released by drainage [m3 ] and VT is the
total pore volume [m3 ]. Similarly, the volume of water that is retained (Vr [m3 ])
after drainage under gravity has ceased, is expressed as the specific retention Sr .
Both terms are dimensionless.
Vr
Sr =
(7.4)
VT
The sum of the specific yield and specific retention equals the porosity of the
aquifer. Typical values for Sy range from 0.02 for fine-grained sediments to 0.30
for coarse-grained geological units [Fetter, 2001].

7.4

Hydrogeologic units

The classification of geologic media into hydrogeologic units is based on how well
they can store and transmit water. Generally, three different units are discerned:
• An aquifer is a geologic formation that has a high porosity and is permeable
enough to easily transmit water (e.g., a gravel deposit or a heavily fractured
limestone).
• An aquitard is a geologic formation that has a lower permeability than an
aquifer, but can still slowly transmit water between aquifers (e.g. a silty sand
or an unconsolidated peat layer).
• An aquiclude is a geologic unit with extremely low conductivity and does
not allow the flow of water. They act as barriers to groundwater flow (e.g.
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unfractured bedrock or a sealing fault). Note that the porosity of an aquiclude
can be high, up to 65% for some clays, but that the pores may not be interconnected and too small to allow significant flow.
An aquifer is said to be unconfined or phreatic if it extends all the way up to
the ground surface and is in direct contact with the atmosphere. In an unconfined
aquifer the water table is free to move up and down. If the aquifer is covered by
a low-permeability layer then it is said to be confined. In the presence of a thick
confining layer recharge rates become very low. Confined aquifer recharge tends
to occur in zones where the confining unit is absent or thin, or via lateral flow from
adjacent aquifers.
When recharge causes an influx of water into a confined aquifer, the groundwater is restricted from moving upwards by the low permeability of the confining
unit. Under these conditions pressure builds up within the aquifer and if the confining layer were punctured, groundwater would rise above the top of the aquifer
in response to this excess pressure. If the water level rises even above the ground
surface the aquifer is called an artesian aquifer. A well completed in a pressurized
aquifer might not even require pumping to bring water to the surface. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1, where water can be seen flowing freely from the metal well
casing.
Figure 7.2 shows the spatial relations between the different types of hydrogeologic units. Note that a geologic unit can be classified as both an unconfined or
a confined aquifer depending on the lateral continuity of confining units. If water
sits on top of a confining unit below which the aquifer is unsaturated, the water
table above the confining unit is referred to as a perched water table.
It is important to note that real-world aquifers are not uniform in composition.
While Table 7.2 gives representative hydraulic conductivities for uniform materials, soils are very rarely comprised of one particle size. Due to this variability,
hydrologists have coined several terms to characterize the properties of hydrogeologic units. The most common terms are explained below.
Homogeneity
Homogeneity is a term used to describe how spatially-uniform the properties of a
medium are. If an aquifer is comprised predominantly of one type of rock with
uniform hydraulic properties, it is said to be homogeneous (i.e., it is uniform). A
homogeneous aquifer can be a unit comprised of a single grain size or it can be
comprised of a mixture of grain sizes, as long as the relative proportion of each
grain size remains constant throughout the aquifer. If the properties of the aquifer
vary greatly in space then it is said to be heterogeneous (i.e., non-uniform). In
real-world systems homogeneous aquifers are the exception rather than the rule as
aquifer properties often vary significantly over short distances (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.1: Artesian well in the field near the city of Aveiro, North Portugal. Note
the water flowing out from the hole on the right hand side of the inner metal tube
(the well casing) into a concrete storage container. A submersible pump was installed in this well to bring water to an irrigation system for crop watering through
the smaller tube on top of the well casing. Photograph courtesy of Margreet van
der Marle.
Isotropy
Isotropy refers to the degree of directional trends in a geologic unit resulting from
the processes that formed them. For example, in many depositional environments,
sediments tend to be deposited in horizontal beds (i.e., they are stratified). This
results in a layering that is more permeable in a horizontal direction than in a
vertical direction. It is not uncommon for the horizontal and vertical hydraulic
conductivities in an aquifer to differ by more than an order of magnitude. When
an aquifer’s permeability shows no directional dependency and water flows with
equal ease (or difficulty) in all directions, the aquifer is considered to be isotropic.
On the opposite, when there is a clear directional dependency then an aquifer is
considered to be anisotropic.

7.5

Storage

The hydraulic head in aquifers fluctuates on a wide range of time scales. Near the
coast, for example, short-term harmonic fluctuations are recorded in aquifers due
to the tidal cycle in the nearby sea or ocean. Over periods of days, water levels may
respond to recharge due to precipitation events. Seasonal variations in groundwater
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Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram of aquifer types
recharge give rise to fluctuations in water levels over the period of months and even
longer-term water level changes are related to groundwater abstraction, land use
change and climate change.
All hydraulic head fluctuations give rise to changes in groundwater storage.
The volume of water drained from an aquifer (Vd [m3 ]) for a given change in
hydraulic head (∆h [m]) is determined from:
Vd = −SA∆h

(7.5)

where Vd is the volume of water drained [m3 ], S is the storage coefficient (dimensionless) or storativity and A the planar surface area of the aquifer under consideration [m2 ]. The minus sign in equation 7.5 stems from the convention that Vd is a
positive number for drainage, i.e., when ∆h is negative.
Examination of Equation 7.5 reveals that the storage coefficient S is the volume
of water that a geologic unit releases (or stores) per unit surface area of aquifer
per unit change in hydraulic head. Although it is similar to the specific yield (Sy )
defined in Equation 7.3, these should not be confused because the nature of the
aquifer determines how it responds to a change in water level. Storage changes can
be due to either:
• drainage (or filling) of the pores
• changes in the pore volume
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Figure 7.3: Outcrop of fluvial deposits on the beach near the town of Southwold
(UK) showing the heterogeneous nature of this aquifer
Both processes occur in unconfined aquifers. In confined aquifers though,
which are always saturated, changes in storage can only result from changes in
pore volume.
To understand the change in storage in confined aquifers it is important to consider the forces that act on both the solid phase and pore water. At any horizontal
plane below the surface, the weight of overlying rock and water imparts a stress
that acts vertically downward on that plane. This is the total stress (σT ). Part of
this stress is borne by the pressure of the fluid (P [hPa]). The part of the total
stress that is not borne by the pore fluid but by the rock skeleton is termed effective
stress (σe ):
σe = σT − P
(7.6)
When pore water pressure is lowered, for example due to pumping, the groundwater expands in response. Because of the low elasticity of water, however, the
resulting expansion is limited and can not fully balance the pore water pressure decrease. Equation 7.6 shows that, with no change in the total stress, the decrease of
the pore water pressure must be compensated by an increase of the effective stress.
In response, the rock skeleton will compress and consequently, the pore volume
decreases.
Thus, the storage behaviour of a confined aquifer is determined by both the
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Figure 7.4: Outcrop of a layered sandstone aquifer in the Sierra de Grazalema
(Spain) with clear anisotropy.
elasticity, or compressibility, of the pore fluid and the rock skeleton. The quantity
that expresses the resulting volume of water (per unit volume of aquifer) that will
be stored or released due to a unit change in hydraulic head is the specific storage
(Ss [m−1 ]):
Ss = ρg(βp + nβw )
(7.7)
where ρ is the fluid density [kg m−3 ], g is the gravitational acceleration [m s−2 ],
βp is the bulk compressibility of the soil [Pa−1 or m2 N−1 ], n is the porosity, and
βw is the fluid compressibility of water [Pa−1 ].
While the fluid compressibility of water is effectively constant under natural
conditions (βw = 4.8 × 10−10 m2 N−1 ), the bulk compressibility of geological
formations can vary, and typical values can be found in the literature. The derivation of equation 7.7 can be found in Freeze and Cherry [1979].
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The storage coefficient S (dimensionless) is the product of the specific storage
Ss [m] and the thickness of the aquifer (D) [m]:
S = DSs

(7.8)

Values of S for confined aquifers are typically 0.005 or less [Fetter, 2001].
Storage in response to changes in pore volume associated with deformation of the
rock skeleton also occur in unconfined aquifers. In addition, storage is due to
changes in the height of the water table. Therefore, for unconfined aquifers:
S = Sy + DSs

(7.9)

The relative magnitude of the volume of water stored or released in the pores
when the water table moves up and down is much larger than the change in pore
volume, or : Sy  DSs . Therefore it holds that S ≈ Sy in unconfined aquifers.

7.6

Groundwater flow

Just like surface water, all groundwater in the hydrological cycle eventually drains
toward the oceans. But, while the flow of surface water is dictated by the topography of the landscape, groundwater can often be seen to flow upward against the
force of gravity. Examples include artesian wells, springs and discharge through
the bottom of streams and other surface water bodies. To understand this behaviour,
the principles of groundwater flow and the laws that describe it will be detailed in
the following sections.

Hydraulic head
Moving groundwater and soil moisture is subjected to the force of gravity and
frictional forces between the water and the solid rock material that it flows through.
Energy is required to perform the work required to overcome these forces. Energy
to drive the flow of water occurs in three main forms:
• A parcel of groundwater contains potential energy depending on its position
in the Earth’s gravitational field:
Eg = mgz

(7.10)

where Eg is the parcel’s potential energy [m2 kg s−2 or J], m is the mass of
the parcel [kg], g is the gravitational acceleration [m s−2 ] and z is the elevation [m] with respect to an arbitrary reference level. Since the amount of
energy is always relative to the energy at the reference level, where by convention Eg = 0 J, it is essential to express all measurements of groundwater
energy with respect to the same reference level.
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• Kinetic energy is the energy contained in a parcel of moving water:
1
Ek = mv 2
2

(7.11)

where Ek is the parcel’s kinetic energy [J], m the mass [kg] and v it’s velocity [m/s]. Because groundwater flow velocities are generally low and
because of the squared dependence of Ep on v, the contribution of the kinetic energy to the total energy of groundwater is negligibly low.
• Groundwater is under pressure as a result of the atmospheric pressure and
the weight of the overlying column of water. The pressure energy of a parcel
of groundwater is given as:
EP = P V
(7.12)
where Ep is the parcel’s energy [J] due to its pressure P [Pa] and V is the
parcel’s volume [m3 ].
The total energy Et [J] is then the sum of these three components:
1
ET = Eg + Ek + EP = mgz + mv 2 + P V
2

(7.13)

The (hydraulic) potential (Ψ [m2 s−2 ) expresses the energy of groundwater
per unit of mass. Hence:
Ψ=

ET
1
PV
1
P
= gz + v 2 +
= gz + v 2 +
m
2
m
2
ρ

(7.14)

where ρ = m/V is the density of the groundwater [kg m−3 ].
For practical purposes, it is even more convenient to express ET per unit weight
(= mg) of the groundwater:
h=

ET
1 v2
P
=z+
+
mg
2 g
ρg

(7.15)

neglecting the kinetic energy term gives:
h=z+

P
ρg

(7.16)

where h is the hydraulic head [m], which is one of the most fundamental hydrogeologic quantities. It is conveniently expressed in length units (e.g. meters). The two
terms on the right hand side in Equation 7.16, representing the gravitational and
pressure energies, are called the elevation head and pressure head, respectively.
Equation 7.15 is also known as the Bernoulli’s equation, based on the principle of
energy conservation (Newton’s second law).
The hydraulic head has the major advantage that each of the terms in the equation can be easily determined in the field in a measurement well called a piezometer. A piezometer is a hollow (PVC) pipe with a screened filter section at the
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of a nested and a single piezometer [van Bracht, 2001] and
the components of the hydraulic head.
bottom (so that water can flow into and out of the pipe) that is installed through
the overlying soil and bedrock such that the screened portion of the tube is located
below the water table. The piezometer screen or filter is a narrow vertically-slotted
piece of piezometer tubing that allows entry of water through the narrow openings
in the tube, but not of the sand and gravel surrounding the tube. When a piezometer
is installed, gravel is normally inserted around the screened part, which is called
a gravel pack. The borehole surrounding the blind, non-screened tube above the
screen is then filled with bentonite, an absorbent aluminium phyllosilicate (Montmorillonite) swelling clay that closes of the borehole to prevent vertical flow of
water along the blind, non-screened, part of the piezometer tube. Figure 7.5 illustrates a typical piezometer and how each of the hydraulic head terms can be
determined from measurements in the piezometer.
The elevation of the screen (and not the top of the piezometer!) is the elevation
head. In order to be able to compare head measurements from two or more different
piezometers, the elevation of their screens must be expressed with respect to the
same reference level. In regional groundwater surveys the reference level is often
mean sea level. For local surveys or if the elevation with respect to sea level of the
screens is unknown (as is often the case in remote or rural sites), a local reference
point is sometimes chosen.
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The water level within the piezometer will rise to a level such that the weight
of the water column in the tube balances the pressure of the groundwater at the
position of the well screen. The height of the water column in the piezometer (hp
[m]) is then
P
hp =
(7.17)
ρp g
where P is the pressure [Pa] and ρp is the density of the water inside the piezometer
[kg m−3 ]. If ρp = ρ (i.e., the density of the groundwater equals the density of the
water in the piezometer) then hp equals the elevation head in Equation 7.16.
No water rests on top of the groundwater at the water table, so there the pressure
of groundwater equals the atmospheric pressure. The elevation head measured in a
piezometer will then be zero and P consequently must also be zero (cf. Equation
7.17). Thus, P is not an absolute pressure but is expressed relative to the pressure
of the atmosphere, i.e., P = Pabs − Patm .
If there is no vertical flow, the pressure increases with depth below the water
table d as P = ρgd. Inserting this relation into equation 7.16 gives then h = z + d
and when the water table is the reference level where z = 0, then d = −z, so that
h = z − z = 0. Therefore, under hydrostatic conditions (i.e., no vertical flow)
the hydraulic head is constant with depth (but the pressure of the groundwater P
increase with depth).
Because the pressure increases with depth, a piezometer should ideally measure at a single point within the aquifer. This would be impractical because if the
openings of the piezometer become too small, the exchange of water between the
inner tube of the piezometer and the aquifer would be impeded. The length of the
well screen is therefore a compromise between accuracy and practicality. In the
Netherlands, it is common to use screen lengths of 1 or 2 m. Production wells generally have much longer screen lengths, which makes them unsuitable as accurate
groundwater measurement devices.
It is important to note that in aquifers where the groundwater density ρ varies
spatially, the elevation head does not correctly represent spatial variations of the
groundwater pressure P . Therefore, under these conditions, head measurement
from different piezometers can not be compared to infer groundwater flow directions and magnitudes and water density correction terms to the head measurements
must be applied [Post et al., 2007].
Summing the measured elevation and pressure heads results in the total head
at the location of the measurement point. With sufficient hydraulic head measurements within the same hydrogeologic unit, a hydraulic head contour map (or a potentiometric surface map) can be prepared. From this map, the groundwater flow
direction can be inferred as, under the condition of a uniform density, groundwater
always flows from high to low hydraulic head. Lines of equal head are referred to
as equipotential lines.
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Darcy’s law
From the previous section it follows that the direction of the flow of groundwater
can be inferred from the spatial variation of the hydraulic head. It is not only
important to know the direction, but also the rate of the flow. The law that relates
the change in hydraulic head to the volumetric flow rate of groundwater is Darcy’s
law. It was developed during the mid-nineteenth century by the French engineer
Henry Darcy while he was working on the design of a water supply system for the
city of Dijon (France). The law was only published in an appendix of his thick
report but it became of fundamental importance to hydrogeology.
Darcy’s law is an empirical law: It was found by experimentation by Darcy,
who set up columns of saturated sands and flushed them with water, measuring
(1) the hydraulic head at two points using mercury manometers installed along the
columns and (2) the volumetric flow rate at the column outlet. A pen drawing of
the apparatus he used is shown in Figure 7.6.
Darcy noticed that the volumetric flow rate (Q [m3 s−1 ]) from the column was
linearly proportional to the cross-sectional area of the column (A [m2 ]) and to the
hydraulic head gradient, which is the difference in hydraulic head (∆h [m]) over
the distance between the manometers (∆l [m]). Darcy further noted that in a plot
of Q vs. ∆h
∆l , the (straight) lines had different slopes for different types of sands,
suggesting that there must be a proportionality constant between the flow rate and
the gradient that is dependent on the sediment properties. This constant is the
hydraulic conductivity (K [m s−1 ]) that was already introduced in Equation 7.2.
All these observations are expressed mathematically in Darcy’s law:
Q = −KA

∆h
∆l

(7.18)

The minus sign in the equation follows from the convention that the flow is a
positive number in the direction of a decreasing head, i.e., the direction in which
the head gradient is negative. When ∆l → 0, Equation 7.18 becomes an ordinary
differential equation:
dh
Q = −KA
(7.19)
dl
in which dh
dl is the gradient of head [-] in the groundwater flow direction.
The volumetric flow rate can be normalized by the surface area of the column:
q=

Q
dh
= −K
A
dl

(7.20)

in which q is the specific discharge [m s−1 ]. Because it has the units of length per
time it is also referred to as the Darcy Velocity. The latter term is somewhat confusing because the specific discharge is not the actual velocity of the groundwater.
This is because part of the column is occupied by solid grains and the porosity
of the sediment therefore must also be taken into account. In an empty column
the volumetric flow rate Q [m3 s−1 ] equals the product of the velocity v [m s−1 ]
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Figure 7.6: Darcy’s experimental column.
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of the water moving through it and the cross-sectional surface area A [m2 ] of the
column: Q = vA. In a sand-filled column, only part of the cross-sectional area is
available for the water to flow through as the solid grains block the flow. The area
that is available to flow is best approximated as the product of the cross-sectional
area of the column and the porosity (i.e., nA). Thus to calculate the groundwater
flow velocity v the cross-sectional area A in Equation 7.20 must be replaced with
nA:
Q
q
K dh
v=
= =−
(7.21)
An
n
n dl
The velocity v in Equation 7.21 represent the average velocity of the water at
the scale of column. At the much smaller scale of the pores of the sediment in
the column, the flow field is three-dimensional and flow velocities may vary in
both direction and magnitude. This is due to the fact that water particles near the
pore walls experience more friction than water in the central parts of the pores, the
presence of dead-end pores and because flow lines curve around the sediment particles. Still, overall, the water moves in the direction of decreasing hydraulic head
and therefore, at the larger scale of the column, the flow appears one-dimensional.
Darcy’s law is thus describes the flow on a macroscopic scale. This implies that
the rocks and sediments in which groundwater flow occurs can be considered as
a continuum that can be characterized by a hydraulic conductivity. This macroscopic analysis hides the processes at the pore scale and provides a description of
the averaged microscopic behaviour.
Flow Through Confining Units
Darcy’s law is a so-called Fickian law, that is, a law that relates a flux to the gradient
of a potential. Fickian laws are named after Fick, who developed the law that
relates the flux of dissolved solutes to the gradient of the concentration (or activity)
of these solutes (diffusion). Another well know Fickian law is Ohm’s law that
relates the current (I, [A]) in an electrical circuit to the electrical potential gradient
(or voltage, V [V]) to the electrical resistance (R, Ω). It is commonly written as:
V = IR

(7.22)

By analogy, we can write Equation 7.20 as:
dh = −q

dl
K

(7.23)

dl
The ratio K
is the hydraulic resistance [d], a quantity that is often used to infer the
flow through confining units (i.e. units with very low permeability). It is difficult
to measure the head with piezometers in confining units because due to their lowpermeability there will be little flow of water. If the heads above and below the
units are known then:
∆h
∆hK
=−
(7.24)
q=−
D
c
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where K is the hydraulic conductivity [m d−1 ], ∆h (≈ dh) is the head difference
over the unit [m], D (= dl)is the thickness of the unit [m] and c is the hydraulic
resistance [d].
Application of Darcy’s Law
The original form of Darcy’s law is a one-dimensional formula that describes the
flow of water through a sediment-filled column. In aquifers groundwater flow can
occur in any direction. Fortunately, extensive research has shown that Darcy’s
law can also be applied under these conditions. A more general three-dimensional
formulation is:
~q = −K∇h
(7.25)
in which K is now a tensor that takes into account the directional dependency of
the hydraulic conductivity and ∇ is the gradient operator.
Although the range of conditions under which Darcy’s law applies is sufficiently wide to be of practical use, it must be realized that there are circumstances
in which Darcy’s law can not be used. One of the most important limitation is
that Darcy’s law is not valid under the condition of turbulent flow. Turbulent flow
occurs when inertial forces in groundwater exceed viscous forces, such as occurs
in high-velocity flow or with extremely steep gradients. Turbulent flow occurs in
karstic (limestone) or fractured rock aquifers which have large pore spaces, or in
the case of very high head gradients for example near pumping wells.
Application of Darcy’s law requires that the water-bearing unit under consideration behaves as a continuum. The macroscopic nature of Darcy’s law implies
that there is a lower limit to the volume of water-bearing sediments to which it can
be applied. Consider for example a volume smaller than the size of the pores. If
this volume happened to be located inside a pore, the hydraulic conductivity would
be infinitely high. But if the volume would be located inside a grain, the hydraulic
conductivity would be infinitely low. Therefore a minimum volume needs to be
considered, containing a sufficient number of pores (and grains), for the porous
medium to have the characteristics of a continuum.
On the other end of the scale, the heterogeneity of the subsurface dictates the
maximum volume that can be considered. Obviously it does not make sense to
assign a single hydraulic conductivity values to sediments with clearly different
characteristics. In between these lower and upper limits is an optimum that is
termed the representative elementary volume, i.e., a volume of the right size to
which meaningful values of the hydraulic properties (section 7.2) can be assigned.
Unconsolidated sediments such as sand or clay usually amend themselves well to
this concept but in fractured or karst aquifer is may be difficult or even impossible
to define a volume for which they behave as a continuum.
It was already noted in Section 7.6 that in the presence of high spatial variations of groundwater density the hydraulic head is not a reliable indicator of the
groundwater flow direction. For this reason, the formulation of Darcy’s law that
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is based on the hydraulic head gradient is not suitable to quantify the flow rate.
Other formulations have been developed for these conditions, which can be found
in more fundamental texts such as [Bear, 1972].

7.7

Equations of Groundwater Flow

The theory described in the foregoing sections can be used to infer the direction
of groundwater flow and to estimate flow volumes and rates, provided that the
hydraulic properties of the subsurface are known and that hydraulic head measurements are available. Despite being of great practical use, the presented theoretical
framework does not allow to forecast hydrologic conditions, either into the future
of at locations where there are no measurements. Therefore, in this section the
partial differential equations that govern groundwater flow will be derived. These
can be used to model groundwater flow systems with the ultimate goal to be able
to understand these systems, tackle engineering type problems and predict changes
in hydrogeologic conditions with time.
To develop the mathematical framework, the starting point is the concept of
mass conservation. Although the resulting partial differential equations look complicated or even intimidating, the underlying concept is extremely easy: In any
unit volume of a porous medium, the difference of the mass of water entering and
leaving the volume over a certain period of time equals the mass of water stored
within the volume over the time period considered. It basically comes down to
very simple bookkeeping. In fact, the water balance equation that was discussed in
Section 3.2 expresses the same mass conservation principle.
In the derivation of the mathematical framework, the volume under consideration is called the elemental control volume. Two situations can be discerned in
terms of the mass of water stored within the control volume:
• There is no change in storage of water within the control volume with time.
This means that the fluid mass inflow equals the mass outflow. This implies
that the magnitude and direction of the flow velocity and hydraulic heads are
constant in time. This is referred to as steady state flow.
• There is a finite storage in (or release from) the control volume over time.
The magnitudes of mass inflow and outflow differ in this case. As a result,
hydraulic heads change with time (consequently the flow velocity is also
variable) and under these conditions flow is considered to be transient.

7.7.1

Steady state flow

The derivation of the mathematical expressions that describe groundwater flow
starts with a cubic fully-saturated control volume in a three-dimensional flow field
as depicted in Figure 7.7. In the x-direction, the rate of mass inflow through the
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Figure 7.7: Flow components in a cubic control volume
face of the cube equals:
ρQx = ρqx A

(7.26)

where ρ is the fluid density [kg m−3 ], qx and Qx are the specific discharge [m s−1 ]
and the volumetric flow rate [m3 s−1 ], respectively, in the x-direction and A is the
surface area [m2 ] of the face of the cube. The mass outflow in the x-direction can
be written as:
∂ρqx
(ρqx −
dx)A
(7.27)
∂x
Or, in words, the mass outflow is the mass inflow minus the change of mass
flow along the x-direction. This way of expressing the mass outflow seems unnecessarily complicated at first sight, but has the advantage that the net outflow of
mass (outflow - inflow) becomes simply:
−

∂ρqx
∂ρqx
dxA = −
V
∂x
dx

(7.28)

where V is the volume of the control volume [m3 ]. Similar equations apply to
the net mass inflow in the y- and z-directions and can be added to obtain the net
outflow of fluid mass through all faces of the control volume. As stated above,
for steady state conditions, there is no storage of mass inside the cube so the net
outflow equals zero:
∂ρqz
∂ρqx ∂ρqy
−
−
=0
(7.29)
−
∂x
∂y
∂z
Note that V can simply be dropped from the equation because the right-hand side
equals zero. In what follows, the fluid density ρ is considered spatially uniform.
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Expanding equation 7.29 using the chain rule gives:
− qx

∂qy
∂ρ
∂ρ
∂ρ
∂qx
∂qz
− qy
− qz
− −ρ
−ρ
−ρ
=0
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

(7.30)

which, since the spatial derivatives of ρ are assumed to be zero and ρ itself is a
finite number, implies that:
−

∂qx ∂qy
∂qz
−
−
=0
∂x
∂y
∂z

(7.31)

If the terms representing the specific discharge are replaced by Darcy’s law (Equation 7.19) then the partial differential equation can be expressed in terms of hydraulic head:






∂h
∂h
∂h
∂
∂
∂
−Kx
−
−Ky
−
−Kz
=0
(7.32)
−
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂z
∂z
Finally, one further simplification can be introduced by constraining the analysis to isotropic and homogeneous media so that the hydraulic conductivity has
no spatial derivative and can be characterized by a scalar number. Under these
conditions:
∂2h ∂2h ∂2h
+ 2 + 2 =0
(7.33)
∂x2
∂y
∂x
This is the well-known Laplace Equation and is used in many other fields of
physics. In hydrogeology this is a simplified form of the groundwater (flow) equation. Although hardly recognizable as such, Equation 7.33 is a water balance equation. It is important to bear in mind that quite some assumptions were made in its
derivation, so that we can not apply it under all circumstances. Still, it is a good
basis for the analysis of many groundwater flow problems. But, Equation 7.33 in
itself is not very useful as it only states that the sum of the second order partial
derivatives of the hydraulic head add up to zero. Only after solving the partial differential equation, practical equations are obtained that can be used to calculate the
groundwater head as a function of x, y and z. This will be treated in more detail in
Section 7.8.

7.7.2

Transient flow

The same approach that was taken as in Section 7.7.1 can be followed to derive
the partial differential equation that governs the flow of groundwater under transient conditions, i.e., when there are changes in storage. The continuity principle
requires that the net outflow balances the mass of water stored within the control
volume. The change of fluid mass with time within the control volume is:
∂ (ρnV )
∂t
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(7.34)

The product nV represents the volume of water in the control volume Vw . The
change of Vw per unit of hydraulic head change is the specific storage as defined in
Equation 7.7, which leads to:
∂ (ρVw )
∂ (ρSs h)
=
∂t
∂t

(7.35)

Under the assumption that both Ss and ρ are constant with time this gives:
Ss

∂h
∂t

(7.36)

The left-hand side of Equation 7.32 represents the net outflow and must equal
the change in storage from Equation 7.36, so that:
∂2h ∂2h ∂2h
Ss ∂h
+ 2 + 2 =
∂x2
∂y
∂x
K ∂t

(7.37)

Equation 7.37 is a diffusion equation where the ratio SKs is the hydraulic diffusivity and is sometimes also referred to as the Boussinesq equation. Despite its
importance for the analysis and understanding of transient groundwater systems it
will not be explored further because that is beyond the scope of this introductory
text. It was presented here nevertheless because it is frequently encountered in the
literature and therefore one has to at least understand its foundations.

7.8

Hydrogeologic models

As was stated in 7.7.1 a solution of the partial differential equations as derived
previously describes h as a function of x, y, z and, for transient problems, t. This
solution is a mathematical model of a groundwater flow system and can be obtained
in two ways:
• Using the classical techniques of calculus. This results in formulas, which
are called analytical solutions, that describe h as continuous functions of x,
y, z and t.
• Using numerical methods in which the partial derivatives are approximated
at a (large) number of discrete points by an algebraic equation. The equations
that are obtained are well-suited to be solved using computer codes. This
group of solutions is called numerical models.
No matter which technique is used for the solution of the governing equations,
the following information is always needed to define the mathematical hydrological
model:
• The extent of the model domain
• The appropriate form of the groundwater flow equation
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• Representative values of the hydraulic properties within the model domain
• Boundary conditions and, for transient problems, the initial conditions.
Before reverting to the discussion of boundary conditions, some remarks on
the first three points is warranted. It is important to distinguish between the area
of interest and the model domain. Frequently, the area that needs to be considered
in the analysis of a hydrological problem is much larger than the area of interest.
For example, one may be concerned with the lowering of the water table due to
abstraction of groundwater in a particular geographical area. In order to accurately
model this it may be necessary to consider an area that is much larger as the effect of the abstraction well extend much further into the surrounding parts of the
subsurface than in the area of interest only.
It was noted in section 7.7.1 that several assumptions were made in the derivation of the groundwater flow equations. For example, one of the limitations of
Equation 7.33 is that it only holds in fully-saturated media and can therefore not
be applied to unconfined aquifers. Different forms of the groundwater equation
are needed for different types of groundwater flow problems and the selection of
the appropriate form requires that the underlying assumptions in its derivation are
well-understood.
The selection of meaningful values of hydraulic properties is not trivial. Because natural porous media are always characterized by some degree of heterogeneity and because measurement techniques to determine their numerical value
are essentially point measurements, a large uncertainty is associated with these
parameters.

Boundary Conditions
A differential equation combined with a set of additional constraints called boundary conditions is known as a boundary value problem. Three types of boundary
condition are discerned for groundwater flow problems:
• Specifed-head boundary: The head at the boundary is know. In mathematics
this is known as a Dirichlet (or first type) boundary condition. An example
hereof could be a an aquifer that is in direct hydraulic contact (i.e., there is
a negligible resistance to flow) with a river. In that case, the head below the
river bed equals the water level (or stage) of the river.
• Specified-flux boundary: The flux across the boundary of the model domain
is known. In mathematical terms this is a Neumann (or second type) boundary condition. If for example the inflow into an aquifer from an adjacent
hydrogeologic unit is known, it could be imposed as a specified flux. A
special type of this boundary condition is a closed boundary, i.e., a boundary across which the flux is zero. A granitic bedrock underlying an aquifer,
for example, its surface can be considered impermeable for most practical
applications and represents a closed boundary.
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Figure 7.8: Schematic cross-section depicting a confined aquifer with onedimensional horizontal flow.
• Semi-pervious boundary: The flux across the boundary depends on the difference in head inside and outside the model domain and the permeability
of the boundary. In mathematics this would be called a Cauchy (or third
type) boundary condition. This boundary condition is often used to simulate
the exchange of water between aquifers and surface water that are separated
from one another by a confining unit (cf. Equation 7.24) whereby the head
of the surface water body is imposed as the head outside the domain.

Analytical solutions
The solution of the groundwater equation to obtain analytical solutions is on the
border between hydrological science and applied mathematics. Since the aim of
this introductory text is to understand the processes that determine the flow of water
within the subsurface compartments of the hydrological cycle instead of venturing
off into mathematics, only a very simple example of an analytical solution to a
groundwater flow problem is presented here to illustrate the principles behind the
development of these formulas.
Consider the very simple flow system depicted in the schematic cross-section
in Figure 7.8: A confined aquifer is in direct hydraulic contact with two fullypenetrating canals that have a difference in water level. The aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic and the density of the groundwater is uniform. Under these
assumptions, Equation 7.33 is the appropriate form of the groundwater flow equation. Closer inspection of the problem shows that Equation 7.33 can be simplified
further by introducing two additional assumptions:
• The system extend infinitely in the y-direction (perpendicular to the cross135

section) so that the partial derivatives of h with respect to y vanish. In practice it would mean that the length of the canals is sufficiently long so that
what ever lies beyond them does not to drive flow perpendicular to the crosssection.
• Vertical variations of the hydraulic head are negligible. Remember that if
the water in the canal is in hydrostatic equilibrium, the hydraulic head below
the water surface is constant with depth (cf. Section 7.6). If head variations
along the vertical at both sides of the aquifer are absent, these will also be
absent within the aquifer. Consequently, the derivatives of h with respect to
z are also zero. This is formally known as the Dupuit assumption.
The groundwater equation that must be solved is now:
∂2h
=0
∂x2

(7.38)

Integrating Equation 7.38 twice gives the general solution:
h(x) = Ax + B

(7.39)

in which A and B are the integration constants and x is the distance along the
x-axis. The integration constants follow from the boundary conditions:
h

x=0

= h0

(7.40)

h

x=L

= hL

(7.41)

so B = h0 and:
so A =
in:

hL −h0
L .

Inserting Equations 7.40 and 7.41 in Equation 7.39 finally results

hL − h0
x
(7.42)
L
Obviously this equation is simplified such that its practical use is very limited. A similar but more complicated situation is depicted in the schematic crosssection of Figure 7.9, which shows an unconfined aquifer that receives groundwater
recharge. A different form of the groundwater flow equation applies in this case as
the recharge component needs to be considered in the water balance:


∂
∂h
Kh
+R=0
(7.43)
∂x
∂x
h(x) = h0 +

where Kh is the transmissivity and R is the recharge rate. The transmissivity of
an unconfined aquifer varies with its saturated thickness and hence, Equation 7.43
is non-linear. Equation 7.43 considers only the derivatives of h in the x-direction,
which implies that the vertical head gradients can be ignored (Dupuit assumption).
This is a debatable assumption because in reality the recharge component will induce vertical flow. Nevertheless, if the slope of the water table is not too high, this
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Figure 7.9: Schematic cross-section depicting a unconfined aquifer with onedimensional horizontal flow.
proves to be a valid approximation. This example shows that the underlying presumptions should always be understood and critically evaluated. This may seem
obvious but unfortunately in many cases this important step of expert judgement is
skipped. Using Equations 7.40 and 7.41 again as boundary conditions, the solution
to Equation 7.43 becomes:
r
x qR
h(x) = h20 + (h2L − h20 ) +
(L − x)x
(7.44)
L
K

Numerical solutions
Some idea of the assumptions and simplifications needed to derive analytical solutions for groundwater flow models can be gained from the previous section. Since
the advent of computers over the past decades, numerical solution methods have
become a standard tool of every hydrogeologist. A variety of computer codes is
available that solve the governing flow equations. Codes differ in terms of their
capabilities and mathematical solution techniques. Without any doubt the USGS
code MODFLOW has become the most-widely used code, which is mainly due
to its open structure and because it is freely available. The basic concepts behind the code are easily understood but will not be explored here. Instead, the
reader is referred to the also freely-available modelling tool Topodrive and ParticleFlow that is easy to use and provide a good idea of the capabilities of this type
of hydrologic models. The URL where this software can be downloaded from is:
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Figure 7.10: Hubbert’s model of topographically-induced regional ground water
flow under homogeneous and isotropic conditions.
http://water.usgs.gov/nrp/gwsoftware/tdpf/tdpf.html

7.9

Regional Groundwater Flow

After all the mathematical analyses in the previous sections it should not be forgotten that hydrogeology is an integral part of the earth sciences and that geology and groundwater flow are closely interlinked: On the one hand the geology
controls the flow of groundwater through the subsurface and on the other hand,
groundwater forms a transporting agent that facilitates geological processes such
as chemical weathering and deposition (e.g. ore formation). The latter will be discussed in more detail in chapter 9 whereas the link between geology, topography
and groundwater flow will be explored in this section.
The water table is a special case of the hydraulic head. From its definition
it follows that at its location P = 0, so that h = z. So, if the regional water
table is known, it can be used to infer the groundwater flow pattern. Figure 7.10
shows a schematic cross-section that graphically depicts the conceptual model of
the relation between topography, head distribution and groundwater flow, which
was originally developed by Hubbert [1940]. It shows several features of flow
systems driven by topography variations:
• The water table forms a subdued replica of the topography and its depth beneath the ground surface is greatest in the highlands and least in the lowlands
• The groundwater flow is downwards in the recharge areas and upwards in
the discharge areas and flow is from recharge to discharge areas
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Figure 7.11: Regional groundwater flow with shallow, local groundwater flow systems superposed.
• The recharge areas are normally larger than the discharge areas
• Imaginary boundaries exist beneath valleys and ridges called groundwater
divides across which there is no flow
Precipitation falls over the entire catchment area and constitutes a source for
groundwater recharge. Due to the resistance of the subsurface offered against
groundwater flow, the infiltrated water can not easily travel from the point of
recharge toward the discharge zones. Because the distance to the discharge area
is highest underneath the topographic highs, groundwater is retained longest at
these locations and a water table builds up as a result. In the absence of recharge,
for example during a dry spell, the water table will decline until the driving forces
for groundwater flow have disappeared. Only upon continued replenishment will
the topographic groundwater flow system stay in existence.
On of the most influential papers on the flow of groundwater due to topography
was published by Toth [1963]. He developed an analytical solution to assess the
effect of different scales of topography on groundwater flow patterns. Figure 7.11
shows the groundwater flow patterns within a regional aquifer system driven by
local variations of the water table topography superimposed upon a regional gradient. A system of nested flow systems exists with the local topography driving
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Figure 7.12: Regional groundwater flow illustrating the effects of geological heterogeneities.
shallow systems, whereas the regional topography drives a larger-scale system.
Figure 7.11 also makes clear that the topographic highs that delineate catchment boundaries in surface water studies do not necessarily coincide with the water
divides of groundwater basins. In fact, they rarely do. To what extent groundwater
flow contributes to the water balance of the catchment and how this impacts the
results of the surface water study needs to be considered for each specific application.
In another classic paper, the work of Toth [1963] was extended to take into
account the effects of heterogeneities [Freeze and Witherspoon, 1967]. As can be
seen from Figure 7.12 the permeability distribution exerts a strong control on the
groundwater flow patterns. The flow lines have a strong tendency to be horizontal
in the high-permeability units and refraction of the flow lines occurs at the boundary between low- and high-permeability layers. Flow through confining units is in
such a way that the length of the flow path is minimized. Although some insights
can already be gained from Figure 7.12, the reader is encouraged to explore the
relations between topographic flow and the controls exerted by the permeability
of the subsurface using the TopoDrive and ParticleFlow packages mentioned in
section 7.8.
The interplay of topography and lithology controls the flow paths of ground140

water and thereby also the location of the discharge points. In addition to diffuse
discharge in streams, lakes and marshes, discharge often occurs through springs.
A spring is a concentrated flow of groundwater issuing from the subsurface into a
body of surface water or onto the land surface at a rate sufficient to form a current.

7.10

Coastal aquifers

Coastal aquifers form a special class of aquifers as they are hydraulically connected
to seawater. This forms a risk when the fresh water resources are exploited as these
may become polluted by the intrusion of seawater. Seawater intrusion is defined
as human or natural action that results in saline groundwater entering a fresh water
aquifer. Because a significant portion of the world’s population lives in coastal
areas, the pressure on the water resources in these areas is very high and the risk of
seawater intrusion is often very real.
Another reason why coastal aquifers are special is because in the presence of
both fresh and saline water, density differences have an effect on the flow field.
This complicates the analysis of groundwater flow problems significantly. The earliest concepts that take into account the difference in density were developed in
the late nineteenth century in the Netherlands and Germany. It was noted then that
in coastal aquifers, a lens of fresh water is commonly found overlying a wedge
of seawater that extends inland from the coastline. The boundary between fresh
and saline water is often referred to as the interface. Usually, this boundary is not
abrupt but gradual and in the latter case the interface is referred to by the term zone
of dispersion. It was also noted that the depth of the interface increases as the elevation of the water table above sea level increases. This is expressed quantitatively
by the Ghijben-Herzberg principal, which was named after the Dutch engineer
Badon-Ghijben and the German Herzberg, who independently derived the same
relationship around the turn of the nineteenth century.
Underlying the Ghijben-Herzberg principal are several assumptions:
• The interface between fresh and saline groundwater is sharp, i.e., the the
groundwater can have only one of two different densities
• There is no flow in the saline groundwater, so that the hydraulic head in this
part of the aquifer is constant with depth and in the horizontal plane there
are no changes in fluid pressure
• The fresh groundwater is in hydrostatic equilibrium, so that the head along
the vertical everywhere equals the elevation of the water table above sea level
• the aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic
The depth of the interface below sea level is denoted as z. If a piezometer could
be placed exactly on the interface and it would fill with saline water then the fluid
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Figure 7.13: Schematic cross-section showing a fresh-saltwater interface as used
in the derivation of the Ghijben-Herzberg principle.
pressure P at the interface could be expressed as:
P = ρs ghp,s = ρs gz

(7.45)

where hp,s is the pressure head for the saline water [m] and ρs is the density of the
saline water [kg m−3 ]. The substitution hp,s = z follows from the assumption that
the saline water is stagnant and that the (total) hydraulic head equals 0 everywhere
in this part of the aquifer.
If a piezometer could be placed exactly on the interface and it would fill with
fresh water then the fluid pressure P at the interface could be expressed as:
P = ρf ghp,f = ρf g(z + h)

(7.46)

where hp,f is the pressure head for the fresh water [m], ρf is the density of the
fresh water [kg m−3 ] and h is the elevation of the water table above mean sea
level [m]. Following a similar reasoning as for the saline groundwater, the fact that
hp,f = z + h stems from the assumption that the (total) hydraulic head equals the
elevation of the water table at all depths.
Equating the pressures from equations 7.45 and 7.46 yields the following relation between z and h:
ρf
z=
h
(7.47)
ρs − ρf
Inserting typical values for the density of sea water ρs ≈ 1025 kg/m3 and fresh
groundwater ρs ≈ 1025 kg/m3 gives z = 40h. In words, the depth of the interface
below sea level can be approximated as forty times the elevation of the water table
above mean sea level.
Although the stringent assumptions underlying the derivation of the GhijbenHerzberg principle limit its practical use, the relation shows that the depth of the
interface is extremely sensitive to disturbances in the elevation of the water table. A
lowering of the water table by 0.5 m for example results in a rising of the interface
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of 20 m. This explains why pumping from fresh water lenses in coastal areas often
results in salination of the well field if the heads in the aquifer decline in response
to the abstraction.
During the 20th century the conceptual model of the distribution of fresh and
saline water has been updated and improved based on observations from coastal areas around the world. Nowadays it is increasingly recognized that in a lot of cases,
tongues of fresh groundwater extend from land below the sea floor. Discharge of
fresh groundwater takes place in the offshore realm of the aquifer rather than on
the landward side of the coastline.

7.11

Exercises

1. Rank the following rock types by their hydraulic conductivity: clay, gravel,
silt. Do the same for porosity. Is there a relation between porosity and
hydraulic conductivity?
2. Suppose that 10 mm of rain infiltrates during a storm in a completely dry
soil that has a porosity of 33 %. Calculate the height of the soil column that
becomes saturated.
3. Use equation 7.2 and your own knowledge of the physical properties of water
to determine if water will flow faster or slower when (1) its temperature and
(2) its salinity increases.
4. A soil profile with a thickness of 1 m and a porosity of 35 % is completely
saturated after a wet period. During the subsequent dry period the water content drops to 10 % due to gravity drainage and evaporation. If specific yield
is 20 %, how much water was lost by drainage and how much by evaporation?
5. A wet soil sample that weighs 100 g is drained by gravity. The amount of
water released is 20 g. After the sample is oven-dried, its weight is 75 g.
The bulk density of the wet soil is 1.8 g cm−3 , the density of the water is
1.0 g cm−3 . Use these data to calculate the specific yield, specific retention
and the porosity.
6. Calculate the hydraulic head using the following data: elevation head =
1 m, fluid pressure = 15000 N · m−2 , velocity = 2 · 10−6 m · s−1 , ρw =
1000 kg · m−3
7. The table below contains data on 2 piezometers labeled A and B. Determine
if groundwater flows from well A to B or vice versa.
8. Two well screens are located in a piezometer nest. Screen A is 100 m below
mean sea level, screen B is 50 m below mean sea level. The fluid pressure at
screen A is 9 · 105 N · m2 , at screen B it is 6.1 · 105 N · m2 . Calculate the (1)
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Measured head (m below ground surface)
Piezometer length (m below ground surface)
Surface elevation (m above mean sea level)

A

B

1
50
1

12
40
2

pressure and (2) total head at each screen and determine if flow is upward or
downward in this aquifer.
9. The picture below shows the geology and head distribution in a section
across a fault in the Venlo graben in the southeastern part of The Netherlands.
Draw arrows in the lower diagram that indicate the direction of groundwater
flow.

Figure 7.14: From Bense, V.F. (2004), The hydraulic properties of faults and their
impact on groundwater flow
10. A sample of coarse sand in a constant-head permeameter (i.e., the type of
column used by Darcy) has a height of 32.5 cm and a cross-sectional area
of 20.25 cm2 . With a head difference of 5.9 cm, it took 6 minutes and 36
seconds to fill a 250 cm3 cylinder. Calculate the hydraulic conductivity in
m d−1 .
11. In a laboratory experiment water runs through a column of sand (43.5 cm in
length and 5 cm in diameter) at a rate of 4.4 ml min−1 . The porosity of the
sediment is 0.4.
a. Calculate the Darcy velocity
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b. Calculate the linear velocity
c. Calculate the hydraulic gradient assuming that the hydraulic conductivity
would be 0.11 cm s−1 .
12. Two piezometers in a confined aquifer are 1200 m apart. The thickness and
the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer are 20 m and 10 m d−1 respectively. The aquifer material consists of well-sorted sand (can you estimate
the porosity?). The difference in hydraulic head between the piezometers
is 20 cm. Calculate the specific discharge, the average groundwater flow
velocity and the travel time between the two piezometers.
13. A lake has a surface water level of 1 m above mean sea level. It is underlain
by a clay layer with a thickness of 5 m. In a piezometer directly below
the clay layer, a hydraulic head of 1 m below the lake level was measured.
The specific discharge through the clay layer is 1 m yr−1 . How much is the
vertical hydraulic conductivity of the clay layer?
14. Given the map below, find the travel time between points A and B. The
average aquifer thickness and transmissivity are 200 m and 7 500 m2 d−1 ,
respectively. Assume a porosity of 35%.

15. An unconfined aquifer is bounded by two canals 500 m apart. Hydraulic
conductivity is 1 m d−1 . The water levels in the canals are 18 m and 15 m at
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x = 0 and x = 500 m, respectively. The precipitation surplus amounts to
1 mm d−1 .
a. Calculate the specific discharges at x = 0 and x = 500 m
b. Find the position of the water table divide (hint: there is no flow across
the divide, so qx = 0 there)
c. What is the maximum height of the water table?
16. The optimal groundwater level for arable land is at least 60 cm below the
ground surface. To maintain this level, two parallel drainage canals are dug.
They fully penetrate the aquifer, which has a depth of 4 m. The water depth
in the canals is 3 m. The hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer is 1 m d−1 and
the precipitation surplus is 1.6 mm d−1 . Calculate the distance between the
canals that is required to achieve the required level of the water table.
17. Refer to the follow figure and then answer these questions.
a. Draw the levels of hydraulic head in each piezometer
b. Indicate the position of the groundwater divides
c. Draw some flowlines.

18. In the polder area near the Brabantse Wal there is a relation between the age
of a polder and its surface elevation. The ground surface of the youngest
polders is at a higher elevation than older polders. Can you give two explanations for this phenomenon?
19. Suppose that the maximum elevation of the water table on a pacific atol
island is 1 m below the ground surface and that the ground surface is at
2 m above present sea level. Presently, the maximum elevation of the water
table is 0.5 m above present sea level. Calculate the change of the maximum
depth of the boundary between fresh and seawater for (a) a sea level rise of
0.5 m, (b) 0.75 m and (c) 1 m. The densities of seawater and fresh water are
1 025 kg m−3 and 1 000 kg m−3 , respectively.
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Chapter 8

Soil moisture and infiltration
The unsaturated zone (which is sometimes also called zone of aeration or vadose
zone) is the non-saturated part of the subsurface between the land surface and the
water table. Its thickness is a function of the topography, rock type and climate and
can reach up to more than 100 m in desert areas. The unsaturated zone sustains
life as it provides water and essential nutrients for the vegetation and provides the
habitat for many soil creatures such as bacteria, algae, fungi as well as larger organisms such as worms, insects and mammals. From a hydrological point of view
the unsaturated zone is important because it controls the amount of groundwater
recharge, plays a crucial role in runoff generation and is a passageway for nutrients
and other pollutants.
Four components constitute the unsaturated zone:
• minerals
• organic matter
• air
• water
This means that matter occurs in all three phases1 : gaseous (air), liquid (water)
and solid (minerals and organic matter). The presence of all three phases, adds
to the complexity of the hydrological behaviour of the unsaturated zone because
interactions of the liquid phase with the gaseous and solid phases exert a strong
control on the flow of water. These will be the subject of this chapter.
1

Strictly speaking a phase has uniform chemical and physical properties, which is not necessarily
true for the components that constitute the unsaturated zone.
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8.1

Physical properties

The amount of water contained in a soil is usually described as the volumetric
water content (θ):
Vw
(8.1)
θ=
Vt
where Vw and Vt are the volume of water [m3 ] and total volume of the sample [m3 ],
respectively. If the pores are completely saturated then Vw = Vv and θ equals the
porosity of the soil (n, Equation 7.1).
In soil science, the water content is sometimes expressed as a mass ratio:
w=

ww
ws

(8.2)

where ww and ws are the masses of water and solids [kg], respectively, and w is
called the gravimetric water content.
Sometimes, the amount of water contained in a soil is expressed as the saturation ratio (Rs ):
Vw
Rs =
(8.3)
Vv
where Vv is the volume of pores (or voids [m3 ]). It can be seen from this definition
that Rs ranges between 0 (completely dry) and 1 (fully saturated).
The volumetric water content and mass ratio are related as:
θ=

ρb
w
ρs

(8.4)

in which ρs is the particle density (the ratio of particle mass [kg] and particle
volume [m3 ]) and ρb is the dry bulk density [kg m−3 ] of the soil:
ρb =

ws + wg
ws
≈
Vt
Vt

(8.5)

where ws is the mass of the solid particles [kg] and wg is the mass of air [kg] (about
1.25 kg m−3 at standard air pressure).

8.2

Retention forces

In the unsaturated zone, pore water is retained as a result of attractive forces between the liquid and solid phases. These retention forces work against other forces
and processes such as gravity, evaporation and root water uptake.

Adhesion
Electrostatic forces between the polar water molecule and the charged surface of
solids give rise to the adhesion of water to soil particles. These attractive forces
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are strong at the surface of the particle but decrease rapidly with distance from the
surface. Therefore, only a thin film of water is adsorbed around the soil particles.
The force is so strong that the retained water can not be extracted by plant roots and
thus this water is not available to plants. Adhesion is not limited to the unsaturated
zone only but also occurs in the saturated zone. The reason why it is in particular
important for the unsaturated zone is that, due to the presence of air-water interface,
it results in capillary rise of water.

Capillarity
To understand the phenomenon of capillary rise, it is necessary to first consider the
cohesion of molecules in a liquid. Inside a liquid, well away from the air–water
interface, molecules experience the same cohesive attraction (with the surrounding
molecules) in all directions, meaning that the net cohesive force is zero and the
molecules are in their minimum state of energy. At the liquid–gas interface, however, there is a net force directed to the interior of the fluid because the attraction
between the liquid and gas molecules is negligible. Consequently, the molecules
at the surface are in a higher state of energy than molecules in the interior of the
fluid. Thus, the lowest energy state of a liquid is when the number of molecules at
the interface and therefore the surface area is minimum. Because a sphere has the
lowest volume to surface ratio, water always tends to form spherical droplets.
The surface tension expresses the interface potential energy per unit surface
area of the interface. In a capillary tube, adhesive forces draw water up along the
walls of the tube, forming a film of water. This enlarges the surface area of the air–
water interface and thus the liquid is not in a state of minimum energy. In response,
the surface tension acts to minimize the interface area by forming a spherical shape
and as a result, the energy state is reduced. This energy is needed to draw water into
the tube against the force of gravity to enable the formation of a spherical air-water
interface. The gravitational energy of the water increases as the water rises in the
tube. The process stops when the decrease of the interface energy compensates the
increase in gravitational energy.
This implies that there is a maximum height to which the water can rise, which
depends on the surface tension of the water. It can be derived from a force equilibrium between the surface tension acting on the circumference of the tube and the
weight of the water column (see for example Koorevaar et al. [1983]). It follows
that:
2σ
hc =
(8.6)
ρgr
where hc is the height of the water column in the capillary tube [m], σ is the surface
tension of water [N m−1 ], ρ is the fluid density [kg m−3 ], g is the gravitational
acceleration [m s−2 ] and r is the radius of the tube [m]. Inserting typical values
for water (σ = 0.073 N m−1 , ρ = 1000 kg m−3 , g = 9.81 m s−2 gives:
hc =

30
d
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(8.7)

hc
Pabs =Patm -rghc

z

hc
Pabs =Patm
A

B
-rghc

P
P=0

Figure 8.1: Fluid pressure in a capillary tube
where d = 2r is the diameter of the tube expressed in mm and hc is also in mm.
In the unsaturated zone, the pores act as capillary tubes and draw water upwards
from the water table. Their shape of course is not regular as in the capillary tube
in Figure 8.1 and therefore, Equation 8.6 can not be applied simply to estimate
the capillary rise in a sediment of which the average pore size is known. What
can be seen from Equation 8.6 is that capillary rise will be higher if the pore size
decreases. Hence, capillary rise in fine-grained sediments is higher than coarsegrained sediments. Observed maximum heights range from 1–2 m in silt to less
than 0.1 m in gravel.

Osmosis
In the unsaturated zone, osmosis sometimes also works to retain water. Osmosis
is the movement of water through a semi-permeable barrier from regions of low
solute concentrations to high solute concentrations. A semi-permeable barrier is
a barrier or a membrane that is permeable to water molecules but not to charged
solutes. Osmosis is driven by the difference in the activity of water molecules
that is imparted by a difference in solute concentration, the activity of water being
lowest in the region where the solute concentration is highest. The flow of water
causes the pressure in the high solute region to increase and once the pressure
difference compensates the osmotic driving force, the flow stops.
In the unsaturated zone, regions of relatively high solute concentrations are associated with charged minerals. The surface of these particles is usually negatively
charged because of substitution of, for example, Si4+ by Al3+ in their crystal structure. Humic particles (organic material) also carry a negative charge. This negative
charge attracts positive ions (cations) so that solute concentrations are highest near
the surface of the solid particles. This region is called the electric-double layer and
ions are basically trapped inside. Therefore, the concentration gradient is main-
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tained and the double-layer works as a semi-permeable barrier attracting water.
Plants draw water from the soil via osmosis. They regulate the amount of water
and solutes in their roots and because all their finest roots together have a large
surface area, they are able to suck up sufficient amounts of water. The amount of
suction plants can generate by osmosis is limited, however, and a plant will wilt if
the water retention forces exceed the suction that plants can apply. This happens
when a soil dries out, which will be the topic of the next section.

8.3

Soil water potential

In section 7.6 the forms of energy contained by groundwater were discussed and
used to develop the concept of hydraulic head. The hydraulic head is a potential
that expresses the energy of groundwater per unit of weight. Two components
were found to be dominant: the elevation head (a measure for the gravitational
potential energy) and the pressure head (a measure for the pressure energy). From
the discussion in section 8.2 it follows that, in the unsaturated zone, additional
components due to the retention forces need to be taken into account. These are
the matric potential, caused by the adhesion of water to the solids and the osmotic
potential due to osmotic binding.
Rather than exploring these in detail, consider the capillary tube in Figure 8.1
and assume that the system is in a static equilibrium, i.e., there is no flow of water.
The fluid pressure in point A equals the atmospheric pressure, or Pabs = Patm
and hence P = Pabs − Patm = 0 (Section 7.6). The pressure varies with depth
according to P = −ρgz, with z positively upwards and z = 0 m at the water level
in the reservoir. Pressure only changes as a function of depth so in point B it also
holds that P = 0. From that it follows that in the capillary tube above B, P < 0,
because the fluid pressure decreases due to the decreasing weight of the overlying
water column.
The strength with which water is held in the pores, expressed in pressure units
or as a potential, can be measured with a tensiometer (Figure 8.2). A tensiometer
consists of a ceramic cup with very small pores that is glued to a hollow PVC tube.
The tube is filled with water and closed. If the cup is placed in the soil, water will
flow in or out of the cup until the pressure in the tensiometer reaches an equilibrium
with that in the soil surrounding the porous cup. The pressure in the soil can then
be read by measuring the pressure in the tensiometer.
So, the retention forces in the unsaturated zone effectively work to lower the
pressure of the soil water and as a result P < 0, or Pabs < Patm . The total
hydraulic head in the case of static equilibrium is constant and since the elevation
P
head z increases with z it follows that hp = ρg
decreases with z.
The capillary fringe (or full capillary zone) is the zone just above the water
table where groundwater is drawn upwards into the pores above the water table.
Although the pores are essentially fully saturated, it is considered to be a part of
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Figure 8.2: Tensiometer, used to measure the water potential in the soil. The porous
ceramic cup is on the right in the picture.
the unsaturated zone because water pressures in this zone are negative2 . The water
table, the surface at which P = 0 everywhere, formally separates the unsaturated
and saturated zones.
The lowest (most negative) values of P are associated with the highest levels
of capillary rise hc . Because hc increases as the pore size decreases (Equation
8.6), the lowest values of P and hp are associated with the finest pores. As a
soil dries out due to drainage and evapotranspiration, progressively smaller pores
are emptied and the water pressures in the pores become increasingly negative.
Moreover, as pores empty in a drying soil, water is present in thin films around the
solid particles so that adhesive forces become progressively more important. The
result is that pressures become even more negative.
This suggests that there is a relation between the pressure head and the water
content of the unsaturated zone. It can also be expected that different relations exist
for different sediments and geologic materials, depending on their characteristics,
such as pore geometry and mineralogy. A graph of the relation between hp and θ
[m3 of water per m3 of soil] is called a water retention curve or pF curve. Some
typical retention curves are shown in Figure 8.3. The quantity on the y-axis of this
graph is pF and is defined as:
pF = log (−hp )

(8.8)

in which hp is in cm. A log scale is needed because the wide range of hp that is
commonly encountered.
Retention curves can be used to assess the amount of soil water that is available
for plants. Two points in the retention curve are important in that respect:
• Under the influence of gravity, water drains from the unsaturated zone to the
water table. This water is lost for root uptake. When gravity drainage stops,
a certain amount of water is retained and this situation is referred to as field
capacity in soil science (see also Section 7.3 about specific yield and specific
retention). In the Netherlands, the pF value associated with field capacity
is 2.0, which follows from an average depth to the water table of 100 cm.
2

A negative pressure is called tension and the absolute value of tension is suction.
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Figure 8.3: Soil moisture retention curves for different soils: 1 = dune sand, 2 =
loamy sand, 3 = calcareous fine sandy loam, 4 = calcareous loam, 5 = silt loam
derived from loess, 6 = young ologitrophous peat soil, 7 = marine clay, 8 = eutrophous peat soil, 9 = river basin clay. From Koorevaar et al. [1983].
At the surface, the elevation head is 100 cm higher than at the water table.
Because the conditions are hydrostatic (drainage by gravity is assumed to
have ceased), the pressure head has to be 100 cm lower than at the water
table and because at the water table hp = 0 it means that at the surface
hp = −100 cm, or pF = 2.0. Note that in between the land surface and the
water table, pF values are therefore lower than 2.0.
Of course deeper water tables are frequently encountered and assigning a pF
value for the field capacity is a subjective choice. Based on experience, a pF
value of 2.5 is commonly used internationally for thick unsaturated zones.
• Plants have to apply suction to overcome the tension that is due to the forces
that work to retain the water in the pores. The maximum suction that they can
apply is circa 16000 cm before they will permanently wilt. So, any water that
has a tension less than -16000 cm is unavailable to plants. This corresponds
to pF = 4.2 and the volumetric moisture content at this value is referred to
as the permanent wilting point. Note that plants already experience difficulty
extracting water well before the wilting point is reached. At some point well
before wilting point plants will experience water stress, which leads to lower
transpiration and closure of the plant’s stomata.
The plant available water or available water content is the difference in moisture contents between the field capacity and the permanent wilting point. This
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Figure 8.4: Water balance components of the unsaturated zone.
quantity is easily read from a retention curve by looking up the moisture contents
at pF = 2.0 and pF = 4.2 and subtracting these values. For instance, if θ= 0.30 at
pF=2.0 and θ= 0.10 at pF=4.2 for a soil, the plant available water content would be
0.20. This means that in a soil layer of 10 cm depth (=100 mm) 0.20 · 100 = 20
mm of water would be available for plants.
Hysteresis is the phenomenon that different soil water retention curves are obtained when the a soil sample is being wetted (i.e., θv ↑, pF ↓) than when it is
dried (i.e., θv ↓, pF ↑). It is predominantly the result of the irregular pore size distribution of natural sediments and other geologic materials, because while wetting
small pores will be filled first, wehereas large pores are drained first while drying.
Air entrapment and swelling and shrinking of clay particles can also play a role in
hysteresis.

8.4

Soil water movement

In the same way as in the saturated zone, the potential (in the form of hydraulic
head) gradient determines the direction of water movement in the unsaturated zone.
In fact, it has been shown that Darcy’s law (Section 7.6) is also applicable under
unsaturated conditions with the provision that the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is a function of the water content: K = f (θ). Darcy’s law for flow in the
vertical direction is then:


dhp
dh
qz = −K(θ)
= −K(θ)
−1
(8.9)
dz
dz
The components of the water balance of the unsaturated zone are shown in
Figure 8.4. In a flat landscape, horizontal components of soil water movement
(throughflow, Section 6.2) are generally much smaller than vertical components.
Infiltration is the process of water entry into the soil through the land surface and
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constitutes an important source of water to the unsaturated zone. Capillary rise
adds water to the unsaturated zone from below. Evapotranspiration and gravity
drainage to the saturated zone are the most important sinks of water from the unsaturated zone.
Soil water potentials vary with time in response to these processes. In the wet
season, if precipitation exceeds evapotranspiration, potentials decrease monotonically with depth and drive a vertical downward flux. At the onset of the dry season,
water is removed from the pores closest to the land surface by evapotranspiration.
Due to the decreasing moisture contents in the top soil, the potentials in this zone
decrease and become lowest at the land surface and increase further down in the
soil profile. In the lower part of the profile, potentials may still decrease with increasing depth. Flow is then in opposite directions in the two regions: directed
upwards (towards the land surface) in the top part and downwards (towards the
water table) in the lower part of the unsaturated zone. These regions are separated
by the zero flux plane (ZFP) where the vertical gradient of the potential is zero. The
position of the ZFP moves deeper into subsurface as the dry season progresses. In
the case of a shallow water table, the ZFP may move downward to below the water
table. In the case of a deep water table, the depth to which the ZFP can migrate
downward may be limited by the rooting depth of the vegetation or the depth to
which direct evaporation is still significant. Once infiltration starts to occur again
during the wet season, a new zero-flux plane can develop above which the flow
is directed downward (infiltration) and below which flow is still upward as a remnant from the dry season. Upon continued infiltration a monotonously decreasing
potential develops again.

8.4.1

Infiltration

During and after precipitation or irrigation, water will infiltrate from the land surface into the unsaturated zone. The infiltration capacity is the maximum rate at
which water can be adsorbed by the soil. The actual rate of infiltration may be
limited by:
• The rainfall intensity when the rainfall rate is lower than the infiltration capacity
• The infiltration capacity when the rainfall intensity is so high that not all
water can be absorbed by the soil
In the latter case, ponding and overland flow will occur (Section 6.2).
The conditions at the land surface pose an upper limit to the infiltration capacity. The factors that play a role in this respect are the degree of soil compaction,
number of cracks and openings and vegetation type. The infiltration capacity can
also vary with time due to ploughing, washing of fine particles into larger pores,
frost and drying and swelling of soils.
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Figure 8.5: Typical soil moisture potentials at four different times in the year in a
temperate climate.
During infiltration a typical zonation develops as shown in Figure 8.6. At the
surface, the pores become fully saturated. Below this saturated zone, which typically has a thickness of a centimetre or so, pores are not completely saturated due
to air entrapment. The transition zone, which has a thickness of a few centimetres,
separates the saturated zone from the transmission zone. The latter has a fairly
constant water content and is continually increasing in thickness. At the wetting
front, a sharp decrease of the moisture content occurs in the wetting zone.
It follows from the relationship between soil moisture content and pressure
head that the steepest gradients of the pressure head are found in the wetting zone.
At the onset of infiltration, the wetting zone is just below the land surface and
hence the driving force for infiltration is greatest. As the wetting front advances
deeper into the unsaturated zone (i.e., the transmission zone thickens) the pressure
head gradient decreases. In fact, it approaches zero as the pressure head becomes
dh
essentially constant with depth during the infiltration process ( dzp → 0). This
means that gravity is the only driving force and that the vertical head gradient dh
dz
approaches -1. From Equation 8.9 it the follows that the flux then equals the hydraulic conductivity at the prevailing soil water moisture content, which is essentially the hydraulic conductivity at saturation (ksat ) as the pores above the wetting
zone are nearly saturated. So, the infiltration rate decreases from a certain initial
(high) value to a constant value equal to ksat upon prolonged infiltration.
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Figure 8.6: Volumetric water content as a function of depth during infiltration show
the typical zonation that develops in a homogeneous substrate. Modified from
Ward and Robinson [2000].
After an infiltration event, redistribution of water will occur and smear out
any differences in soil moisture content. The steep gradient across the wetting
zone will become ever more gradual. The rate of soil water movement becomes
increasingly lower in response to decreasing head gradients. If a dry spell occurs
then the evapotranspiration near the land surface may cause a decrease of the soil
moisture content in the upper part of the unsaturated zone.
The above discussion is for homogeneous soils. The gradual displacement of
soil moisture, where water already present in the soil is pushed down by the infiltrating water, is termed piston flow. In nature, of course, soils are always heterogeneous. Infiltration is highly dependent on the structure of the soil and occurs via
preferential flow paths such as cracks and fissures, root channels and macro-pores.
This mode of flow is termed bypass flow. Piston and bypass flows can lead to a
much faster response of the river discharge to rainfall than would be expected on
the basis of soil permeability.
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8.5

Groundwater recharge

The portion of infiltrated water that percolates down to the water table and adds to
the storage of water in the saturated zone is the groundwater recharge. The time it
takes infiltrating water to reach the water table is a function of the infiltration rate,
the thickness of the unsaturated zone as well as its permeability. It can range from
hours for coarse-grained soils in humid zones to years for arid zones with sporadic
recharge events [Fetter, 2001].
The quantification of groundwater recharge is very important for groundwater
resource management as it determines the sustainable yield of groundwater, that is
the amount that can be safely abstracted from aquifers without leading to deterioration of the state of the water resources. Groundwater recharge is also important
because it sustains the baseflow of rivers and streams. Unfortunately, it is notoriously difficult to accurately measure groundwater recharge rates because of the
high spatial variability of the recharge process. Some of the methods to estimate
groundwater recharge will be briefly discussed here.

Saturated volume fluctuation methods
In response to a a recharge event, groundwater levels will rise and the saturated
volume therefore fluctuates in time. The increase in groundwater volume due to
recharge can be found by multiplying the observed increase in water level with the
storage coefficient (Equation 7.5). The increase found in this way represents the
increase of the amount of groundwater due to recharge minus the amount lost to
discharge in for example springs and baseflow. It therefore can not be used to infer
the actual amount of groundwater recharge. Another difficulty with this method is
that the water level fluctuations as measured in piezometers or boreholes are point
measurements for which there is always the inherent difficulty of extrapolation to
obtain full spatial coverage. This is further complicated by the heterogeneity of the
storage coefficient of the subsurface.

Soil water balance methods
Soil water balances account for all water entering and leaving the unsaturated zone.
The recharge is typically calculated from:
R = P − ET + ∆S − Ro

(8.10)

where R is recharge [mm], P is precipitation [mm], ET is the actual evapotranspiration [mm], ∆S is the change in storage in the unsaturated zone [mm] and Ro
is the amount of precipitation that is lost as runoff [mm]. The data requirements of
the soil water balance method are large as all the components in Equation 8.10 need
to be quantified. When the purpose of the investigation is to quantify recharge for
an entire catchment area, a water balance needs to be prepared for all areas with
comparable characteristics such as land use, vegetation and soil type. The main
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difficulty with this method is that the actual evapotranspiration is very difficult to
determine. Significant uncertainty is also associated with the other components
and these accumulate in the estimated recharge.

Conservative tracer method
In arid areas where evaporation exceeds precipitation for much of the year, water
balance techniques often underestimate the amount of recharge. An alternative
method used in these regions is the conservative tracer method. A conservative
tracer is a substance dissolved in water that is chemically inert and behaves in a
similar way as the water. Chloride and isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen are often
useful conservative tracers.
If the influx and outflux of Cl− into and out of the unsaturated zone are both
steady and there are no sources or sinks of Cl− within the unsaturated zone then
the mass balance for Cl− is:
P mCl,P = RmCl,s

(8.11)

where P is rainfall [mm], R is recharge [mm] and mCl,P and mCl,s denote the
Cl− concentration [mg l−1 ] in precipitation and in the unsaturated zone below the
depth of evapotranspiration, respectively. The recharge rate R then follows from:
R=P

mCl,P
mCl,s

(8.12)

For the chloride tracer method to be applicable, there can be no bypass flow.
The advantage of the method is that only three quantities need to be determined,
i.e. the precipitation rate, the chloride concentration in the precipitation (including
the contribution due to dry deposition) and the chloride concentration of the soil
water.

Zero flux plane method
The concept of the zero flux plane as discussed in section 8.4 can be used to partition the amount of soil water into an amount that moves upward to the land surface
due to evapotranspiration and an amount that drains downward to the water table.
An example of the application of this method is part of the exercises at the end of
this chapter.

Numerical modelling
There are a number of ways in which numerical models can be used to determine
groundwater recharge. These will not be discussed here in detail as this is beyond the level of this introductory text. Models can be models of the unsaturated
zone itself that quantitatively describe the hydrological processes that determine
the fluxes of water. They can also be numerical models of the saturated zone in
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which the recharge rate is treated as an unknown value that is found by adjusting
its value until a fit between observed and calculated quantities (head, water fluxes)
is found.
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8.6

Exercises

1. Use the definitions of porosity, dry bulk density and particle density to show
that n = 1 − ρb /ρs , where n is porosity [dimensionless], ρb is the dry bulk
density [kg m−3 ] and ρs is the particle density [kg m−3 ].
Hint: The total volume is equal to the sum of the particle volume and volume
of voids (pores), VT = Vs + Vv .
2. A soil sample with a volume of 75.0 cm3 is collected in the field. The mass
of the sample at the natural moisture content is 150.70 g. The sample is then
saturated and reweighed. After saturation its mass is 153.67 g. The sample
is then oven-dried at 105 ◦ C to remove all the water. After drying, its weight
is 126.34 g.
Determine:
a. the porosity (n)
b. the gravimetric water content under natural conditions (θg )
c. the volumetric water content (θv )
d. the saturation ratio (Rs )
e. the dry bulk density (ρb )
f. the particle density (ρs )
Assume that the density of water is ρw =1.00 g cm−3 .
3. Calculate the capillary rise of water in a pore with a diameter of 100 µm.
The surface tension of water is γ =7.3 × 10−2 N m−1 .
4. Using the graph shown below, determine the elevation and pressure heads in
piezometers A and B.
a. Is there hydrostatic equilibrium?
b. Assume that hydrostatic conditions apply in the unsaturated zone. What
would be the pressure (expressed as head) recorded on a tensiometer at
40 cm below the ground surface?
c. Also express the pressure head in pF units.
5. In the water retention curve below, fill in the appropriate pF values.
a. the volumetric water content at field capacity
b. the permanent wilting point
c. the amount of plant available water.
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Figure 8.7: Figure for Question 4
6. A soil that has the same properties as in the previous exercise is 1 m thick.
75 % of the plant available water has been used. The soil is irrigated at a
rate of 8 mm h−1 . The losses due to evaporation during irrigation amount
to 10 % of the water supplied. How many hours does the farmer have to
irrigate before the soil is at field capacity?
7. The table below lists the values of the elevation head, pressure head and
soil moisture content measured in a unsaturated zone profile on two dates in
August.
Determine:
a. the position of the zero flux plane.
b. the evaporation and drainage losses between 1 and 8 August.
8. Suppose that the soil water in an unsaturated zone profile in Senegal has
an average Cl− concentration of 11.23 mg l−1 . The annual precipitation
amounts to 443.2 mm. The Cl− concentration in rainwater at this location
is 1.14 mg l−1 . Calculate the mean annual groundwater recharge rate.
9. Isotope dating has shown that water at a depth of 5 m in an unsaturated zone
has an age of 10 years. The average volumetric moisture content of this
unsaturated zone is 10 %.
Calculate:
a. the mean annual infiltration rate.
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Figure 8.8: Figure for Question 5
b. the Cl− concentration of the water in the unsaturated zone given that
mean annual rainfall amounts to 500 mm yr−1 and has a Cl− concentration of 2 mg l−1 .
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z (cm)
-5
-15
-25
-35
-45
-55
-70
-90
-110

Pressure Head
hp (cm)
1 August 8 August
-2493
-3399
-1124
-1834
-521
-1011
-197
-618
-122
-608
-219
-598
-388
-645
-694
-946
-833
-1029

Volumetric Water Content
θv
1 August
8 August
0.356
0.349
0.375
0.363
0.394
0.378
0.418
0.390
0.428
0.390
0.413
0.390
0.399
0.387
0.385
0.378
0.380
0.375

Table 8.1: Data for Question 7
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Hydrochemistry
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Chapter 9

Water quality
In the previous chapters, the discussion of the components of and processes in the
hydrological cycle was from a quantitative perspective. This chapter will be concerned with the qualitative aspects of hydrology. Knowledge hereof is important
because:
• All forms of life depend on water and the chemical composition of the water
used for consumption is often an extremely important factor in determining
the health of organisms. For example, certain substances (like arsenic and
fluoride) can dissolve in water at such high concentrations that they become
toxic to humans. Also, numerous plant species can only survive in zones
were water of a certain chemical composition is available.
• Water is the main natural solvent1 on earth. Chemical rock weathering only
occurs in the presence of this solvent and minerals precipitate from this solvent. Thus water exerts a dominant control on many geologic processes.
These include diagenesis, karst development, ore deposition and soil formation.
• Water is the transport agent of numerous substances and therefore hydrological (both quantitative and qualitative) processes control the global cycles of
these substances. The hydrological cycle is a conveyor belt for many elements that determines their distribution across the planet.

9.1

Units of Measurement

Different units are employed in chemistry to describe the concentration of dissolved substances, or solutes. A very common way of expressing the concentration of solutes (typically found on the label of bottles of mineral water) is the mass
of solute per volume of water, for example milligrams per litre (mgl−1 , see also
1

The solvent is the liquid into which sometime dissolves, the solute is the substance that is dissolved.
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Appendix A). Another common mass-based unit is the mass of solute per mass of
water. This is reported as parts per . . . , for example parts per million (ppm).
The relation between mgl−1 and parts per million is best understood by realizing that the latter is the same as mg −1 kg. This shows that a concentration
expressed as ppm can be converted to mgl−1 by multiplying it with the density of
water, ρ, in kgl−1 . Since for fresh water ρ ≈ 1 kgl−1 , these units are often used
interchangeably.
Most analytical procedures provide mass-based concentrations but when dealing with chemical reactions it is more convenient to work with mole-based units
instead. A mole is a fixed amount of particles (atoms or molecules): 1 mole is
equivalent to 6.02214 · 1023 particles. This number is know as the Avogadro’s constant2 . The molarity (or molar concentration) expresses the number of moles of
a solute per litre of water. The molality (or molal concentration) is the number
of moles of solute per kilogram of water. As with the mass-based units discussed
above, the difference between molarity and molality is negligible in fresh waters
that have ρ ≈ 1 kgl−1 .
Mass-based and mole-based concentration units can be converted from one to
another using a quantity known in chemistry as the molar mass, which is the mass
of 1 mole of a chemical element or compound. It is expressed in gmol−1 . From
its dimensions it can be seen that mole-based units are obtained by dividing massbased units by the molar mass of an element or molecule. For example, 1 mol of
−1
so the EU drinking
NO−
3 (nitrate) weighs 14.0067+3 · 15.9994 = 62.0050 gmol
25
−1
water limit of 25 mgl corresponds to 62.0050 = 0.4 mmoll−1 .
Most solutes in water are ions. An ion is an atom or molecule which has lost or
gained one or more valence electrons, making it positively or negatively charged.
Sodium (Na+ ) for example has a valence of +1 and can therefore form a bond with
chloride (Cl− ) to form the neutral substance NaCl, in which both atoms share one
electron. A positively charged ion is called a cation and a negatively charged ion
is an anion.
The number of equivalents of an ion is the number of moles times its valence.
So for mono-valent ions like Na+ the number of equivalents is the same as the
number of moles. For di-valet ions (e.g. Ca2+ ) the number of equivalents is two
times the number of moles. The use of equivalents is sometimes convenient when
the proportions of chemical reactants are considered. Moreover, it can be used to
check the quality of reported chemical analysis because the number of equivalents
of cations should equal the number of equivalents of anions. This follows from
the fact that a solution must be electrically neutral. If the number of equivalents
of cations and anions differ by more than 5% the reported chemical composition
should be considered suspicious.
2

Avogadro’s constant corresponds to the number of atoms in 0.012 kilogram (or 12 grams) of
carbon-12, where the carbon-12 atoms are unbound, at rest and in their ground state.
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9.2

Composition of natural waters

The composition of natural waters is highly variable. Ions that are commonly
present at significant concentrations (i.e. > 1 mgl−1 ) in almost all natural waters
are referred to as the major constituents, which include sodium (Na+ ), potassium
(K+ ), calcium (Ca2+ ), magnesium (Mg2+ ), chloride (Cl− ), bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ),
sulfate (SO2−
)
and
silica
(Si).
Also
commonly
present,
but
at
lower
concentration
4
levels, are iron (Fe2+ or Fe3+ ), strontium (Sr2+ ), fluoride (F− ) and boron (B3+ ).
Nitrate (NO−
3 ) is not found in many natural waters, except underneath certain plant
and tree species that fixate nitrogen (like the sea-buckthorn, or duindoorn in Dutch,
and acacia trees). More often, high concentrations in groundwater are related to anthropogenic contamination.
A multitude of other elements can be found in natural waters as well, usually
at low concentrations, but their occurrence depends strongly on local geochemical
conditions and therefore they are not discussed in detail here. Table 9.1 shows the
water composition of some typical natural waters from the Netherlands. Rainwater
and seawater represent the minimum and maximum limits of the range of concentration levels3 . To make sense numbers such as these it is important to understand
which factors and processes control the occurrence of solutes in natural waters.
Table 9.1: Compositions of some typical natural waters from the Netherlands.
Nr.

pH

EC
[µS/cm]

Concentration [mmol/l]
+

Na

K

+

2+

Mg

Ca2+

Cl−

HCO−
3

SO2−
4

NO−
3

1
4.5
48
0.17
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.19
0.0
0.04
0.04
2
7.0
229
0.21
0.03
0.0
0.92
0.27
2.2
0.15
0.0
3
7.7
880
0.2
0.1
0.4
1.3
0.3
2.6
0.4
0.27
4
6.9
11.540
68.9
0.4
0.8
5.2
119
7.1
0.5
0.01
5
8.2
52.000
485
10.6
55.1
10.6
566
2.4
29.3
0.00
1 = Rainwater at Leiduin; 2 = Groundwater (sand district, ± 58 m below ground surface);
3 = Rhine water; 4 = Groundwater (polder area, ± 44 m below ground surface); 5 = Seawater.

When studying the composition of water in an area, the first step in the interpretation is to determine their origin. Water can derive from a single source
(e.g. precipitation) or multiple sources (e.g. a mixture of river water and seawater).
Sometimes, the source of the water is unknown. This may be the case in the investigation of groundwater that was recharged thousands of years ago under different
geographical conditions than at present. The analysis is then more complicated because assumptions need to be made about the chemical composition of the recharge
water.
In addition to the composition of the source of the water in an area or groundwater body, the physical processes of mixing and evapotranspiration. Mixing is
important when water derives from multiple sources. During evapotranspiration
3

Higher concentrations that in seawater are only found in groundwater in the vicinity of salt
domes in the northern part of the Netherlands
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water molecules are removed, which increases the concentration of the solutes in
the remaining water.
Besides these physical processes, three main groups of chemical processes can
be discerned that can exert control on water quality:
• dissolution and precipitation, in which solid minerals and salts either dissolve in water or solutes react to form a precipitate
• ion exchange reactions, in which ions from the solution are exchanged for
ions on a solid phase such as clay minerals
• redox (reduction/oxidation) reactions, which include the chemical reactions
in which the oxidation number of atoms changes
In summary, the chemical composition of natural waters is in the first place
determined by the origin of the water. Additionally, the physical processes mixing
and evapotranspiration and chemical reactions further work to alter the composition of natural waters. All these will be further discussed in the remainder of this
chapter. Because precipitation is often the principal source of surface- or groundwater, the processes that control its composition are discussed first.

Composition of precipitation
Because most atmospheric moisture forms by evaporation, it would consist of pure
water if nothing would dissolve in it, but this is not the case. Aerosols, tiny particles
(< 1 µm) suspended in the atmosphere, act as nuclei for raindrop formation and
determine the initial chemical composition of precipitation. Once a water droplet
has formed, atmospheric particles and gasses may further dissolve. These include
calcite and other minerals from dust, sulphur and nitrogen oxides produced by the
burning of fossil fuels and salt particles originating from sea spray.
As an example consider Figure 9.1 that shows a map of the distribution of Ca2+
in rainwater over the United States. The highest concentrations are found in the
South-west and Mid-west regions. In these regions windblown dust is mobilized
due to the sparse vegetation in the deserts of the south west and the bare fields
(outside the growing season) in the agricultural Midwest. The calcium carbonate
contained in the dust readily dissolves in the atmospheric moisture and gives rise
to elevated Ca2+ concentrations in precipitation.
The effect of sea spray is illustrated in Figure 9.2, which shows that the concentration of Cl− in rainwater in the Netherlands decreases with increasing distance
from the coast. Near the coast, precipitation water quality strongly reflects the
composition of sea water due to dissolution of atmospheric salts originating from
sea spray. As marine-derived moisture moves further in land it becomes diluted by
an increasingly larger portion of land-derived moisture, which is why Cl− concentrations decrease land inward.
The deposition of substances from the atmosphere onto the surface of the earth
as well as vegetation due to precipitation is termed wet deposition. Dry deposition
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Figure 9.1: Calcium ion concentrations in rainwater across North America in 2004
(from http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu/).

Figure 9.2: Chloride ion concentration (mgl−1 ) in rainwater in the Netherlands.
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Figure 9.3: Determining the amount of substance reacted.
is the process by which aerosols are deposited in the absence of precipitation. If
there is a rainfall event, the deposited particles can dissolve in the rainwater and are
washed down into the unsaturated zone or, if there is overland flow, towards rivers
and streams. Whereas wet deposition only occurs during precipitation events, dry
deposition is a continuous process. The vegetation is a crucial factor in determining
the amount of dry deposition: Tall, dense trees trap many more aerosols than do
low, sparse grasses leading to much more dry deposition in forested areas.

9.3

Physical processes

Evaporation
Evaporation results in an increased concentration of ions in solution due to the removal of water molecules. Upon continued evapotranspiration, concentrations may
become so high that salts will precipitate from the water leading to the deposition
of evaporite rocks (e.g. gypsum, halite).
If the chemical composition of the source of the water subject to evaporation is
known then the extent of evaporation in a sample can be calculated by comparing
the concentration of a conservative ion in the source water and in the the residual
water after evaporation. This is the underlying principle of the conservative tracer
method for the estimation of groundwater recharge, which was explained in Section
8.5.
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Mixing
In the Netherlands, the composition of groundwater is strongly determined by the
mixing of seawater and fresh water. The latter is either rainwater or Rhine water.
Sample 5, in Table 9.1 for example is a typical example of a mixture: Its concentrations are intermediate between Rhine water and seawater.
The resulting water composition in a mixture of two or more waters depends
on the relative contribution of each contributing water type and on the composition
of each contributing solution. Consider for example a mixture of rainwater and
seawater. Figure 9.3 shows a graph of Na+ versus Cl− . Any mixture of rainwater
and seawater will plot somewhere on the mixing line.
By assuming that Cl− is conservative (i.e., affected by mixing only), the fraction seawater in the mixture (fsea ) follows from:
mCl,sample − mCl,rain
mCl,sample
fsea =
≈
(9.1)
mCl,sea − mCl,rain
mCl,sea
where fsea is the seawater fraction in the sample, m denotes the concentration of
Cl− and the subscripts sample, rain and sea denote the water sample, rainwater
and seawater, respectively. Because this is a binary mixture the fraction of rainwater is simply frain = 1 − fsea .
If a data point plots off the mixing line, other processes have altered its chemical composition. To quantify these processes, the composition of the sample can be
compared to the composition the sample would have if mixing were the only process that determined its composition. This is the point on the mixing line where the
Cl− concentration equals the Cl− concentration of the sample (Figure 9.3). This
point is calculated from:
mi,mix = mi,sea · fsea + mi,rain · (1 − fsea )

(9.2)

+

where mi,mix is the concentration of ion i (Na in our example) in the pure mixture
and mi,sea and mi,rain are the concentrations of ion i in seawater and rain water
respectively.
The amount of ion i that is due to reactions mi,react is then:
mi,react = mi,sample − mi,mix

(9.3)

where mi,sample is the concentration of ion i in the sample. Negative amounts
indicate that the concentrations have decreased in the sample compared to the pure
mixture.

9.4

Chemical reactions

Mineral dissolution and precipitation
All rocks are soluble to at least some degree and groundwater and soil water will reflect the chemical composition of the rocks it has contacted. For example, groundwater in a limestone aquifer will have high concentrations of Ca2+ and HCO−
3
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whereas water from a granitic bedrock may contain predominantly Na+ , K+ and Si
resulting from feldspar dissolution.
Some minerals are more soluble than others. This is illustrated by Table 9.2
that shows the average composition of the Earth’s continental crust and of the
world’s groundwater. In the crust, silicate minerals are dominant. Other elements
are present only in much lower concentrations. In groundwater, Si is only a minor
constituent and Ca2+ dominates instead. This is because Si is contained in poorlysoluble minerals such as quartz, whereas Ca2+ derives mainly from easily-soluble
calcium-carbonate minerals such as limestone and dolomite.
Minerals that dissolve easily are usually in chemical equilibrium with groundwater or soil water. That is, there is no net reaction (dissolution or precipitation)
occurring. A general expression for an equilibrium reaction is:
aA + bB *
) cC + dD
where A and B are the reactants and C and D are the products and the lower
case letters are the stoichiometric coefficients, i.e., the relative amounts of the substances involved in the reaction.
The law of mass action states that for each equilibrium reaction there exists an
equilibrium coefficient (K):
[C]c [D]d
K=
(9.4)
[A]a [B]b
The square brackets indicate that the activity of a substance must be used in the
equation. The activity indicates the tendency of a substance to react. Although
activity and concentration are not the same, for simplicity it will be assumed that
they can be used interchangeably, which holds at low concentrations when the
activity is close to 1. Note that if concentrations are used to replace activities in
Equation 9.4 these must be expressed in mol kg−1 . For aqueous reactions involving
gasses, the partial pressure (P ) of the gas (in hPa) is used in Equation 9.4.
For example, for the dissolution of gypsum the dissolution reaction is:
CaSO4 · 2H2 O *
) Ca2+ + SO2−
4 + 2H2 O

(9.5)

Table 9.2: Globally-averaged compositions of the continental crust and groundwater (weight percent).
Element

Crust

Groundwater

SiO2
Al
Fe
Ca
Na
K
Mg
CO3
Other

74.3
8.1
5.1
3.6
2.8
2.5
2.1
0.5
<1

3.0
< 0.1
< 0.1
11.2
10.0
0.7
2.5
62.5
0.6
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with
Kgypsum =

2
[Ca2+ ][SO2−
4 ][H2 O]
= [Ca2+ ][SO2− ] = 10−4.6
[CaSO4 · 2H2 O]

(9.6)

The simplification of this equation follows from the convention that the activity of
a pure substance equals 1 ([CaSO4 · 2H2 O] = 1) and that the activity of H2 O is
very close to 1 in fresh waters ([H2 O] ≈ 1).
Calcite (CaCO3 ) or other forms of calcium carbonate is a common constituent
of many rocks and sediments and readily dissolves in groundwater according to:
CaCO3 *
) Ca2+ + CO2−
3

(9.7)

with Kcalcite = 10−8.3 . Once the product of the Ca2+ and CO2−
3 activities equals
Kcalcite no more net dissolution of calcite occurs. If the products of the reaction are
removed or converted to another dissolved substance, the reaction proceeds further
to the right. This happens, for example, when in natural waters the CO2−
3 produced
−
+
by calcite dissolution is converted to HCO3 in the presence of H :
−
*
H+ + CO2−
3 ) HCO3

(9.8)

The presence of H+ is because CO2 dissolves and forms carbonic acid:
CO2 (g) + H2 O *
) H2 CO3 (aq)

(9.9)

H2 CO3 (aq) *
) H+ + HCO−
3

(9.10)

and
where the g and aq between brackets denote gaseous and dissolved states.
The overall reaction for the dissolution of calcite in the presence of CO2 is:
CaCO3 + CO2 (g) + H2 O *
) Ca2+ + 2HCO−
3
and
K = 10−5.8 =

2
[Ca2+ ][HCO−
3]
PCO2

(9.11)

(9.12)

If calcite is the only dissolved substance in the water and the pH is near-neutral
then for every mole of Ca2+ two moles of HCO−
3 are in solution. Therefore
mHCO− = 2mCa2+ . Substituting this relationship into Equation 9.12 and assuming
3

that [Ca2+ ] = mCa2+ gives:
10−5.8 =

[Ca2+ ][2Ca2+ ]2
4[Ca2+ ]3
=
PCO2
PCO2

which can be solved for [Ca2+ ]:
r
2+

[Ca

]=

3

10−5.8 PCO2
4
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(9.13)

which shows that the higher the CO2 pressure, the more Ca2+ can dissolve.
From the derivation presented above it follows that the presence of CO2 favours
the dissolution of calcite. This equally applies to other minerals such as dolomite
or silicates such as feldspars or quartz. CO2 is present in the atmosphere and will
dissolve in precipitation but the largest pool of CO2 resides in the soil zone where
concentrations of CO2 can be 100 times higher than in the atmosphere. This is
due to aerobic respiration and the decay of organic matter. Therefore, the soil zone
exerts an important influence on the weathering of minerals and rocks.
Conversely, minerals such as calcite may precipitate when the CO2 pressure
drops. This occurs when groundwater discharges, for example in caves and in
springs, which then leads to the formation of speleothems (secondary mineral deposits in caves) and travertine deposits.

Cation exchange
Particles that make up rocks often have a net electrical charge. Clay particles usually have a negative charge which results from isomorphous substitution. This is
the substitution of an ion from the crystal structure of a (clay) mineral with an ion
that has a comparable size and shape. For example, Si4+ can be substituted for by
Al3+ . Besides clays, organic matter also can have a negative charge and therefore
has the capacity to adsorb cations. The assemblage of clay minerals, organic matter
and other charged substances will be called the exchange complex here.
Due to the negative charge of clay particles, cations from the solution are attracted toward the mineral surface. The capability of a sediment to adsorb cations
is measured by its cation exchange capacity (CEC). This quantity can be thought of
as the number of sites on the exchange complex to which cations can be adsorbed.
Like mineral dissolution and precipitation, exchange processes can be described
by equilibrium reactions. At equilibrium the relative proportions of the adsorbed
cations are controlled by the cations in the water that is in contact with the clay
minerals. In fresh water in which the main cation is Ca2+ the exchange sites will
be predominantly be occupied with Ca2+ . In sea water Na+ is the dominant cation
and the majority of the exchange sites will be occupied with this cation, followed
by Mg2+ .
If in an aquifer the chemical composition of the groundwater changes, cations
will be transferred to and from the solution to reach a new equilibrium. When
seawater intrudes in a fresh water aquifer an exchange of cations takes place according:
2Na+ + CaX2 ↔ 2NaX + Ca2+
(9.14)
where X indicates a single, negatively-charged site on the exchange complex. In
seawater the dominant cation and anion are Na+ and Cl− , respectively. After the
exchange process, the dominant anion is still Cl− as its composition remains unaffected, but the dominant cation in the salt water becomes Ca2+ .
The reverse process takes place with refreshing, i.e., when fresh water flushes
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a salt water aquifer, according to:
Ca2+ + 2NaX ↔ CaX2 + 2Na+

(9.15)

where Ca2+ is taken up from water, in return for Na+ . The dominant ions in fresh
water are often Ca2+ and HCO−
3 but after the exchange has reached a new equilibrium, the dominant cation in the fresh water becomes Na+ .

Redox reactions
Redox (reduction/oxidation) reactions are reactions in which the oxidation state of
a chemical substance changes. This means that it loses or gains electrons. Atoms
with partially filled outer orbital are accept electrons than atoms with full outer
orbitals. Ions that provide electrons are called electron donors or reductants, while
ions that receive electrons are called electron acceptors or oxidants. If a substance
loses electrons it is oxidised, if it accepts electrons it is reduced. Because free
electrons do not exist in solution, a reduction reaction is always coupled with an
oxidation reaction.
Redox reactions are typically split up into half-reactions. For example, the
oxidation of iron by oxygen can be described by the following half-reactions:
Fe2+ *
) Fe3+ + e−
1
1
O2 (g) + H+ + e− *
) H2 O
4
2
The net reaction is:
1
1
Fe2+ + O2 (g) + H+ *
) Fe3+ + H2 O
4
2

(9.16)

This reaction typically occurs when reduced groundwater, which can contain
considerable amounts of Fe2+ , discharges in springs or riparian zones and comes
in contact with O2 from the atmosphere. The Fe3+ that forms is insoluble and precipitates as iron hydroxides that have a characteristic reddish-brown colour. The
reaction is catalysed by bacteria that use the energy that is generated by the transformation for their metabolism.
Another important redox reaction is the transformation of organic matter, which
can be represented by the highly simplified structural formula CH2 O, to CO2 by
oxygen:
CH2 O + O2 *
(9.17)
) CO2 + H2 O
This reaction is responsible for the disappearance of peat when the groundwater
table is lowered to drain the soil. The peat can lose up to 80 % of its volume due to
de-watering and the transformation of organic matter to CO2 . The latter is released
to the atmosphere.
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9.5

Exercises

1. One gram of halite (N aCl) dissolves into a liter of water. Express the N a+
and Cl− concentrations in the water in (a) mg l−1 , (b) ppm, (c) mmol l−1 ,
and (d) meq l−1 .
2. An area has a precipitation surplus of 300 mm yr−1 . The CO2 pressure in
the infiltrating rainwater is PCO2 =10−2 atm. The density of limestone is
ρs =2.0 g cm−3 .
Calculate:
a. the concentration of Ca2+ at equilibrium
b. how much Ca2+ is removed per year by the infiltrating rainwater
c. the denudation rate (the rate that the ground surface is lowered in time, in
mm yr−1 ) due to calcite dissolution.
3. Use the concentrations in the table below to calculate (a) the evaporation
factor and (b) the amount of calcite that has dissolved in this sample. Assume
that the input of solutes by dry deposition equals the input by precipitation.
Sample

Concentration (mmol/l)
+

Ca2+

Mg2+

Cl−

0.17
0.5

0.01
2.1

0.02
0.2

0.19
0.6

Na
Precipitation
Infiltrated rain

4. Use the concentrations in the table below to calculate (a) the fraction of sea
water (fsea ) in sample 24H-255, (b) the concentrations of Ca2+ and M g 2+
in this sample if only mixing of sea- and rainwater had occurred and (c) the
amounts of Ca2+ and M g 2+ that have reacted.
Sample

Concentration (mmol/l)
Na

Ca2+

Mg2+

Cl−

0.5
485
194.4
280.4
-85.9

2.1
10.6
61.9
...
...

0.2
55.1
20.1
...
...

0.6
566
327.2
327.2
0

+

Infiltrated rain
Seawater
Sample 24H-255
Mixing only
Reacted
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Water resources exploration
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Chapter 10

Exploration of water resources
10.1

Water resources

We have been exploring our water resources for several thousands of years. Traditionally, surface water or shallow groundwater was used as drinking water supply
and for irrigation of crops. Over time ingeneous systems were developed to extract
water, such as the qanats in Persia, which are underground tunnel systems with
horizontally dug canals that drained groundwater from hillslopes into the valley
for agricultural use. Nowadays, electric pumps can extract water from rivers or
deep wells, which then goes through a process of purification to make it suitable
for human consumption. Alternmatively, when there is a shortage of water in a
coastal region, desalinisation plnats can be buid to provide clean water.

10.2

Surface water resources

In humid areas, where surface water is bountiful, this is the main source of our
water. It is easy to extract and most urban areas are located near major rivers, such
that transportaion is over short distances. However, there are also drawbacks.
• The intake of water may be difficult during flood events, or during droughts.
In the former case, the water quality is often changed in the sense that the
sediment load has increased or that flooded waste sites and sewer systems
may contribute to the surface water flow. During droughts, excessive extraction may cause the depletion of surface water to the point that aquatic ecosystems are affected. Furthermore, the water quality can be negatively impacted
due to increasing concentrations of pollutants in the dwindling stream flow,
or changes in water temperature or growth of algae.
• If there are human activities along the surface water resource, there are
chances that accidents occur that pollute the surface water (toxic waste, fertiliser, oil spills). As these pollutants are rapidly transported in surface water,
a rigid and frequent testing programme needs to be implemented to monitor
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water quality. A purification plant also needs to be build which increases the
costs of surface water to a large extent.

10.3

Groundwater resources

Groundwater does not have some of these drawbacks associated to surface water.
the quality is much more constant and often good as the water has passed through
a natural soil filter and has remained in the soil for a long time. Temperature is
also constant and any pollution on the surface will usually take a long time before
it reaches the groundwater.
Where surface water is easily explored in the landscape as it is visible, exploration of groundwater needs knowledge about the depth, extend and storage capacity of aquifers and the quality of the groundwater. As these aquifers are burried
deep in the ground, geophysical exploration techniques have been used to locate
areas where groundwater extraction is feasible.

10.3.1

Geophysical exploration methods

Geophysics is the study of the physical (and indirectly chemical) properties of
the Earth. Geophysical methods can be used to determine indirectly, i.e. from
the ground surface or in a bore hole, the hydro-geological framework of an area
based on the physical and chemical properties of the subsurface (solid and fluid
components). Geophysical techniques are generally used for:
• Fundamental research of the physical behaviour and properties of the earth
(e.g. magnetism, earth quakes)
• Basic geological mapping for various applications (e.g. depth of bedrock for
construction works)
• Exploration of economic resources (e.g. water supply, metal ores, oil, gas,
building materials)
• Exploration of man-made objects (e.g. cables, pipes, archaeological sites)
• Assessment of groundwater quality patterns (e.g. related to contamination
by waste disposal or seawater intrusion)
For hydrological exploration two geophysical parameters are often used for
groundwater exploration 1) electrical resistivity and 2) seismic Velocity. Electrical
resistivity (or conductivity which is its reciprocal) is most often used because this
parameter is also influenced by water quality (electrical conductivity). Two basic
methods and instrumentation for electrical resistivity (ER) are:
1. Differential Current systems
2. Electromagnetic systems
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Both systems can be used for profiling (lateral change in resistivity at a fixed exploration depth) or sounding (change of resistivity with depth at a single spot)
In groundwater and environmental studies, the general depth of investigations
is usually less than 100 m, whereas for the exploration of hydrocarbons, investigations are made down to several kilometers below the surface. The sub-discipline of
environmental geophysics is not only concerned with structures and types of materials in the subsurface but also includes the mapping of variations in pore-fluid
conductivities to indicate pollution plumes or salinity patterns within an aquifer.
Chemical effects are therefore equally important as physical aspects. One of the
advantages of using geophysical methods is that there is no disturbance of the subsurface materials. A further major advantage of the use of geophysics in site investigations is that large areas can be surveyed quickly at a relatively low cost. This
provides information to facilitate the location of wells and bore holes.
The main geophysical techniques undertaken as part of modern groundwater
and environmental surveying include:
• Electrical methods (diagnostic for electrical resistivity of rocks; depth up to
500 m)
• Magnetic methods (diagnostic for magnetic susceptibility of rocks; depth up
to 1000 m)
• Gravity (measuring (diagnostic for rock density, up to 10 km depth)
• Seismic methods (diagnostic for travel speed of sound waves through rocks,
depth up to 10 km)
• Ground penetrating radar (diagnostic for dielectric constant of rocks; depth
up to 10 m)
These methods are used for the detection of spatial patterns (in lithology, water
quality and water content), objects (like ore deposits, fractures and archaeological structures) and temporal patterns (by monitoring the fresh/saline boundary or
contamination plumes). Methods which respond to the physical properties of the
subsurface media (rocks, sediment, voids, etc.) can be classified into passive and
active methods. Passive methods detect variations within the natural fields associated with the Earth (for instance gravitational and magnetic fields) and active methods measure the modified return signals caused by artificially generated pulses or
fields, which are transmitted into the ground. These return signals are modified in
a way that is characteristic for the material of the medium. The methods demonstrated during this course are active methods for exploration of the shallow depths
(< 100 m).
For most geophysical techniques, verification of the interpretations of the measurements is required using bore hole descriptions, geophysical bore hole logs and
groundwater analysis.
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Geo-electrical methods
Geo-electrical methods (differential current systems) are the most widely used
methods for groundwater exploration and have been extensively world-wide to explore groundwater resources. Resistance to electrical currents of soil or rock layers
or specific resistivity is determined by the nature of the material (clay, quartz sand,
laterite), the texture of the matrix (pore size, contact surfaces) and the medium
contained in the pores (air, fresh or salt water, contaminants, etc.). The specific
resistivity ρs of the formation or aquifer can be described as:
ρs = F ρw

(10.1)

where ρs is the specific resistivity (Ωm), F the formation factor, which depends on
the properties of the aquifer matrix and ρw the resistivity of the (pore)water (Ωm).
The latter is related to the electrical conductivity of water (EC, in µS cm−1 ) by:
ρw =

10000
EC

(10.2)

Note that:
1. Note that ρs is often also referred to as ρf (formation resistivity).
2. It is easy to confuse the F factor with the G factor that is used for obtaining
the apparent resistivity (ρa ), as described below.
3. In clean sand and gravel deposits F can be empirically related to the porosity
by:
F = a.p−m
(10.3)
where p equals porosity and a and m are empirical factors. Generally F values range from 2 to 6 for unconsolidated sands and gravels.
4. This empirical formula is not applicable on clay soils or clayey sands. Clay
particles are conductive and will lead to low F -values (≤2).
Water resistivity is a function of the salinity of groundwater and can be classified as follows:
• Fresh water: Chloride content is smaller than 100 ppm, the EC is smaller
than 700 µS cm−1 and water resistivities higher than 15 Ωm.
• Brackish water: Chloride content is between 100 and 1000 ppm. The EC
ranges from 700 to 3500 µS cm−1 and the resistivity has a value between 3
and 15 Ωm.
• Saline water: Chloride content larger than 1000 ppm, the EC is larger than
3500 µS cm−1 and the resistivity is smaller than 3 Ωm.
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Figure 10.1: Relation between water resistivity and chloride content.
In Figure 10.1 the relation is shown between water resistivity and chloride content.
The geo-electrical method measures the resistance of the subsurface by generating an electrical current by placing two metal (current) electrodes in the ground.
The electrical current is accompanied by a potential field, which is detected by two
other (potential) electrodes placed in line and in between the current electrodes.
There are to main techniques. The first one is the Schlumberger configuration or
Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES), where we look at the variation of the resistance
with depth at a single location. The second one is the Wenner configuration where
we trace changes in the resistance along a line at a specific depth. These methods
are simple and easy to perform, and are employed by VU University MSc Hydrology students during their field courses to determine geology and water quality in
Portugal (Figure 10.2).
These systems use 4 electrodes, for sounding (VES, vertical electrical sounding): the distance between the electrodes will change at a single spot, for profiling
(HES, horizontal electrical sounding): the electrode distance is fixed and is moved
along profile lines. Most often the outer electrodes (or so called current electrodes
A/B) are used for injecting power into the subsurface, and in this circuit the current
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Figure 10.2: Vertical electrical sounding performed by VU MSc Hydrology students to study the geology during their field course in Portugal.
is measured. The between the inner electrodes (potential electrodes) the potential
difference induced by the current electrodes is measured. Resistivity is calculated
according the Law of Ohm in combination of the geometric factor depending on
the distance (or geometry) between the electrodes: This resistance is called the
apparent resistivity:
V
R=
(10.4)
I ·F
where V is the potential in V, I is the current in A and R is the geometric factor.
With increasing distance between the (current) electrodes, the exploration depth
will increase. In general the depth of exploration is 1/6th of the distance between
the current electrodes, so for an exploration depth of 100 m, a profile length of at
least 600 m is necessary.
For VES the so called Schlumberger configuration is used, for HES the Wenner
configuration. A VES measurement can be interpreted with software in which electrode distance and apparent resistivity are inverted to a layer model with formation
resistivities. An important assumption is a horizontal layered Earth. For one field
curve more than one solution is possible (equivalence) Modern systems use multiple electrodes for 2D tomography (CVES, continuous electrical sounding), often
more than 60 electrodes are interconnected to a computerized power source which
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can measure in different electrode configurations both the vertical and horizontal
change in resistivity. With this method the problem of equivalence is reduced.
The apparent resistivity of of clay is very low (less than 15 Ωm, whereas that
of sand with pores filled with fresh water is much higher (> 80 Ωm). These can
therefore easily being distinguished in the measured profiles. Problems occur when
there is saline water in the aquifer, as then the resistance of the sand layer is lowered
to that of a clay formation. In such cases, other methods, such as the seismic
method described below, can be used to detect the layering.

10.3.2

Electro-magnetic methods

These systems does not use electrodes, coupling with the Earth is achieved with induction because of the use of Electromagnetic (EM) waves. Because no electrodes
are necessary for contact, the system is often used in airborne investigation. Two
different methods can be recognized. The range of resistivities (or conductivities)
in which the system can be used is limited (low induction numbers).
Frequency domain EM
This system measures in principle the difference between a primary induced EM
field with a fixed frequency and the secondary induced field coming back form the
earth. Typical a transmitter and transmitter antenna in combination with a receiver
and receiver antenna is used. The system measure the so called out of phase signal
which a measure of the conductivity under certain constraints (low induction numbers). Exploration depth is mainly depending the used frequency, distance between
transmitter and receiver and the conductivity of the subsurface.
For soundings multiple transmitter and receiver distances in combination with
multiple frequencies are being used. However FDEM is more suitable for profiling
(mapping fracture zones) and has a relative limited exploration depth (50–100 m)
and resolution. Because instruments should have different frequencies for the different antenna distances, the amount data points for sounding is limited compared
to DC sounding and therefore inversion to a multi layer depth formation conductivity is often restricted to three layer interpretations.
Advantage of this method is that it is based on inductive coupling (no electrodes), which allows fast profiling and can be used for airborne mapping. Disadvantage is the limited exploration depthand that it is less applicable in urban areas
(noise).
Time Domain EM
This EM method also uses a transmitter, transmitter antenna and a receiver and
receiver antenna. The antennas can be simple single wire loops. In Time-Domain
EM (TDEM) systems the decay of the secondary (induced) EM field is measured
in time (µs). This decay of this secondary EM field, ( measured after the shut off
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of the primary field), the so called magnitude, is measured in mV in time (ms), is
a measure for the change in resistivity in depth. The faster the system can measure the decay (first arrivals) more information is gained from the surface. The
exploration depth depends on the sensitivity of the system and background noise,
the used amount of current in combination with the surface of the primary antenna
(moment). Exploration depth can go up to 500 or even 1000 m. depending the
transmitters. Most systems start collecting data from 10 m or more. Field curves
(change of resistivity in depth) can be inverted to a multi layer model with software.
This system can easily penetrate an exploration depth of 150 m. The system is used
for electrical soundings of for large scale 2D airborne mapping. Best application
for TDEM is in mapping low resistivity areas under high resistivity overburden.
Depth to this low resistivity zone and the resistivity of this zone is recorded best.
The resistivity of the high resistivity is often not reliable.
The objective of EM profiling (also WENNER profiling) is to detect and map
a variety of geological features, like:
• Delineating regions of permafrost (frozen pore water)
• Locating suspected and delineating known gravel deposits
• Mapping saline intrusions and bedrock topography
• Detecting cavities in carbonate rocks
• Mapping pollution plumes in groundwater
• Mapping terrain conductivity for electrical grounding
• General geologic mapping of soil types, faults, and fracture zones
• Archaeological exploration
TDEM mapping produces a certain pattern, which is often rather qualitative. Verification of characteristic zones in this pattern is carried out by VES and TDEM
soundings or even better with drilling and bore hole logging.

10.3.3

Seismic methods

The objective of seismic investigations is to obtain information on the layering of
the subsoil, phreatic levels or of the velocities with which a seismic wave travels
through the different geological formations. The method is based on the travelling of sound waves through soil or rock and is therefore different from the geoelectrical methods described above.
The oil exploration largely depends on reflection seismics to find reservoir
structures with an impermeable cap rock under wich oil or gas can be trapped.
Hydrologists often employ Refraction seismics to get an impression of the layering
of geological formations at a certain site. Refraction seismology is based on the arrival times of an initial ground movement generated by a seismic source (hammer,
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weight dropped onto soil, explosive, etc.). The wave signals are recorded with one
or more geophones, that are spaced at different distances from the seismic source.
The arrival times depend on the seismic properties of the formations and analysis of the arrival times therefore provides information about the layering and the
occurrence and location of aquifers.
The advantages of refraction seismology are that you can get data with few
source and receiver locations. The data needs little processing and the models
describing the travelling of the waves through the subsoil are simple. This makes it
an inexpensive and reliable technique. The limitation is that the layers should have
different sound propagation velocities and these should increase with depth. Thin
layers may not be recognised. Geophones are very sensitive to vibrations by wind,
cars, people walking, etc. The noise created on the signal by such disturbances
may create problems for interpreting the seismograph.

10.4

Borehole logging

When a bore hole is available, use can be made of a electrical cable that is pulled
up from the bore hole in the water to measure the resistivities of the surrounding
water and soil. The objective is to detect changes in the material or conductivity
of the water with depth. The theory of measurement is the basically same as that
presented for the geo-electrical method above (Section 10.3.1).
Two electrode configurations can be used, called short-normal and the longnormal configurations. The short normal provides information on the conductivity
of the surrounding water in the bore hole, whereas the long-normal provides information on the formation resistivity. The formation factor F can be calculated
as:
F = 4πLAM
(10.5)
with LAM being the distance between the electrodes A and M .
Geophysical exploration techniques are the subject of a 3rd -year BSc course in
Earth Sciences at the VU University and will therefore not be discussed in more
detail here.

10.5

Desalination as a water source

When surface water or fresh groundwater are scarce, for instance in arid areas
a desalination plant may be used for providing high-quality fresh water that is
derived from brackish or saline water. Common desalination methods are:
• Vacuum thermal distillation method: boiling the water at a lower than
boiling point temperature under vacuum and capturing the fresh distillate.
This is the most widely used method world-wide.
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Figure 10.3: Water desalination and treatment plant at Balashi, Aruba. This plant
has been supplying water to the entire population (about 100,000) of Aruba for over
70 years, first through thermal distillation and more recently through the reverse
osmosis technique. The plant now has a capacity of about 40,000 m3 d−1 .
• Membrane desalination method: in this method, the salt water is forced by
high pressure through a selective semi-permeable membrane that does allow
water molecules to pass, but not salts. It is called reverse osmosis because
normally with osmosis, water would travel to the side of the membrane with
the higher salt concentration. This method is also energy intensive, but uses
less energy than the thermal distillation and is therefore becoming more popular.
A by-product of desalination plants is brine (extremely salty water), which should
be disposed of in an environmentally friendly way.
Desalination has been used for a long time already, for instance on small islands
such as Aruba (Figure 10.3), where there is no surface water and ground water
reservoirs are too small to address the demands of the population. The city state
of Kuwait has been using desalination for a long time but is now looking into the
storage of fresh water produced in salt-water aquifers because of fears that the
desalination plant may be become inoperative at some stage (e.g. terrorism, war
acts), which would lead to a direct and disastrous shortage of fresh water.
Desalination plants normally use diesel fuel, or other fossil fuels, to produce
fresh water. This is a serious disadvantage as the costs are much higher than those
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for producing clean water from fresh surface or groundwater reservoirs. The use
of brackish water rather than saline water as a source cuts costs. Offshore brackish
groundwater is therefore explored as an important future water source in highly
populated delta or coastal areas (Netherlands, Thailand, Kuwait). If in the future
cheap alternative energy sources become available, this technique may become
much more common for water production and could solve many problems related
to our water supply.
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Appendix A

Units
In this reader we have used units according to the International System of Units
(SI), i.e. meter, kilogram, second (mks-system by Giorgi, 1871-1950). The most
important entities and units are given in Table A.1. The commonly used symbol
names are also indicated.
Table A.1: Units and symbols
Entity

Unit

Symbol

Length
Mass
Time
Volume
Temperature
Pressure
Density
Concentration
Velocity
Acceleration
Force
Energy
Energy flux (power)
Energy flux density

m (meter)
kg or g (gram)
s (second)
m3 or l (liter)
◦ C (Celsius) or K (Kelvin), 0 ◦ C = 273.15 K
N m−2 =Pa, 1000 hPa= 1 bar
kg m−3
mg l−1 or mmol l−1
m s−1
m s−2
kg m s−2 = N (Newton)
kg m−2 s−2 = J (Joule)
J s−1 = W (Watt)
W m−2

l
M
t
V
T
P, e
ρ
C
u
a, g
F
E
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H, λE, G

Appendix B

Answers to exercises
Chapter 2, The science of hydrology and the importance of
water
1.
2.

2200 · 3600 · 24 · 365
37363 · 106

= 1.857 m = 1857 mm

3. Water balance: Precipitation − Evapotranspiration − Discharge = Storage
Winter: 350 − 75 − 100 = 175 mm
Summer: 400 − 425 − 75 = −100 mm
4. The volume of water in the lake is 1.4 · 106 · 3 = 4.2 · 106 m3 . The volume
of water falling on its surface annually is 1.4 · 106 · 0.75 = 1.05 · 106 . The
4.2 · 106
residence time is then 1.05
· 106 = 4 years. Note that we don’t actually need
the surface area of the lake. We would have found the same answer by
3
dividing the depth of the lake by the amount of annual rainfall: 0.75
= 4
years.

Chapter 4, Precipitation
1. a. Relative humidity: the relative humidity is the percentage of the actual
water vapour pressure (indicated by e, in hPa) relative to the saturation
vapour pressure (es ) at that temperature: RH = e/es ∗ 100.
b. Dry adiabatic lapse rate: The change in temperature that a parcel of dry
air (no condenstation!) experiences if it is brought to a different level
in the atmosphere due to the change in pressure. This amounts to 10
◦ C km−1 .
c. Environmental lapse rate: the actual change in temperature with height in
the atmosphere, normally 6–7 ◦ C km−1 .
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d. Cloud condensation nuclei: small aerosol particles in the atmosphere that
allow condensation of water and droplet/cloud formation
e. Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process: the formation of precipitation in
cold clouds by ice crystal growth due to the difference in saturation vapour
pressure for liquid water and ice.
f. Psychrometer: a device consisting of wet- and dry-bulb thermometers
that allows measurement of the actual vapour pressure.
g. Köhler diagram: diagramme describing the relation between cloud droplet
radius (x-axis) and the degree of water vapour saturation of the air (y-axis)
for varying salt concentrations.
h. Lifting condensation level: the height at which the relative humidity of
an air parcel will reach 100% when it is cooled by dry adiabatic lifting.
2. a. The temperature is 21 ◦ C, and the relative humidity 56%. Looking at
Table 4.1 we see that at 21 ◦ C es is 24.9 hPa. The actual vapour pressure
can now be calculated because RH = e/es ∗ 100, thus e = RH/100 ∗ es ,
which is 0.56*24.9= 13.9 hPa.
b. The specific humidity can be calculated from Equation 4.8 and amounts
to 0.622*13.9/(994-13.9)= 0.009 kg H2 O per kg air.
c. When a parcel is lifted to the lifting condensation level, the temperature
decreases dry adiabatically with 10 ◦ C km−1 to where es becomes equal
to e (=13.9 hPa). In Table 4.1 we can see that the temperature then needs
to decrease to about 11.9 ◦ C. Hence we need a decrease in temperature from 21-11.9= 9.1 ◦ C, which equals a height increase of 910 m to
156+910= 1066 m.
d. If there would not be condensation, the temperature would continue to
drop at 10 ◦ C km−1 until the top at 1500 m would be reached. Thus we
need to increase height by another 436 m, during which the temperature
would fall another 4.4 ◦ C to 11.9-4.4= 7.5 ◦ C. However, above the lifting
condenstation level we have a moist adiabatic lifting at 5 ◦ C km−1 , thus
the temperature only drops by 2.2 ◦ C and the temperature at the top would
then be 11.9-2.2= 9.7 ◦ C.
e. If the air then moves down over the top of the mountain, it will be compressed as the air pressure increases. Thus the temperature will increase
according to the dry adiabatic lapse rate with 10 ◦ C km−1 . So we will go
down by 1500-156= 1344 m, causing the temperature to rise by 13.4 ◦ C.
The temperature at 156 m on the leeward side of the mountain will then
be 9.7+13.4= 23.1 ◦ C.
3. We know that it costs energy to evaporate water and that this energy is again
released during condensation. The energy used/released per kg water (λ) is
calculated from Equation 4.9, with temperature (T ) converted from ◦ C to
K (10 + 273.15 = 283.15 K. This shows that at 10 ◦ C λ= 2,476,387 J kg−1 .
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To solve the question we need to know how much water was condensed in
the cloud. We know that 10 mm of rainfall fell over 9 km2 in one hour. 1
mm rainfall equals 1 l m2 , thus the total volume of rainfall was 9,000,000
m2 times 10 lm2 =90,000,000 l. However, this is only 10% of the total
amount of water condensed in the cloud, so that in total we have a condensation of 900,000,000 l.
With the density of water being close to 1 kg l−1 , this equals 900,000,000
kg of water. As such the total energy released is 900,000,000 kg times
2476387 J kg−1 = 221,748,300,000,000 J in one hour.
We can also calculate the energy in Watts (1 W= 1 J s−1 ) by dividing by the
time it took to form the cloud (1 h= 3600 s), which would result in a value
of 61,596,750,000 W, or 61,596 MW.
Compare this to the typical energy produced by a wind turbine (e.g. Vestas wind turbine) of about 3 MW.
4. The process of cloud/precipitation formation can be decribed in a number of
steps:
• First we need vertical movement of air that causes expansion, a lowering of the pressure and cooling. The air is then cooled dry adiabatically
until the lifting condensation level is reached where the relative humidity reaches 100%.
• Initially small droplets are formed on cloud condensation nuclei (and
ice crystals on scarce ice nuclei in cold clouds). Salts lower the pressure and surface tension in a droplet (Law of Raoult), making condensation and growth of small droplets possible according to the Köhler diagramme. This diagramme shows the relation between droplet size and
water vapour saturation and also shows that droplets with radius below
the critical radius will evaporate when the supersaturation is decreasing, but that droplets with radius above the critical radius can grow,
even though supersaturation may decrease.
• This process forms a cloud consisting of droplets with a radius up to
100 µm radius, but is too slow to form drops of sufficient size to fall
out of a cloud (1-4 mm radius).
• In warm clouds there is further growth to raindrop size (1-4 mm radius)
through collision and coalescence due to turbulence and differences in
fall speeds of the drops.
• In cold clouds collision and coalescence also occur as a result of turbulence and differences in fall speeds. However, there is also the Wegener
– Bergeron – Findeisen mechanism that cause growth of ice crystals at
the expense of liquid droplets due to the difference in saturation vapour
pressure for liquid water and ice. There is also accretion when two ice
crystals collide and form a bigger ice crystal.
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5. The difference in raindrop formation in warm clouds and cold clouds is that
the Wegener – Bergeron – Findeisen mechanism can cause growth of ice
crystals, formed on ice nuclei, at the expense of liquid water droplets formed
on cloud condensation nuclei. This because the saturation vapour pressure
of ice is lower than that of water, so that the air may be supersaturated for
ice, but not for liquid water.
6. Upward movement of air is needed for the formation of clouds and rainfall
because it will cool the air dry adiabatically by expansion (lowering of air
pressure), causing the saturation vapour pressure to decrease until it reaches
the actual vapour pressure at the lifting condensation level. The three mechanisms are:
(a) Orographic mechanism: air is forced upwards by topography (presence
of mountains)
(b) Cyclonic mechanism: air is forced upwards in low pressure areas or
along cold/warm fronts (main mechanism in the temperate zone)
(c) Convection: local differences in temperature and relative humidity cause
air at a certin location to become less dense that the surrounding air,
causing it to rise. This occurs mainly in warm areas (tropics).
7. There may be various reasons for local variation. These include the distance
to the coast (North Sea is the main source of atmospheric moisture), topography (orographic rainfall over the Veluwe), pollution that generate cloud
condensation nuclei (Port of Rotterdam) and urban areas that can act as heat
islands causing air to rise because of the slightly higher temperatures in urban areas (Rotterdam, Amsterdam)
8. a. The Thiessen polygon method assumes that each raingauge in a network
is representative for the area in which all points are closest to this raingauge. The areal rainfall is then the area-weighted average of all raingauge measurements. This method is appropriate for rather flat areas
where there is little variation in rainfall with topography.
The isohyetal method draws contour lines based on the measurements of
each raingauge and the areal rainfall is then calculated based on weighting
according to the area defined by the contours. The shape of these contours
change constantly and this technique is used in mountainous areas.
b. Alternative measurements are those with radar (direct measurement of
backscatter of EM signal caused by raindrops), satellite (empirical rainfall
estimation from cloud top temperature, albedo, size, velocity, etc.) and
the method of using microwave radio networks (cellular phone network,
estimation based on attenuation of the signal by rainfall).
9. Errors in measurement of rainfall using a rain gauge may be caused by evaporation of water from the gauge before the measurement, raindrops being
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blown out due to wind effects, blockage of the funnel by debris (leaves, insects) causing overflow, splash out of the funnel during intense rain storms,
gauge overflow during extreme storms, wrong placement of rain gauge (under a tree, obstructions, steep slopes), undercatch with snow (wind blows
snow out of funnel, blockage) and mechanical loss when water is lost during
tipping of bucket in an automatic rainfall recorder.
10. Polygons are shown in Figure B.1. Areas are Raingauge 1= 4 ha, raingauge
2 = 195 ha, raingauge 3 = 68 ha and raingauge 4 = 266 ha, giving an areal
rainfall estimate of 2435 mm y−1 .

Figure B.1: Thiessen polygons for the raingauge configuration in the Asu catchment.

11. The conditions for artificial rainfall generation should be such that:
• Clouds would have formed anyway (sufficient moisture in the air and
upwards flow of air)
• There should be a shortage of ice nuclei so that when we introduce
more of these, ice crystal formation and rainfall will be enhanced
• The rainfall generated should fall in the desired location
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These conditions are often met at locations where mountains are already
forcing the air upwards, introducing ice nuclei can then cause more snow/rainfall
then would otherwise have occurred. An ice nuclei generator is placed on the
slope and activated at times when clouds are formed.
12. A depth – duration – frequency curve provides information on the highest
amount (depth) or intensity of rainfall that may fall in a certain time period
(hours to days) with different return periods (probablilities to occur once in
10 years, 50 years, etc.). Such curves are mainly used in civil engineering
for the development of infrastructure.

Chapter 5, Evapotranspiration and rainfall interception
1. a. Albedo: the ratio of reflected shortwave radiation and incoming shortwave solar radiation
b. Makkink evaporation: potential evaporation formula developed by Makkink
for the Netherlands - based on solar radiation and temperature
c. Bowen ratio: The ratio between the sensible heat flux and the latent heat
flux (β = H/λE). β is a good indicator of moisture availability with
low ratios (β < 1) for humid conditions and higher ratios (β > 2) for
semi-arid and arid regions.
d. Leaf area index: the total leaf area per unit area of soil surface
e. Stomatal resistance: the resistance attributed to the diffusion of water
vapour from the stomatal cavity to the atmosphere at the leaf surface.
f. Surface resistance: The resistance attributed to the release of water by dry
vegetation leaves assuming that the vegetation acts as a single big leaf.
g. Aerodynamic resistance: The resistance to transport of water vapour from
the leaf surface into the atmosphere, depends on the intensity of turbulence.
2. There are two ways to determine interception loss (evaporation). We can
quantify the loss of water through interception by measuring the abovecanopy rainfall (input) and the amount of water that reaches the soil as
throughfall (with throughfall gauges or throughfall gutters) and that running
off along the stems (stemflow gauges). Basically we estimate evaporation
from a canopy water balance.
The alternative is to measure the actual evaporation using a micrometeorological set-up. The latter method is more expensive and does not work very
well because of wetting of the instruments during rainfall.
3. Methods that can be used to calculate potential temperature are:
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1. Penman open water evaporation method: requires temperature, relative
humidity, radiation and wind speed data;
2. Priestley-Tailor method: temperature and net radiation data;
3. Jensen-Haise method: requires solar radiation, temperature and historical
monthly min/max temperature data;
4. Makkink equation (Dutch ET equation): requires solar radiation and temperature data;
5. Thornthwaite method: requires only temperature.
4. a. The Penman equation is used to calculate potential evaporation, whereas
the Penman-Monteith equation provides actual evaporation rates.
b. This is done by the incorporation of aerodynamic and surface resistances
in the Penman-Monteith equation that create a dependance of evaporation on the diffusive transport of water vapour from the stomata (high
resistance when closed) and on the turbulent transport away from the leaf
surface (high resistance at low wind speeds with little turbulence).
c. When the surface of the leaf is wet, water can evaporate directly from
the leaf surface and there is no diffusive transport from the stomata (all
closed). As such the surface resistance becomes zero.
5. The crop factor f is used to get estimates of actual evapotranspiration (Ea )
rates by agricultural crops from calculated potential evaporation (Ep ) rates.
The formula is E − a = f · Ep . The crop factor f varies with crop type and
growth stage.
6. Rainfall interception loss rates (wet evaporation) are low (< 5%) for agricultural crops, which means that total annual ET depends little on the amount
of rainfall in a year and is controlled largely by dry surface evaporation. In
tall vegetation (forest) rainfall interception losses can be up to 40% of rainfall and total annual evapotranspiration is therefore also depending on the
amount of rainfall in a year. As the crop factor is not depending on annual
rainfall it cannot be used for tall vegetation. A crop factor (typically 0.7) can
be used to assess the dry surface evaporation for tall vegetation in a year. If
interception loss is calculated separately, the total evapotranspiration can be
estimated.
7. a. The full energy balance equation is:
Rn = H + λE + G + P + J + A

(B.1)

Rewriting this equation to solve for λE gives and knowing that there is
extra energy availabe from adjacent non-irrigated fields gives:
λE = Rn + A − (G + J) − P − H
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(B.2)

Filling in all the appropriate values gives that λE is 350 + 50 − (0.04 ∗
350) − (0.02 ∗ 350) − 150 = 229 W m−2 .
b. The Bowen ratio is defined as the ratio of H and λE and is therefore
β = 150/229 = 0.655. As the Bowen ratio is low, it indicates that we
deal with moist soil, which is consistent with the field being irrigated!
A high Bowen ratio means that most energy goes into heating of the air
because of a lack of soil mositure for evapotranspiration. This is the case
in arid areas where β often is higher than 10.
c. This problem is best solved if we look at the units. The units used for the
energy and water fluxes were W m−2 . We now have to convert this unit
to mm d−1 . We know that:
• the latent heat of vapourisation λ has the unit J kg−1 , and λ amounts
to 4185.5 ∗ (751.78 − 0.5655 ∗ (20 + 273)) = 2453073 J kg−1 .
• 1 W equals 1 J s−1 ,
• ρw = 1,000 kg m−3 and
• 1 mm water depth equals 1 l m−2 .
Thus we can rewrite W m−2 to J s−1 m−2 . If we multiply this by the
number of seconds in a day (86,400 s d−1 ) we get 86,400 s d−1 * 229
J s−1 m−2 = 19785600 J m−2 d−1 . If we now divide this number by λ:
19785600 J m−2 d−1 /2453073 J kg−1 = 8.066 kg m−2 d−1 . However,
we need the unit of l m−2 d−1 , so we have to divide by ρw , which gives
8.066 kg m−2 d−1 / 1,000 kg m−3 = 0.00866 m d−1 , or 8.66 mm d−1 .

Chapter 6, Runoff generation and river hydrology
1. a. Horton overland flow (HOF) is the surface runoff that occurs when the
rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration capacity of the soil. The excess
rain water then flows over the soil surface. Low permeability of the soil
occurs for instance in hard rock areas, badlands, or in areas where the soil
has been severely compacted (forest roads, urban areas). See Section 6.2.
b. The catchment water balance equation can be written as:
P = ET + Q ± ∆S + L

(B.3)

where P is the precipitation input, ET is the evapotranspiration, Q is the
surface and groundwater outflow, ∆S is the change in soil and groundwater storage and L represents (often undetected) leakage into or out of
the catchment.
c. Baseflow is the discharge that occurs during dry periods and is mainly fed
by groundwater outflow into the river system. It is the slowest component
of surface runoff and constitutes of rainfall that takes a very long time to
reach the catchment outlet.
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d. Quickflow is the flow that occurs during and shortly after a rainfall event
and represents the portion of rainfall that rapidly reaches streams and has
a short travel time through the catchment.
e. Channel precipitation is the rainfall that falls onto the river channel, it is
the fastest runoff component in a catchment
f. Hydraulic radius is the river cross-sectional area divided by the wetted
perimeter. It approaches the river width for broad shallow channels
g. Saturation overland flow is surface runoff that is generated by rainfall on
(near-)saturated areas. The rain water cannot infiltrate and has to flow
overland
2. Methods to measure the discharge of a river are (Section 6.7):
(a) Manning’s method where the flow velocity is estimated from the measured slope (I) of the water and the hydraulic radius (R). The Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) is estimated from channel characteristics. The velocity is then multiplied by the cross-ectional area to get
discharge. Very inaccurate method due to difficulties to estimate I and
n.
(b) The float method, the stream flow velocity (v) is estimated by throwing
a float in the river and measuring the time it takes to travel a certain
distance. The river cross-section area (A) also needs to be determined
to calculate the discharge (Q = vA). This is not a very accurate method
and only used when other methods are not available.
(c) The velocity – area method, where the velocity is measured at a number
of points accross the river at one (0.6 D) or more depths D using a
flow meter (propeller, electro-magnetic, doppler). The doppler method
uses the doppler effect (shift in ultrasound frequency due to particle
velocity) to measure the average flow of water in a section of a channel.
The discharge is calculated for each section and summed to give river
discharge. The velocity – area method is very accurate but often time
consuming for larger rivers.
(d) Salt tracer methods include the gulp and constant-rate injection methods where a mass balance is used to calculate discharge from known
salt concentrations and injected water volumes. Only suitable for small
turbulent rivers due to mixing requirements and salt quantity limitations.
3. The three factors of primary importance for urban water supply when using
surface water are the total annual quantity of surface water, its quality and
the timing of discharge over the year (dry and wet seasons).
4. Data needed to calculate the discharge according to Manning’s equation are
the slope of the river water surface in a channel at the point of interest, the
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hydraulic radius, and the Manning’s roughness coefficient. The slope determines pressure force on the water, the hydraulic radius is the cross-sectional
area divided by the wetted perimeter and the Manning’s roughness coefficient determines the amount of friction in the channel.
5. Factors that are of importance for the development of floods are:
• Type (ice, liquid), amount and intensity of the precipitation. Highest
floods with long-duration, high intensity and liquid water
• Topography - steep slopes will create rapid runoff and less storage of
water in pools and therefore higher risk of flooding
• Geology influences the risk of flooding (solid rock, soil development,
permeability). Low permeability favours higher risks of flooding
• Climate influences flooding through evaporation and the presence or
absence of frozen surfaces (permafrost).
• Soil disturbance and urbanisation create higher risks of flooding (HOF)
• Antecedent moisture condition: in wet periods more SOF will occur
and there is a higher risk of flooding. Very dry periods may favour
development of surface crusts that lowers the infiltration rate and also
creates flooding in arid areas.
6. Requirements that should be met at a good discharge measurement site are:
accessibility, safety, single channel and stable channel bed and river banks,
straightness of the channel section, absence of backwater effects, no vegetation, no leakage.
7. Weirs and flumes are artificial structures to measure the discharge in a channel. The difference is that critical flow velocity for a weir is reached by
creating a height difference in the channel, whereas with a flume critical velocity is reached by narrowing the channel. A flume is appropriate under
conditions of high sediment or debris loads because the weir would fill up or
get blocked rapidly. A flume should also be used when the river slope is low
because a weir would then create flooding of a large area upstream.
8. a. According to the Horton overland flow mechanism surface runoff is generated when the rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration capacity of the
unsaturated ground surface. Rainfall that cannot infiltrate than has to flow
downwards over the land surface
b. Hewlett’s hypothesis for the generation of surface runoff in an area is that
depending on the wetness of the ctachment there are areas along the river
channel and in converging hillslopes that are near-saturated. Rainfall on
these areas cause saturation and any rainfall falling on these areas flows
overland to the drainage system, causing rapid response of the discharge
to rainfall. These near-saturated areas change in size with the wetness of
the catchemnt.
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c. Factors that influence the way a river reacts on rainfall in an area are:
i. Geology is an important factor determining the overall permeability
and therefore the drainage density of the river system under certain
climate conditions. It also determines the topography that plays a
role in surface water runoff. It also determines how much Horton
overland flow occurs in an (undisturbed) area. Low discharge from
dune areas, high discharge from solid rock surfaces.
ii. Antecedent moisture conditions determine the amount of quickflow
through the SOF mechanism, discharge and peak flows are higher
when antecedent moisture conditions are high.
iii. Disturbance of the soil (compaction) can change the peakflows, direct runoff and baseflow runoff of the river. Compacted soil results in
Horton overland flow (high direct discharge amounts and peak flows)
and lowers infiltration to groundwater (lower baseflow).
iv. Land use (forest, grass, bare) also influences how a catchemnt reacts
on rainfall due to differences in surface water storage conditions (interception) and evaporation. Forested areas have less river runoff and
lower peak flows than those areas under grass or with bare soil.
9. a. The lag time is the delay between the center of gravity of rainfall (just
past 23:00 h) and the peakflow (5:00 h) and is somewhat less than 6:00
h. The time to peak is from the first rise in discharge rise to the peak
discharge is 6:00 h, see also Figure 9d
b. The total rainfall amount is the sum of the individual hourly totals (or the
surface area under the hyetograph) and is about 113 mm.
c. The total runoff between 23:00 (0.08 mm h−1 ) and 0:00 h on the second
day (0.1 mm h−1 ) equals the surface are under the graph and is about 30
mm.
d. Here you have to draw a straight line, starting at 23:00 h with a slope of
0.05 mm h−1 to separate the quickflow (top part) and baseflow (bottom
part) components (totals in mm). The quickflow amounts to about 22
mm, and baseflow or delayed flow is therefore about 8 mm, see also
Figure 9d.
e. The percentage of rainfall that that discharges as quickflow (direct runoff)
is then 22/113 mm, which is 19%. Total runoff fraction of rainfall
is 30/113 mm, or 27% of total flow. The remaining 73% of rainfall
has evaporated (interception, transpiration) or has infiltrated to become
groundwater and will later be discharged as beseflow or evaporated (transpiration).
10. Table 6.2 showed rainfall, evaporation and flow data.
(a) To prepare a flow duration curve based on the annual discharge values we first need to rank them according to their magnitude, where
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Figure B.2: Rainfall hyetograph and discharge hydrograph for the Asu Catchment,
Brazil. The discharge separation line, lag time and time to peak are also indicated.
the highest annual discharge value (1027 mm year−1 ) gets rank one,
and the lowest value (216 mm year−1 ) rank 16 (Table B.1). We then
use the Weibull formula to calculate the probability of exceedence p
according to p = m/(n + 1), where m is the rank number and n represents the total number of data values (Table B.1). The data are then
plotted as shown in Figure 10b with p expressed in %.
(b) The catchment was afforested in 1975 with Caribbean pines. Comparing rainfall, discharge and evapotranspiration shows that evapotranspiration generally became much higher after 1978 or so due to the
afforestation. This cause a decrease in the annual discharge. This also
becomes apparent in the flow duration curve by the changes in slope
of lines fitted for discharge values below 400 mm (green dashed line
in Figure 10b), and for those above (red dashed line in Figure 10b).
Such duration curves can therefore only be made when conditions in a
catchment remain unchanged.
Following the slope for the values less than 400 mm (green dashed
line in Figure 10b), we can estimate discharge with a probability of
exceedence of 10% for annual discharge after reforestation at about
430 mm year−1 , instead of over 900 mm year−1 . Note that the return
period T in years is defined as 1/p.
11. Manning equation (Equation 6.7) can be used to calculate the flow velocity
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Table B.1: Ranked flow Data for the Oleolega Catchment and chances of exceedance p for each discharge value.
Rank m

Year

Q [mm year−1 ]

p [%]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1977
1975
1976
1978
1985
1989
1979
1981
1991
1986
1990
1982
1980
1984
1988
1983

1027
946
787
754
525
402
367
327
312
306
300
291
249
239
230
216

5.9
11.8
17.6
23.5
29.4
35.3
41.2
47.1
52.9
58.8
64.7
70.6
76.5
82.4
88.2
94.1

and discharge in an open channel if the flow is fully turbulent. There is uniform flow in a 200 m wide rectangular channel with a bed slope of 0.03 %.
The water depth in the channel is 5 m.
a. To verify whether the flow is turbulent enough so that the Manning equation can be applied we need to check if Equation 6.8 holds. For clean
and straight channels we see in Table 6.1 that n is 0.016–0.030, and for
a channel with weeds and pools n= 0.040–0.060. So let’s try this for n=
0.025 and n= 0.05. Sf =0.03% or 0.0003 m m−1 . The hydraulic radius
R is 200 ∗ 5/(200 + 5 + 5) = 1000/210 = 4.76 m.
√
• For clean and straigth 0.0256 · 4.76 · 0.0003 = 9.22 · 10−12 >
1.1 · 10−13 thus we can use Manning here
√
• For a channel with weeds and pools 0.0556 · 4.76 · 0.0003 = 1.04 · 10−9 >
1.1 · 10−13 thus we can use Manning here as well.
b. The flow velocities and discharges are:
• for a clean and straight channel Q = v · A = 1/0.025 · 4.762/3 · 0.00031/2 · 1000 =
1960 m3 s−1 .
• for channels with weeds and deep pools Q = v · A = 1/0.055 · 4.762/3 · 0.00031/2 · 1000 =
891 m3 s−1 .
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Figure B.3: Flow duration curve with annual discharge versus probability of exceedance p (expressed in %) for the Oleolega catchment, Fiji. Green and red dashed
lines show the slopes for values below and above 400 mm discharge, respectively.
The green square indicates the estimated 10% of time exceeded discharge after
reforestation.

Chapter 7, Groundwater flow
1. Ranking based on hydraulic conductivity: gravel  silt  clay.
Ranking based on porosity: clay ≥ silt ≥ gravel.
There is no clear relation between porosity and hydraulic conductivity. Clay
has a high porosity but a low hydraulic conductivity. The hydraulic conductivities of the three materials clearly differ, but their porosities may overlap.
2. The height of the soil column that becomes saturated becomes:
30 mm

10
0.33

=

3. Both the fluid viscosity (µ) and density (ρ) depend on temperature and salinity. Both µ and ρ of water decrease with temperature but the relative decrease
of µ is larger than that of ρ. Consequently, according to Equation 7.2, K will
increase. So, assuming that the head distribution remains unchanged, water
will flow faster if its temperature increases.
When salinity increases, both ρ and µ increase. The rate of increase of µ is
larger than the rate of increase of ρ. The net effect is that K decreases with
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salinity. So, assuming that the head distribution remains unchanged, water
will flow slower if its salinity increases.
4. Initially, the soil contains 1000 · 0.35 = 350 mm of water. After the dry
period, 1000 · 0.10 = 100 mm remains in the column. Given a specific yield
of 20 %, 1000 · 0.20 = 200 mm was lost by gravity drainage, leaving 250 −
200 = 50 mm that was lost by evapotranspiration.
5. The total volume of the sample is: VT =

100
1.8

= 55.6 cm3 .

The water that was retained in the soil sample after it was drained by gravity
was: Vr = 80 − 75 = 5 g = 5 cm3 .
Specific retention is: Sr =
Specific yield is Sy =

20
55.6

5
55.6

= 0.09 = 9%.

= 0.36 = 36%.

Porosity is the sum of specific yield and specific retention: n = Sy + Sr =
0.09 + 0.36 = 0.45 = 45%.
6. h = z +
h=1+

P
ρg

+

v2
2g

15000
1000 · 9.81

+

(2 · 10−6 )2
2 · 9.81

= 1 + 1.53 + 2.04 · 10−13 = 2.53 m

The kinetic energy component can be neglected in almost all groundwater
applications. Therefore, it will not be considered in the rest of the exercises.
7. The pressure head (which equals the height of the water column in the piezometer) can be calculated from the length of the piezometer minus the measured
head, which are both given in m below the ground surface.
We choose sea level as the reference plane. The elevation head is then calculated by substracting the piezometer length from the surface elevation above
mean sea level.
This gives for piezometer A:
Pressure head: hp = 50 − 1 = 49 m
Elevation head: z = 1 − 50 = −49 m
Hydraulic head: h = z + hp = −49 + 49 = 0 m (above mean sea level)
And for piezometer B:
Pressure head: hp = 40 − 12 = 28 m
Elevation head: z = 2 − 40 = −38 m
Hydraulic head: h = z + hp = −38 + 28 = −10 m (above mean sea level)
The head in piezometer B is lower than that in A so groundwater flows from
well A to B. Since the bottom of piezometer A is lower than B, water flows
upward.
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8. h = z +

P
ρg

For piezometer A:
9 · 105
h = −100 + 1000
· 9.81 = −100 + 91.7 = −8.26 m
For piezometer B:
6.1 · 105
h = −50 + 1000
· 9.81 = −50 + 62.18 = +12.18 m
The head in piezometer A is lower than that in B so groundwater flows from
well B to A. Since the bottom of piezometer A is lower than B, water flows
downward.
9. Groundwater flows from high to low hydraulic head. Flow is perpendicular
to the potentiometric contours. The arrows should look similar to the ones
in the picture below.

10. The hydraulic conductivity can be calculated from Darcy’s law:
Q
Q L
∆h
L
A = k L or k = A ∆h = q ∆h
−1
3
Q = 250
6.6 = 37.9 cm · min
37.9
−1
q=Q
A = 20.25 = 1.87 cm · min
L
−1
k = q ∆h
= 1.87 · 32.5
5.9 = 10.3 cm · min

q=

= 148 m · d−1

11. a. Darcy velocity = specific discharge = q =
A = πr2 = π · 2.52 = 19.6 cm2
4.4
−1
q=Q
A = 19.6 = 0.22 cm · min
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Q
A

q
0.2
−1
n = 0.4 = 0.56 cm · min
43.5
0.11 · 60 = 1.48 cm

b. linear velocity = v =
c. ∆h = q Lk = 0.22 ·

12. Calculate the specific discharge from Darcy’s law:
0.2
−3 m · day−1
q = k ∆h
L = 10 · 1200 = 1.7 · 10

Using an estimated porosity of n = 0.35, the average groundwater flow
velocity becomes:
−3
v = q = 1.7 · 10 = 4.8 · 10−3 m · day−1
n

0.35

The travel time, t, between the piezometers is:
t=
13. q =
k=

d
v

=

∆h
c
D
c

1200
4.8 · 10−3

or c =
=

5
1

= 252000 days = 690 yr

∆h
q

=

1
1

= 1 yr

= 5 m · yr−1 = 1.4 · 10−2 m · day−1

14. The head difference between A and B is ∆h = 16 m.
The points are L = 15, 5 km apart.
The hydraulic conductivity is k =

T
D

=

7500
200

= 37.5 m · day−1

37.5
16
The average groundwater velocity between A and B is: v = nk ∆h
L = 0.35 15.5 · 103 =
−1
0.11 m · day
3
The travel time between A and B is t = d = 15.5 · 10 = 140 · 103 days =
v

0.11

384 yr
15.

• The specific discharges at x = 0 and x = 500 m can be calculated
with:
h2 −h2
qx = Kx 02LhL − q2R L−2x
h
This gives at x = 0:
2 −152
1 · 10−3 500
−3 m/d
qx = 1 218
· 500 · 18 − 2
18 = −8.4 · 10
Note that the minus sign indicates that flow is in the opposite direction
of x.
And at x = 500:
2 −152
1 · 10−3 500−2 · 500
qx = 1 218
= 2.3 · 10−2 m/d
· 500 · 15 − 2
15
• If qx = 0 then the position of the water table divide is at:
h2 −h2

x 0
L
xd = L2 − K
qR 2L
Inserting gives:
1
182 −152
xd = 500
2 − 1 · 10−3 2 · 500 = 151 m

• The maximum height of the water table is:
q
qR
hmax = h20 + (h2L − h20 ) xLd + K
(L − xd )xd
x
Inserting gives:
q
−3
151
hmax = 182 + (152 − 182 ) 500
+ 1 · 10
(500 − 151)151 = 18.6 m
1
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16. Assume that the bottom of the canal is the reference datum, which has an
elevation of 0 meters. Then the desired hydraulic head at the groundwater
divide is:
hmax = 4 − 0.6 = 3.4 m
Because the head in the canals is equal, the hydraulic divide is exactly half
way between the canals, so:
xd =

L
2

From the previous exercise:
q
hmax = h20 + (h2L − h20 ) xLd +

qR
Kx (L

− xd )xd

combining and reworking gives:
q
2
x
2
L = 4K
qR (hmax − h0 )
inserting:
q
L = 1.6 ·410−3 (3.42 − 32 )
17. The divides are located at the rivers (convergent divides) and exactly halfway
between the rivers (divergent divides). Flowlines are shown in the picture
below.s

18. The polder areas that are younger (that is, they were reclaimed (ingepolderd)
more recently) are more elevated because (1) deposition of sediments continued longer (before reclamation) and (2) land subsidence due to drainage
has lasted shorter (after reclamation).
19. For the given densities of seawater and fresh water of 1025 and 1000 kg/m3 ,
respectively, the Ghijben-Herzberg relation becomes z = 40h, in which z
is the depth of the interface between fresh and salt groundwater and h is
the elevation of the groundwater table (both with respect to mean sea level).
When the sea level rises 0.5 m, the groundwater table will rise 0.5 m as
well and the depth of the interface (z = 40 · 0.5 = 20 m) will not change.
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When the sea level rises 0.75 m, the groundwater table can only rise 0.25 m
because the maximum elevation of the groundwater table is restricted to 1
m below the ground surface. Therefore, the depth of the interface becomes:
z = 40 · 0.25 = 10 m). When the sea level rises 1 m, the fresh water lens
completely disappears because the maximum elevation of the groundwater
table becomes h = 0 m.

Chapter 8, Soil moisture and infiltration
1. n =

Vv
VT

ρb =

Ws
VT

or: Ws = ρb VT

ρs =

Ws
Vs

or: Ws = ρs Vs

this means that:
ρb VT = ρs Vs or: Vs =

ρb VT
ρs

We also have:
Vv = VT − Vs
combining these last two relations gives:
Vv = VT −

ρb VT
ρs

Dividing by VT finally gives:
Vv
VT

=n=1−

ρb
ρs

2. a. Porosity (n)
The volume of voids can be determined from the volume of water at saturation. The mass of water at saturation is the mass of the saturated sample
minus the dry mass of the sample:
Ww(saturated) = 153.67 − 126.34 = 27.33 g
The volume of voids (= volume of water at saturation) is:
g
Vv = 1.0027.33
= 27.33 cm3
g · cm−3
The porosity is:
n = VVTv = 27.33
75.0 = 36.4%
b. The gravimetric water content under natural conditions (θg )
First calculate the mass of water, which is the moist mass minus the dry
mass:
Ww = 150.70 − 126.34 = 24.36 g
This gives:
24.36
w
θg = W
Ws = 126.34 = 19.28%
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c. Volumetric water content (θv )
The volume of water under natural conditions is:
3
Vw = 24.36
1.00 = 23.36 cm
This gives:
θv = VVwT = 24.36
75.0 = 32.5%
d. Saturation ratio (Rs )
24.36
= 0.891
Rs = VVwv = 27.33
e. Dry bulk density (ρb )
126.34
−3
s
ρb = W
VT = 75.0 = 1.68 g · cm
f. Particle density (ρs )
The volume of solids is:
Vs = VT − Vv = 75.0 − 27.33 = 47.7 cm3
This gives:
126.34
−3
s
ρs = W
Vs = 47.7 = 2.65 g · cm
3. The capillary rise of water in a pore with a diameter of d = 100 µm is:
4 · 7.3 · 10−2
hc = ρw2γgR = ρw4γgd = 1000
· 9.81 · 10−4 = 0.298 m = 29.8 cm
4. Take the ground surface as the reference level.
The elevation, pressure and hydraulic (total) heads in A are:
z = −1.2 m, hp = 0.6 m and h = z + hp = −1.2 + 0.6 = −0.6 m
And in B:
z = −0.7 m, hp = 0.1 m and h = z + hp = −0.7 + 0.1 = −0.6 m
a. Because the hydraulic heads in A and B are equal, there is hydrostatic
equilibrium, which means that there is no vertical groundwater flow between the two piezometers.
b. Because hydrostatic conditions extend into the unsaturated zone, the soil
water potential is equal at all depths. At -0.4 m we have:
h = z + hp or −0.6 = −0.4 + hp , which means that hp = −0.2 m. The
tensiometer will indicate a negative pressure head of 20 cm.
c. pF = log(−hp ) (hp expressed in cm) so: pF = log(+20) = 1.3
5. a. Field capacity means that pF = 2, or h = -100 cm. From the retention
curve we then determine θf c = 0.34.
b. At wilting point, pF = 4.2, or h = -16000 cm. From the retention curve
we determine θwp = 0.11.
c. Plant available water is the difference between volumetric water content
at field capacity and at wilting point, which is 0.34 − 0.11 = 0.23.
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6. In a soil profile of 1 m, or 1000 mm, the plant available water is equivalent
to a layer of 1000 · 0.23 = 230 mm. Hereof, 75 %, or 172.5 mm, needs
to be supplied by irrigation before the soil is at field capacity again. The
net amount of water supplied by irrigation is 90 % of 8 mm · h−1 , which is
7.2 mm · h−1 . This means that it takes 172.5
7.2 = 24 hours for the soil to return
to field capacity.
7. a. To determine the zero flux planes, first calculate the total heads.
Elevation head
z (cm)

-5
-15
-25
-35
-45
-55
-70
-90
-110

Pressure head
hp (cm)

Total head
h (cm)

1 August

8 August

1 August

8 August

-2493
-1124
-521
-197
-122
-219
-388
-694
-833

-3399
-1834
-1011
-618
-608
-598
-645
-946
-1029

-2498
-1139
-546
-232
-167
-274
-458
-784
-943

-3404
-1849
-1036
-653
-653
-653
-715
-1036
-1139

Table B.2: Data from Hiscock, K. (2005), Hydrogeology - Principles and practice
On August 1, the highest total head is at 45 cm below the ground surface,
so the zero flux plane is also at this depth. On August 8, the highest total
heads are between 35 and 55 cm below the ground surface. The zero flux
plane is somewhere in this depth range. For simplicity we can assume that
it is at the same depth as August 1, so 45 cm below the ground surface.
b. The evaporation and drainage losses are calculated from the change in
volumetric soil moisture content, ∆θv = θv,1August − θv,8August , multiplied by the depth of the measuring interval, d. The sum of the losses
above the ZFP are due to evaporation, below the ZFP they are due to
drainage.
The total losses due to evaporation are 1.80+2.85+1.67+1.19+0.71 = 8.22
mm and due to drainage are 1.75 + 2.37 + 2.38 + 1.44 + 0.94 = 8.88 mm.
8. We can easily calculate the mean annual recharge rate (Rd ) from the formula
C
Rd = P Cps . The Cl concentration of the soil water Cs = 11.23 mg · l−1 ,
Annual precipitation amounts to P = 443.2 mm and the Cl concentration in
rainwater Cp = 1.14 mg · l−1 . Therefore:
1.14
= 45 mm · yr−1
Rd = 443.2 11.23

9. a. If the volumetric soil water content θv = 10% then a 5 meter soil column
contains 5000 · 0.10 = 500 mm of soil water. From the age of the water
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Sampling interval
(cm)

Evaporation losses
40 – 45
30 – 40
20 – 30
10 – 20
0 – 10
Drainage losses
40 – 45
50 – 60
60 – 80
80 – 100
100 – 120

d
(mm)

Volumetric moisture content
θv

∆θv

∆θv · d
(mm)

1 August

8 August

50
100
100
100
100

0.428
0.418
0.394
0.375
0.356

0.390
0.390
0.378
0.363
0.349

0.036
0.028
0.016
0.012
0.007

1.80
2.85
1.67
1.19
0.71

50
100
200
200
200

0.428
0.413
0.399
0.385
0.380

0.390
0.390
0.387
0.378
0.375

0.035
0.023
0.012
0.007
0.005

1.75
2.37
2.38
1.44
0.94

Table B.3: Data from Hiscock, K. (2005), Hydrogeology - Principles and practice
we can infer that it takes 10 years to flush that column so the infiltration
−1
rate is 500
10 = 50 mm · yr .
b. Using the same formula as in the previous exercise we can calculate the
Cl concentration of the soil moisture:
C
2
Cs = P Rpd = 500 50
= 20 mg · l−1 .

Chapter 9, Water quality
1. The molecular mass of halite is 58.442 g · mol−1 . Dissolving 1 g in 1 l of
1
water gives mNa = mCa = 58.442
= 1.7 · 10−2 mol · l−1 = 17.1 mmol · l−1 .
Because the charge of Na+ and Cl− is 1 for both ions, the concentration
expressed in meq · l−1 are equal to the concentration in mmol · l−1 .
The concentrations in mg · l−1 is obtained by multiplying the concentrations
in mmol · l−1 with the molecular mass of the ions.
For Na+ : 17.1 · 22.990 = 393 mg · l−1
For Cl− : 17.1 · 35.453 = 607 mg · l−1
2. The calcium concentration due to calcite dissolution at this given CO2 pressure is calculated using the formula:
p
p
mCa = 3 10−5.8 PCO2 /4 = 3 10−5.8 10−2 /4 = 1.6 mmol · l−1
The precipitation surplus is 300 mm · yr−1 = 300 l · m−2 · yr−1 , which means
that 300 · 1.6 · 10−3 = 0.47 mol · m−2 · yr−1 dissolves and leaves the area.
One mole of calcite (CaCO3 ) weighs 100.087 g so 0.47 moles of Ca2+
correspond to 0.47 · 100.087 = 47.5 g of calcite, which has a volume of
47.5
47.5
3
ρs = 2.00 = 23.8 cm .
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The denudation rate therefore is 23.8 cm3 · m−2 · yr−1 = 24 mm/1000 yr.
3. The Cl− concentration in rainwater is mCl = 0.19 mmol · l−1 . An equal
amount comes from dry deposition, which means that the concentration becomes mCl = 0.38 mmol · l−1 . The Cl− concentration in the infiltrated
0.6
groundwater is mCl = 0.6 mmol · l−1 , so the water has become 0.38
= 1.58
times more concentrated by evapotranspiration.
The Ca2+ concentration in the infiltrated rainwater would be 0.01 · 2 · 1.58 =
0.03 mmol · l−1 if only dry deposition and evapotranspiration would determine the Ca2+ concentration. The surplus of Ca2+ is due to calcite dissolution, which contributes 2.1 − 0.03 = 2.07 mmol · l−1 . So, practically all
Ca2+ in the sample is due to calcite dissolution.
4. The fraction of seawater is:
fsea =

mCl,sample −mCl,f resh
mCl,sea −mCl,f resh

=

327.2−0.6
566−0.6

= 0.58

The concentrations due to mixing only are found from the formula:
mi,mix = fsea · mi,sea + (1 − fsea )mi,f resh
in which i indicates an ion, Ca2+ or Mg2+ in this case. The amounts that
have reacted are found from:
mi,reacted = mi,sample − mi,mix
The appropriate numbers for mi,mix and mi,reacted are given in the table
below:
Sample

Concentration (mmol/l)
Na

Infiltrated rain
Seawater
Sample 24H-255
Mixing only
Reacted

+

Ca2+

Mg2+

Cl−

2.1
10.6
61.9
7.0
54.9

0.2
55.1
20.1
31.9
-11.8

0.6
566
327.2
327.2
0

0.5
485
194.4
280.4
-85.9
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Index
ET0 , 84
F factor, 184
G factor, 184
Sr , 116
∆, 78
κ, 115
λ, 32
ρ, 121
ρs , 184
θ, 148
ksat , 156
H2 O diffusive transport, 70
Activity, 174
Actual water vapour pressure, 78
Adhesion, 148
Adiabatic, 38
Advective energy, 67
Advective energy flux, 74
Aerodynamic resistance, 81
Aerodynamic roughness, 82
Aerosol, 34, 170
Agriculture water use, 5, 6
Agrohydrology, 13
Albedo, 62, 73
Altocumulus, 42
Altostratus clouds, 42
Analytical solutions, 133
Anion, 168
Anisotropic, 118
Anisotropy, 121
Antecedent moisture conditions, 90
Apparent resistivity, 184
Aquiclude, 116
Aquifer, 116
Aquitard, 116

Artesian aquifer, 117
Artesian well, 122
Artificial recharge, 114
Atacama desert, 26
Available water content, 153
Avogadro’s constant, 168
Azores high pressure, 26
Backwater effect, 75
Baseflow, 19, 96, 158
Bentonite, 124
Bernoulli’s equation, 123
Bifurcation ratio, 90
Binary mixture, 173
Biochemical energy flux, 74
Biomass energy storage flux, 74
Blackboard, 3
Blind tube, 124
Boundary conditions, 134
Boundary value problem, 134
Boussinesq equation, 133
Brine, 190
Bulk compressibility, 121
Bulk density, 148
Bypass flow, 157
Calcite dissolution, 175
Canopy, 64
Canopy resistance, 83
Canopy storage, 68
Canopy water balance, 67
Capillary fringe, 77, 113, 151
Capillary rise, 149, 150
Capillary tube, 149
Capillary zone, 151
Catchment, 17
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Catchment order, 90
Catchment water balance method, 75
Cation, 150, 168
Cation exchange capacity, 176
CCN, 34
CEC, 176
Channel morphology, 90
Channel precipitation, 95
Chemical equilibrium, 174
Chloride tracer method, 159
Cirrocumulus clouds, 42
Cirrostratus clouds, 42
Cirrus clouds, 42
Class A evaporation pan, 76
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 29
Closed boundary condition, 134
Cloud condensation nuclei, 34, 46
Cloud seeding, 46
CO2 diffusive transport, 70, 74
CO2 uptake, 69
Coefficient of surface tension, 33
Cold cloud process, 36, 37
Cold front, 42
Collision–coalescence process, 37
collision–coalescence process, 37
Confined aquifer, 117, 120
Connate groundwater, 113
Conservative ion, 172
Conservative tracer method, 159, 172
Constant rate loss, 98
Constant-rate injection method, 105
Continuity principle, 132
Convection, 39
Convergence, 26
Critical radius, 36
Critical velocity, 103
Crop factor, 80
Cumuliform cloud, 44
Cumuliform clouds, 42
Cumulonimbus, 37, 44
Cumulus lenticularis cloud, 40
Cuticle, 70
CVES, 186
Cyclonic process, 38

Dalton’s law, 29, 78
Darcy unit, 115
Darcy velocity, 126
Darcy’s law, 126, 128, 129, 154
Dauwpuntstemperatuur, 32
Deforestation, 72
Delayed flow, 96
Depth – duration – frequency curve, 56
Dewpoint temperature, 32
Diagenesis, 167
Diffusion equation, 133
Diffusive transport, 81
Direct precipitation, 95
Direct runoff, 19, 96
Direct throughfall, 63, 67
Direct throughfall coefficient, 67
Dirichlet boundary condition, 134
Discharge, 89
Dissolution, 170
Domestic water use, 5
Drainage basin, 17
Drainage density, 90
Drip tips, 64
Dry deposition, 170
Dry evaporation, 61
Dry-bulb thermometer, 31
Dupuit assumption, 136
EC, 184
Ecohydrology, 13
Effective precipitation, 98
Effective stress, 120
Electric-double layer, 150
Electrical conductivity, 184
Electrical resistivity, 182
Electromagnetic waves, 187
electron acceptors, 177
Elemental control volume, 130
Elevation head, 123
Energy balance, 78
Energy balance equation, 74
Energy production, 5
Ephemeral stream, 90
Equilibrium coefficient, 174
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Equipotential line, 125
Equivalents, 168
ET, 61
Evaporation, 61
Evaporation pan, 75
Evaporite rocks, 172
Evapotranspiration, 19, 61
Exceedence probability, 99
Exchange complex, 176
Fick’s law, 70
Fickian law, 128
Field capacity, 152
First type boundary condition, 134
Float method, 102
Flooding, 89
Flow divide, 17
Flow duration curve, 99
Fluid compressibility, 121
Fluid density, 121
Flume, 102, 104
Formation factor, 184
Frontal systems, 44
Geo-electrical method, 185
Geometric factor, 186
Geophone, 189
Geophysical exploration, 182
Geophysics, 182
Ghijben-Herzberg principal, 141
Gravel pack, 124
Gravimetric water content, 148
Gross precipitation, 67
Groundwater, 113
Groundwater divide, 139
Groundwater recharge, 19, 158, 172
Guard cells, 70
Gulp injection method, 105
Gypsum, 174
Half-reaction, 177
Heterogeneous, 117
Homogeneity, 117
Horizontal precipitation, 25
Horton overland flow, 91

Humic particle, 150
Hydraulic conductivity, 115, 126, 156
Hydraulic diffusivity, 133
Hydraulic head, 118, 123
Hydraulic head contour map, 125
Hydraulic potential, 123
Hydraulic radius, 102
Hydraulic resistance, 128
Hydrogeology, 13
Hydrograph, 95, 96
Hydrograph separation, 97
Hydrometeorologist, 25
Hydrometeorology, 14
Hyetograph, 25
Hysteresis, 154
Ice nuclei, 34, 46
ICTZ, 26
Ideal gas law, 29
IN, 34
Industrial water use, 5
Infiltration, 154
Infiltration capacity, 155
Infiltration loss, 98
Initial condition, 98
Initial conditions, 134
Intensity – duration – frequency curve,
56
Inter Tropical Convergence Zone, 26
Inter-tropical convergence zone, 26
Interception capacity, 64
Interception loss, 62
Interface, 141
Interflow, 19
Intrinsic permeability, 115
Ion exchange, 170
Ions, 168
Irrigation - sprinkler type, 7
Isohyet, 53
Isohyetal method, 53, 54
Isomorphous substitution, 176
Isotropic, 118
Isotropy, 118
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Jensen-Haise evaporation formula, 79
Juvenile groundwater, 113
Köhler curve, 35, 36
Kaolinite, 34
Karst, 167
Karst aquifer, 129
KD-value, 115
Kelvin’s law, 33
Kinetic energy, 123
LAI, 65, 66, 83
Laminar flow, 103
Land management, 72
Laplace Equation, 132
Latent heat of vapourisation, 32
Latente verdampingswarmte, 32
Law of mass action, 174
LCL, 41
Leaf area index, 65
Leakage, 20
Lifting condensation level, 41
Longwave radiation, 73
Lysimeter, 77
Macro-pores, 19
Major constituents, 169
Makkink evaporation method, 79
Manning equation, 101, 102
Mass conservation, 130
Mass conservation principle, 130
Mass ratio, 148
Mathematical model, 133
Matric potential, 151
Membrane desalination method, 190
Meteoric groundwater, 113
Mie scatter, 50
Mixing line, 173
MODFLOW, 137
Moisture advection, 44
Molality, 168
Molarity, 168
Monsoon, 26
Net longwave radiation, 78

Net radiation, 74, 78
Net radiometer, 74
Neumann boundary condition, 134
Newton’s second law, 123
Nimbostratus clouds, 44
Numerical model, 159
Numerical models, 133
Oasis effect, 84
Ohm’s law, 186
Orographic effects, 40
Osmosis, 150, 151
Osmotic potential, 151
Overland flow, 19, 89, 91, 96, 155
Overland runoff, 95
oxidant, 177
Oxidation, 177
Particle density, 148
ParticleFlow, 137
Parts per million (ppm), 168
Peak flow, 90
Penman E0 , 78
Penman Monteith evaporation, 81
Penman open water evaporation, 78
Perched water table, 117
Perennial stream, 90
Permanent wilting point, 153
Permeability, 115
pF, 152
pF curve, 152
Photosynthesis, 69
Phreatic aquifer, 117
Piezometer, 123
Piezometer filter, 124
Piezometer screen, 124
Piston flow, 157
Plant available water, 153
Plant water stress, 153
Pluviograph, 47
Pluviometer, 47
Ponding, 155
Pore space, 114
Pore water, 148
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Pore water resistivity, 184
Porosity, 114, 121, 148, 184
Potential energy, 122
Potentiometric surface map, 125
ppm, 168
Precipitation (chemistry), 170
Precipitation interception, 63, 93
Precipitation recycling, 45
Preferential flow path, 157
Pressure energy, 123
Pressure head, 123
Pressure transducer, 101
Priestley-Taylor evaporation formula, 79
Primary porosity, 114
psychrometer, 30
Psychrometeric constant, γ, 78
Psychrometric constant, 31
Psychrometric equation, 31
Qanats, 181
Quickflow, 96
RADAR, 50, 101
Radar rainfall detection, 51
Raoult’s law, 34
Rate of infiltration, 155
Reactant, 168, 174
Recession time, 96
Recharge rate, 136
Recording rain Gauge, 47
Redox, 170
Redox reaction, 177
Reductant, 177
Reduction, 177
Reference evaporation, 84
Reflection seismics, 188
Reforestation, 72
Refraction seismics, 188
Refraction seismology, 188
Relative humidity, 31
Representative elementary volume, 129
Resistivity, 184
Reverse osmosis, 190
Riparian zone, 92

River discharge, 19
Root depth, 71
Runoff, 89
Salinity, 184
Saturated volume fluctuation method, 158
Saturated zone, 113
Saturation overland flow, 92
Saturation ratio, 148
Schlumberger method, 185
Sea spray, 170
Seawater intrusion, 141
Second type boundary condition, 134
Secondary porosity, 114
Seismic source, 188
Seismic velocity, 182
Seismic wave, 188
Self-nucleation, 34
Semi-permeable barrier, 150
Semi-pervious boundary, 135
Sensible heat flux, 74
Silver iodide (AgI), 46
Soil compaction, 155
Soil erosion, 93
Soil heat flux, 74
Soil moisture, 44, 113
Soil water balance method, 158
Soil water potential, 155
Soil zone, 113
Solar radiation flux, 73
Solute, 167
Solute effect, 35
Solvent, 167
Sonic anemometer, 74
Specific humidity, 31
Specific resistivity, 184
Specific retention, 116
Specific storage, 122
Specific yield, 116, 119
Specified flux boundary, 134
Specified head boundary, 134
Specifieke vochtigheid, 31
Speleothem, 176
Staff gauge, 101, 106
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Standard rain gauge, 47
Static equilibrium, 151
Steady state flow, 130
Stefan Boltzmann constant, 78
Stemflow, 64, 67, 68
Stokes’ law, 37
Stomata, 70, 153
Stomatal cavity, 70
Stomatal resistance, 83
Storage coefficient, 119, 122
Storativity, 119
Stormflow, 96
Stratified, 118
Stratiform cloud, 44
Stratiform clouds, 42
Stratus cloud, 40
Stratus clouds, 42
Stream flow, 19
Stream order, 90
Sub-surface throughflow, 19
Sublimation, 61, 62
Super-critical flow, 103
Supersaturation, 29, 32
Surface energy balance, 73
Surface resistance, 83
Surface runoff, 91
Surface tension, 149
Surface tension effect, 36
Sustainable yield, 158
Temperature, 78
Tensiometer, 151
Thiessen polygon method, 53, 54
Thornthwaite evaporation method, 80
Throughfall, 64, 67, 68
Throughfall gauges, 68
Throughfall gutter, 68, 69
Throughflow, 89, 96
Time base, 96
Time-domain EM, 187
Topodrive, 137
Total stress, 120
Transient flow, 130
Transition zone, 156

Transmissivity, 115, 136
Transpiration, 45, 61, 69, 70
Transportation, 5
Travel time, 96
Trunk storage, 68
Turbulence, 81
Turbulent flow, 103, 129
Turbulent transport, 81
Unconfined aquifer, 117
Unit hydrograph, 99
Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, 154
Unsaturated zone, 113, 147
Vacuum thermal distillation, 189
Vadose zone, 113, 147
Valence electrons, 168
van der Waals force, 33
Vapour pressure, actual, 29
Vapour pressure, maximum, 29
Vapour pressure, saturation, 29
Vertical electrical sounding, 185
VES, 185
Volumetric water content, 148
von Karman constant, 83
Voronoi tesselation method, 54
Warm cloud process, 36
Warm front, 44
Water balance equation, 62, 75, 95
Water balance method, 75
Water conflict, 10
Water reservoirs, 7
Water resistivity, 184
Water resources, 72
Water retention curve, 152
Water scarcity, 10
Water security, 8, 10
Water shortage, 9, 10, 89
Water stress, 6, 9, 10
Water table, 20, 113
Water use per capita, 6
Water vapour, 29
Watershed, 17
Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process, 38
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Weir, 102, 104
Wenner method, 185
Wet deposition, 170
Wet evaporation, 62
Wet-bulb thermometer, 31
Wetted perimeter, 102
Wetting front, 156
Wetting zone, 156
Wind speed, 78
Zero flux plane, 155
Zero flux plane method, 159
ZFP, 155
Zone of aeration, 147
Zone of dispersion, 141
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